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SYNOPSIS

The Javan tiger (Panthera tIgrim sondaica) la in imminent danger of
axtimetlom. TWr« mr* oo *p*cimm* in mnological garden*. Tba known
wild population is no more than four or five individuals, all of which
are living in the Meru-Betiri complex, a Mountainous forest on cli*
south coast of East Java. The best chance of preserving the Javan
tiger in the wild lies ins
a. Developing public awareness and sympathy for its plight;
b. Strict protection from any further killing;
c. Careful management of the Meru-Betiri Reserve, with provision
for the tiger's needs as a primary management goal.
These three factors are equally important and interdependent.
This report summarizes information available on the socio-economic
and ecological conditions in the Meru-Beclri area and presents a
detailed five-year Management Plan for the Javan tiger and the MeruBeciri R**erva.
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MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTIONS IN BRIEF

Goals of Management
Manage the Meru-Betiri Reserve in a way that its essential character
and value remain intact - that the natural fauna, flora, and accnic
features of the area are conserved. Promote regulated use of natural
resource* of the Reserve for educational, aesthetic, recreational and
scientific purposes in such a manner that the natural character of
the area will be preserved.
Management Plan
Manage the Reserve according to the work/operation* plan (management
plan), commencing in 1977.
Legal Status and Boundaries
Upgrade the legal atatum of the Reaerva from Suaka Margaaatwa (ga*
reserve) to Cagar Alam (nature reserve); extend the bordera to include:
- The production and protection forests north of Cn. Betiri and south
of the Kali Sanen where Javan tigers sometimes range

- The offshore islets
- A 500 m

zone extending from the shore into the sea.

Authority and Administration
Overall authority will ha veatad in F.P.A.; tha Section Chief la
responsible for auporvlaion and planning; a Manager will be reaponaibla
for management operatione and administration of tha Raaara*.
Staff Organization. Duties

and Training

Total ataff for tha Raaerva includaa tha Manager, 32 baaic level, eleven
mid-level, and eight advanced level personnel who are to be organized
in five divisions:
- Management and Protection
- Administration and Service
- Research
- Interpretation and Public Relations
- Settlements
All ataff are to be given permanent government appointments. Tha
Manager will be aamiatad in implementation and development of certain
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programme* by mpacial teamw from the Central Office of P.P.A.
Training of basic-level personnel i* the responsibility of tlie senior
Reserve staff; the Manager, advanced and medium-level personnel are
Co attend apeeial training aaaaiom* conducted by tha Oantral Office.
All aanfor ataff are to periodically vlaic othor working raaurvea aa
part of their training.
Protection and Control of Exploitation
To maintain the ecological Integrity of Meru-Betiri and to provide
the dagraa of aecwrity needed to protact tha laac Javaa cigerm, P.P.A.
must;
- Embark on an upgrading programme to systematically phase out
exploitation from all areas of the Reserve within the period of the
plan;
- Control the movement of people in the Reserve through the use of
checkpoints and an active patrol system;
- Acquire control of the plantation enclaves, close down their operations
and turn these into wildlife management areas;
- Prevent any further expansion of cultivated areas, effect control
of all inholdings and move the people now living there from the
Reserve;
- Establish and enforce a 20 km no-hunting zone around the
Reserve.
Sea Turtle Conservation
The turtle conservation project must be brought under the full control
of P.P.A. All nesting beaches are to be completely protected. The
collection of eggs must be stopped.
Wildlife Management
Manage the "feeding grounds" at Nanggelan, Prlngtali, and Sukomade
Barat and the plantation enclaves as habitat for large ungulates.
Mo additional feeding grounds are to be cleared. Re-introduce rose '.
(Cervus timorensls) and banteng (Bos jayanlcua) to Sukuiuade -Barat,
and ruga to Nanggelan and Kali sanen.
Research
Two research programmes should be undertaken;
- Management-oriented basic studies to be conducted by the Reserve
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staff undor the direction of the Resident geologist. Thama will
eoneiat mainly of completing liata of th* natural resourcae of the
Reaarve and monitoring population trends of certain animala and
plants;
- Detailed etudlas on aelacted topica, conducted in cooperation with
Unlveraitiaa, viaiting ecientiets, and government agenciaa. These
will eonsiat of apecial projects of importance to the future management
of the aeeeree. Other reaearch will be encouraged if it does not
interfere with ongoing programme* and is in keeping with the management
goala.
All research in the Reserve is to be coordinated through the auhdirmctorata of Planning, P.*JL. a*d th* Reserve geologist.
Education and Visitor Use
A programme of education and interpretation to explain the history,
purpoee and value of the Reserve and the aignificance of its unique
flora and fauna will bm initiated; facilitiea to assiat vieltora in
enjoying the amenities of the Reserve are required,but these must be
in keeping with the primary goal of conservation.
The Reerve staff, im cooperation with interested Universitiea, will
provide an extanaion programme to encourage an underatanding of the
***** *"d function of the Reserve and to aeaiat in teaching sound
conservation principlca. The value and eurvival umeda of the Javan
tiger are to be emphasized in this programme.
Public Relations
The Reserve staff has the responsibility of integrating the axiatanca
of a viable nature raeerve into the lives of local people through
education and demonstration of conservation principlea that will enhance
their lives. A four-point programme ia outlined in the plan.
Estate Management
All building construction and other developmenta within the Reserve
boundariea are to be kept to the minimum neeeaaary for management
purpoeea; the design of mil facilities will be in harmony wihk tk*
natural aurroundinga. The location and construction schedule for all
accommodation and facilitiea is detailed in the emuagemsnt plan.
All trails and roads,except thoea needed for control purpoeea,ar# to
be clamed; no new traila, except those absolutely naceseary for the
protection of the Reserve, are to be built.
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Transport and Equipment
The Manager ia to hava a four-whael driva vehicl*; ofhar aaaior ataff mi
some mid-lev*1 staff will be provided with motorcycles. All other staf,
will be Issued bicycles. A launch will be needed to patrol the coast.
The staff must be provided with adequate field equipment.
firearms will be required.

Mo additional

If tha provlaiona of tha Management Plan ara met, Meru-B=tirl Raaarvt
will meet all criteria for Inclusion in
the United Nations List of
National Parks and Equivalent Reserves.
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IMTROOUCHOB

HEMI-BET1RI AND TIK PHESERVATIOM OP THE JAVAN TIGBR
Through the 1600* and early 1900s, Java's largest carnivore, the
tiger, was bounded, hunted and killed until* by the beginning of
the Second World War, it survived only in a few scattered forestclad mountain areas and in a few nature reserves (Fig. I).
Even before the Second World War, there was considerable international
concern about the survival prospects of the Javan tiger (2); after the
War there was little chance for the situation to improve (3). By the
mid-1960s, it was apparent: that even in many of the remotest regions
of the island the tiger had not survived; it could no longer be found
in the most famous and well-protected nature reserve in all of Indonesia,
Ujung Kulon, an area set aside specifically for the conservation of
the Javan tiger and Javan rhinoceros (Rhinoceros sondalcus) (4). With
good reason, many conservationists thought that yet one more irreplaceable
animal form was lost forever (5).
There have been continuing scattered reports of tigers living in some
of Java's wilder regions - reports of a large cat seen at night in the
headlights of a car or a large cat track seen on an isolated beach or
beside a mountain stream. Subsequent examinations have shown the
animal to be a leopard (Panthers pardus) (% 6). In the late 1960s,
however, there were particularly persistent reports of tigers still
living in the Gunung (Mount) Betlrl area, a rugged mountain complex
on Java's south coast, 60 km southwest of the town of Banyuwangi.
In 1961 a Danish hunter killed a tiger and a melanlstic leopard in
these mountains; knowledgeable observers insisted a few tigers could
still be found living there.
Dr. R. van der Veen, a botanist long familiar with East Java, visited
the area in 1971 and reported that a population of tigers probably
did exist (7). Later that year the eminent naturalist, A. Hoogerwerf,
surveyed the region and established with certainty that there was a small
population of tigers (8). If there was to be any chance of preserving
the Javan tiger, this is where it would be (9-11).
The survival of the Javan tiger in the wild is dependent upon strict
protection and the preservation of its habitat. When the presence
of a small population was established with certainty, nature conservation
authorities moved quickly. The blocks of protection forests, known
collectively as Mcru-Betiri, were declared Suaka Hargasatva (game
reaerve) by decre* of the Mlnlmtar of Agriculture lo Juna 1972. Tb
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aaalat the govemmont of Indoneaia 1m protecting the leet Javao tigera,
the World Wildlife Fund and the International Union for Conservation
of Nature and Natural Resources began providing financial support for
the Maru-getiri gaaarvo, through WWP/1UCN Project Mo. 1015 in 1973 (12).
The legal establishment of the Meru-Betiri Reserve and the provision
of financial support for it* malnrenence were the flrat atapa in providing
protection for the tiger and its habitat. In the lust four years, m
number of aurvaya have bean made to determine the tiger'* etetna and
,
to establish management priorities (13-18). These surveys have provided
uaeful obaervatlona oa the tiger** atatua end important Information
on the other fauna and flora of the Reserve. The report by Barrels
and van dar Veen (17), for example, identified the value of Maru-Batlri
am one of the last remaining lowland rain forests in Java, with such
rare plants as Raffleaia zollingertana and Balanopbora fungoma. Special
emphasis has been given to the need for protecting the sea turtle nesting
beach in the Reserve. Since the emtcbllahmant of Maru-gatirl cm Sucka
Mergewatwa, e small guard force has been established, some staff
accommodation constructed end four habitat management projects initiated.
Yet for all this, neither the future of the Javun tiger, nor the future
of the Reserve, was secure. The principal problems so far identified
ware:
- No reproduction had been reported in the tiger population since 1971
when en older female was shot at Sukamade Plantation;
- Protection of the area was far from adequate;
- The
the
the
for

ecological Integrity of the Reserve was seriously disrupted by
two large plantation enclaves that cover the lower reaches of
major river valleys, appropriating the most suitable habitat
the tiger and its prey (16).

AC the requeat of P.P.A. Director Ir. Prljomo, the author* conducted
a survey of the Mem-Betiri complex from June to September, 1976 to
aacoa* the survival meed* of the tiger cod to identify tha physical
and biological features and processes that have implication* for future
management.
Till MANAGEMENT PLAN

We found Meru-Betiri to be a magnificent area, and we also found that
the programme for the management of the Reserve had reached an Important
Juncture. In our Judgement, Meru-Betiri can become a fine reserve
if appropriate management action la taken, and taken aoom. If action
i* not taken, the Javan tiger will murely dissppear and the chance to
conaerve an extensive selection of Java'a natural vegetation cypam,
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Figure 1

The Reduced Range of the Javan Tiger
One hundred and fifty years ago the tiger ranged over
most of the island of Java, and was considered a
nuisance in some populated areas. By 1940 It was
found only In the most remote mountain and forested areas
(after Tramp, @).
By 1970, the only known population was in the Gunung
Betiri complex on the eastern south coast. This is an
isolated region of the Southern Mountain*, protected
in the past from extensive habitat alteration by its
precipitous and dissected topography. While the last
Javan tigers have managed to survive in this rugged area,
it is not prime tiger habitat. Careful planning and
management are required to ensure that the tiger's
ecological needs are met in the future.
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a range of vegetation extending from the sea to 1200 m will be
lost.
Th* management program* for Meru-Oetiri, or any reserve or national
park, will not succeed in the long-run if policy and programmes are
formulated on a day-to-day ad hoc basis. Accordingly, the Director
General of Forestry is requiring that every designated raaarvn and
park in Indonesia be managed according to a work/operations or
management plan. The management plan provides guidelines for the
conservation and development of the Reserve over a number of years;
it is the control document which guides the preparation of more detailed
plans as they are needed.
He have prepared the Meru-Betiri management plan in two parts (19)t
The first identifies the Reserve's values, its resources, its relationship
to surrounding areas, and the human needs that can be met in keeping
with conservation principles;
The second part is a management document which details management
goals and guidelines and provides a plan for the protection,
interpretation, use, and administration of the Reserve.
Emphasized throughout the plan are the conservation measures necessary
if there is to be any possibility for preserving the last remaining
Javan tigers.
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Figure 2

The Landaoape of East Java;
a.

Lines of commerce and forest areas
(including taak plantatlona);

b.

=a*darlying geology, Sukamada Beach to Bawng
Volcano (aftar van Bammalen, 20);

c.

The intenaity of tha dry aaaaon (aftar
van Steania, 27).

The Gunung Betiri complex Is a distinct physiographic
region. The older geological formation* underlying
thia region cootraac with tha young volcanic compleaaa
that dominate the East Javan scene. The dry southeast
winda (June - Sapteatar) give off rain am tha air maaaaa
rise over the volcanoes and higher ridges. Pockets of
rain forest occur in these wetter areas in a region that
is otherwise dominated by monsoon vegetation. The higher
areaa in tha Meru-Batiri Raaerva arc blanketed with rain
fore#t. Tha lower araaa ara tranaltional format.
mWortanately, and to the datrimant of the tiger, tha
critical wildlife habitat in the major river valleys of
the Reserve has been converted to plantations of coffee
and rubber.
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THE MEKU-BEHIU RESERVE

NATURAL FEATURES AND PRDCKSSKS
THE SETTING
Travelling aoutbaat from Banyuwangi. y*. drlv. along canala and p.,,
by mull town.. The land 1. flat, a moaaic of paddy fielda dotted
with p.I*, mod acattered clump, of bamboo. Thl. la . country.Id.
***** man haa completely altered the natural vegetation in order to
produce food and fibre for hi, need,. Travelling further. the
mountain, aurroundlng Gn. Betlrl loom in the dlatauce. ai flrat Inat
a duaty *,... ,* ,&. &,*«; eloaer, the det.li, begin to emerge on
the ,teep alopea. There 1* good foreat with great emergent tea;
the foreat ,nd the wounlaina ,t,nd in vivid contraat to the flat,
danwly populated agricultural land yen are travelling through.
Tha Marw-matlri Nnanrva i, an area of about 50,000 ha lying on the
aouth coaat of Ea,t Java (Ffg. 2,). it, extant ia reflected by it,
*#"*: fro* Meru Bay to the top of On. getlrl (122) „). thi, la a
remote region and acceaa la limited. During World War II the Japaneae
attempted to build a road along thla coaat, but fortunately for ita
natural featurea, they failed. From Jember through imbulu, it takea
more than on, hour to reach the plantation enclave of Bandlalit, *
diatonee of 30 km. The Sukamade plantation enclave In the eaet i,
tama. to four moura" drive from Bauyuwangi by turning off the BanyuwangiJamber highway either at Centeug (70 km) or Clanmora (100 km). The
northanat corner of the *a*#rv# earn ha reached fro* the plantation
Halangaari, about one hour'a drive from Clenmorn. For the moat part,
the roada are unimproved. Travel by jeep or truck la recommended.
There ie a telephone line from the Sukamade oetate to Bauyuwangi.
Several phyelographic and geological conelderatloua are pertinent
to an understanding of the Meru-Betlri ecoeyatem and ita historical
development. The *eaerve liea in a dlajunct auction of the Southern
Mountain*, u belt that a teuda all along Java'a aouth coaet. Tbeae
mountaine are the aouth flank of the Javan geanticline, The belt
la aevcred in aevcral placea by wide valleya, which are depreeaioua
where the geanticline dlaappeara below aea level. The Southern
Mountalna eooaiat of volcanic depoaita of the Miocene. Later in the
Miocene, the ridga ""nk below aea level and waa covered by a thick layer
of llmaatone. Some time later a regrcaaion of the aee took place
*nd the region remained allghtly above eea level until the Plelatocena.
The upper and middle Plelatoeeuc waa a time of great geological
turmoil in Java. The arching up of the Javan geanticline elevated
and tilted aouthward the belt which we aee aa the Southern Mountalna
today. The tup of thi, geanticline aank in relation to ita aouthem
flank, forming a depreaaion called the Sole Borne, covering the Miocene
depoaita with new material. Today, theae young volcano complexoa, acme
of which riaa to more than 3000m, are the dominant phyalographic
feature of the Eaat Javau landacapa (Fl*. %, 20).
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The physiographic diecinetoesa of the mountain con*lax of which
Meru-Betiri is a part is reflected in preseat laud-use and by the
routing of railroads and highways. The main lines of commerce between
Jembcr and ganyuwaogi pa am through tha low-lying jynccura between tl*e
Raung Volcano and this section of the Southern Mountains (Merawan,
Fig. 2b). Agricultural development and settlements are concentrated
on the floors of the wide, adjacent valleys. Forest areas, both
natural and plantations of teak (Tectona grandts),are found on the
steeper slopes (Fig. 2a).
Within tha Batlrl complex, tha most suitable rivar ("kali") valleya,
tha Sanan, Curah Nongko, Bandlallt, Sukamade and Karangtoebak, ware
claarad and converted to plantation*, primarily of coffue and :ubber,
by tha Dutch early im tkia eantury. Sine* World War II part* of tbsaa
areas have been used for growing rice (Oryza satiya), corn (Zga mays)
and cassava (Manlhot utiliasima). On the eastern and western flanks
of this complex, where slope and climate are conducive, the natural
format bam baan replacad with extensive plantations of teak. Many of
these vegetation alterations are comparatively recent. It has only
bean since World War II that the natural connection between Meru-Betiri
and the South Banyuwangl Wildlife Reserve (Blambangan) to the east baa ba«i
severed (11).
The Meru-Betlrl geaarve liea in tha core of thi* isolated region of
the Southern Mountains, protected in the past from extensive habitat
alteration by the ruggedneaa of the topography; and it la only in this
rugged area that the last Javan tigers have managed to aurvlma.
THE LAND AhD WaTEB.
The auparflcial expreaalon of the Moru-getlri landscape la tha raault
of dynamic natural proeeaaea. Climatic and mechanical process** over thai
agea have modified the underlying geological formations, which account*
for the current physiography, drainage system and distribution of soils.
Thcac,in turn,Influence the distribution of plant associations which,
In turn* influence the dlatrlbutlon of the wildlife apcclaa.
The landscape la precipltoua and dissected (Fig. 3a; 23). In 16 km
the elevation riaea from aea level to 1223 * at Lisa
top of Cn. Betiri. From tbla highest point,a ridge extends amag to
Go. Mandilis (843 m)and west to Cm. Tajan (1036 ml. Tb dka north,ch*
land drops away to cha Kali Sanaa, which form* a magnificent cauyoo
in the upper reacham. Ac the beadwatera of cha Sauen, Baru and
Karangtambak, just north of Cn. Tajen, im a high rolling landscape ac
500 to 800 m. known aa Malangsari, most of which has nuw bmen converted
into a plantation of coffee and cocoa. The wuatam and of On. Hundllia
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Pigura 3

Tha Maru-B*tiri Bamarv*

1976;

Protection and management of Meru-Betiri can only
achieved through an ecosystem approach, employing
conservation principles. Some of the first steps
planning for the future management of the Reserve

be
sound
in
include:

- Assessing the natural features and processes of the
regie*;
- Determining physiographic end regional relationships;
- Locating the threatening and disruptive influences
that disrupt the completeness and integrity of the
ecosystem;
- Identifying where boundaries must be set to include
the seasonal and life-cycle needa of the flora and
fauna;
- Establishing where careful guidance of the complex
natural processes is required to sustain the extinctionprone species.
This information is compared with the present management
and protection programme to determine what further actions
are required.
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is also cut by a deep canyon drained by the Curah Nongko. Extending
couth from the high ridge are a number of fingers that eventually
meat the aaa. The downward slop* of thama ridgea 1* gradual until the
last few kilometers, producing a rugged and picturesque coastline
dominated by the high points, Gn. Rika, Bandialit, Permisan and Gendong,
#11 more than 500 m.
The major drainages between these ridges are the river* Bandialit, Mertt
and Sukamade. The east edge of the Reserve im drained by the Kali
Karangtambak. Where these major rivers enter the sea, there are extensive
sand beaches,along with smaller sand beaches at Hanggelan, Sekar Pisang
and Permisan. Host of the coast is steep and rocky.
Underlying the Betiri complex Is an enormous hornblende granite batholith
(Fig. 2; 20), but with the exception of a few dikes and eroded areas,
the batholith is covered by material from volcanic activity of the
Miocene. The limestone deposits, which were laid down over the andeslte
in the upper Miocene, have mostly been eroded away and can be seen now
only in a few places on the higher ridges. The moat commonly encountered
surface materials are what van Bemmelen (20) terms hydrothermallyaltered old andesite. Specifically, this material seems to be volcanic
breccia and conglomerates consisting of pyroxene and hornblende andesite
(22,23). In the major river valleys, alluvium has collected.
The exploratory soil map of Java (22) lists the soils in the Reserve
area as a complex of red-yellow tnediferraear and llthosol. The soils
in the Reserve are poor, but.in the north they have been enriched by
material from the volcanoes, Raung and Ijan (17). Our survey revealed
at least three major soil types - alluvial, regosols and latosols (24) but no detailed soil analysis has yet been carried out. The alluvial
soils are confined to the lower valleys and the areas behind the sand
beaches. These are the most attractive sites for agriculture. The
regosols and latosols are found on the steep slopes. Regosols are
young soils, almost without profile development. They generally occur
as almost unweathered volcanic material near active volcanoes (25).
Re#o*ola are most apparent in the north ahara wa found amall-mnal*
agricultural development. Through the south, the soils are older.
Latarlaation appear* to have bean more extensive. Latoaolm quickly
lose their fertility under cultivation because leaching has removed
the nutrients in all but the surface layer, but they can support a
luxuriant growth of broadleaf evergreen rain forest. Unlike the
western and northern parta of the Reaerva, the aouthaaatem area does
not have the extensive stands of bamboo on the hillsides that suggest
the occurrence of past agriculture.
There is a subtle, but important influence of parent material on the
distribution of ungulates that has scarcely been recognized, much less
studied intensively in tropical areas. This is the phenomenon of
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mineral dafioimnciam mnd bow tbi# affuctm carrylng-cmpaclcy and movemencm
(26). We did not locate m mingle malt-lick in our murvay and wo qo#mtiom
If mny occur is Che Bamarve. The wild mwine (Sum «pp.) appear not to
be dependent upon Che mineral in lick*,but this im not true for the
carvidm mnd bovidm. Van Steenlm (27) rmlacam bow in the pmmt there
were at regular intervals spectacular migrations of rusa from the Jang
plateau (3000 m) to tha coamt to drink maa water. Balder (28) noted
that there ate no mdnaral lickm im the Ujung Kulon or tha Baluran
reserves and chat the banteng covered their need for sale by occasionally
drinking sea water. Vie do not know how this factor would influence
distribution and movement of larger ungulates in Meru-Betiri, but it
is certainly a factor that must have attention in future detailed
studies.
East Java characteristically has a long distinct dry period during
the southeasterly monsoon from June to September, and a rainy period
during the northwest monsoon from November to March. The mountains,
however, modify this general pattern. The dry southeast winds give
off rain against the south-facing slopes as condensation occurs through
cooling at higher altitudes (27). This results in isolated "wet
islands" situated on the south slopes of mountains in the east (Pig.
2c). These "wet islands" support areas of rain forest in a region
Chat Is dominated by monsoon climate vegetation (27).
Gn. Betiri and On. Tajen markedly Influence the climate of Meru-betlri,
resulting in both an increase in total yearly rainfall and a reduction
of the severity of the dry periods that so strongly influence the
surrounding area (Fig. 2c). In Table 1, we present rainfall data
recorded at the plantation enclaves at Sukamade and Bandialit and
from the Malangsari plantation in the north. These figures can most
readily be compared using the Schmidt and Ferguson ratio of wet and
dry periods (24). Both Sukamade and Malangsari have a value of A;
Bandialit im classed am C. In both total amount and yearly distribution
of rainfall, the belt from Sukamade northward to Malangsari im similar
to the climate which supports the magnificent rain forests in West
Java. Tha wamtern aid* of tb* Reserve, am avldanced fro* tha rainfall
data at Bandialit, is subject to a severe dry season, which has a
marked affect on tha vegetation, aa we dlmcuma Imter. This region la
mnch more typical of tha dry mnnanoo climate of Feat Java.
There im conaldarable variation in total rainfall from yemr to year
(Table lb). At Sukamade, for example, the total rainfall in the last
five years ha* varied from 1219 to 6574 mm*, by a factor of worm than
five. During Che drlaat year there warn a period of five monthm without
rain, van Stamnia (27) pointm out that rain forest troem twact to
mpallm of excemmlv* drought by dropping more laavam than normal to
keep avapo-cranmpiration in balance. Yet those extuoalvo drought
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year* have a more markad effect on Che flora of Merm-hetirl and the
foreat contalna a greater number of drought-realacant tree apeciea than
la typical for a rain foreat in cha western part of cha island.
****** * "normal" yaar, water flows in the small streams all through
cha periods of raducad rainfall (11). During a drought yaar, many of
Che small atraama and the lower raachaa of cha bigger rlvara ara dry.
It ia hard Co judga what af(ace chaaa droughc yaara have on the carryingcapacicy of cha Reserve and cha distribution of the larger —nrrlm.
hoc cha affacc of droughc cannoc ba discounted. Wa would noc eapecr
cha droughc Co affoot cha larga mnblla mammala aa saich a* ic would cba
smaller less mobile forma, for example, chevrotain (Tragulus javunicus)
and muntjac (Muntiacua muntlak) (29). What ia Important la chat cara
ia taken when discussing what is "normal". What is "normal" even in
thia "wat ialand" of East Java ia cha regular occurrence of droughta.
VEGETATION
The Vegetation Types
Our broad examination of Meru-Metiri ravaalad five of cha
a lawn vegetation type a da flood for Java by van Steenis and SchipparaLammertse (30, 31). lharo arm*
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Two formations of beach vegetation
Mangroves
Lowland awamp forest
Bhaophypa vegetation
Mixed lowland and hill rain forest

It ia poaalhla that off cha coast thaw im a limitad aatent of aubmurged
littoral vagecation and at cba vary cop of Cn. Bad**, there im mountain
rain foreat, although thia ia not in evidence at 1100 m. There ia
DO tree monaoon forest mw,.but thia waa once the moac extensive foreat
type in the adjacent lowland areas (30).
The Peacaoraa formation ia a low, laa*ely herbaceooa plane fringe
growing from the drift aone on to the dike behind sandy beachaa. Moot
planca are creeping and looting, producing runners. Dominates iaclwda
Ipomoaa neacaprae and Spinlfex lictoreus. Thia formation ia only
found on coaaca where aand ia being dapoaiced; if sand la noc dupoaltad,
the wavea reach the beach dike on which grow, the Barrin*tonia formation.
In Meru-Betiri we found a well-developed Psceprac formation onlhe
baach at Sukamada and to a limited axcauc on che buacbaa at Mcru and
Bandialit.
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There are some excellent Barringtonia formations along the coast of
Meru-Betiri, We noted Calophyllum inophyllum. Hibiscus, Terminalla.
randanus, and a few other species (Table 2).
The mangrove type la limited to a few bays and estuaries, such as
Sukaraade and Perraisan. This vegetation type is vulnerable to alteration.
If cut off from the tides, the grove will die because a fluctuating
water level Is essential for respiration through the root system. The
species composition of the type is simple. We noted Rhizophora,
Avlcennla marina, and Brugulera.
Behind the mangroves at Sukaraade, Permisan and Manggelan, there are
small stands of swamp forest that include Mangifera, Gluta renghaa,
Alstpnia angustilobia and Barringtonia sptcata.
On the flood plains of the major rivers such as the Sukamade and, to
a lesser extent, the Sanen and Bendlelit, a Rheophytic vegetation type
can be seen. According to van Steenis (30) "This Is composed of plants
which are not" only riverine,but are restricted to the rocky, gravelly
and sandy areas between the flood zones, which means the plants must
be subjected to the overflow of swift-running water masses. Java is
very poor in such plants" (p.10 11). In the Sukamade valley there are
extenaivc stand* of glagah (saccbarua: apontaneum) in thla zone.
Important In this zone are the ephemeral herbs and grasses growing in
the dry parts of riverbeds during the periods of low water. These
are extensively fed upon by muntjac in some areas.
The fifth vegetation type, and most extensive, is the "mixed lowland
and bill rain forest on dry land". Van Steenis reports this formation
occurs below 1000-1500 * in area* which are ovar-wet or ara aubject
to only a feeble dry monsoon with at least 30-40 rainy days during
the four driest consecutive months of the year. It is of a highly mixed
character with few dominants. It grows in a variety of soils. In
these forests there are a large number of epiphytes,such as orchids
and ferns. Bamboo groves occur, most species introduced from Southeast
Asia (for example, Gigantochloa). The more extensive stands of bamboo
are derived from former cultivation.
In the van Steenis vegetation map of Java (30), the Meru-Betiri area
Is shown as mixed monsoon forest, but Barrels and van der Veen (17)
and van der Zoo (32) state the principal vegetation type is or, at
least, "has the character of" (17) tropical rain forest. In MeruBetiri thlm vegetation type la complex and confusing,largely because
of the large elevational gradienta and the variation of the rainfall
regime.
To help clarify the situation we have listed this vegetation type
under van Steenis' category of "mixed lowland and hill rain forest
on dry land", but we feel that this type can be separated into at least
three fairly distinct sub-types. Within these sub-types there are
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distinct seres (33, 34). Our purpose in making these distinctions la
to fulfil present management and conservation needs and to group the
vegetation into series of habitat types that reflect the distribution
of the larger mammals. A precise delineation of the boundaries of
these sub-types, and of all the vegetation types, must await the
availability of aerial photographs accompanied by detailed field
lnva#tigatinna.
In the dry season there is a noticeable leaf-shedding by many of the
larger trees over much of the Reserve. This foliage reduction is
mainly confined to the larger emergent* and not the main canopy, which
is primarily evergreen. This is most apparent
in the western part of
the Reserve, particularly in the forests under Gn. Itika, Go. Bandialit
and Co. Mandillm. An examination of fig. 2c mhowa chla ig the driaac
zone of the Reserve with fever than 20 rainy days in the four driest
consecutive months of the year. To a lesser extent come of the emergent
cream in the lower raachee of the aukamade drainage log* their leavwa,
but this is restricted to a zone below 400-500 m. In this sub-type,
thai* ere many of Che creee which van Sceenlm limca as gpeciaa typicel
of a menaoon foreac (Table 2; 34),buc many of tba indlcacor specie*
are also absent. Apparently,this sub-type represents a transitional
stage between semi-deciduous and evergreen rain forest, such as Jacobs
(34) found occurring over much of Blambangan.
Above 400-300 m in the eaec end on cha aceccernd high poincm in
the west, the emergent trees are evergreen and their vegetation has
the appearance of tropical rain forest in Che classic sense. From
Che rainfcll data at Kalangaarl (ac 700 m),chore ia an average of 35
rainy days during the four driest consecutive months. In observing
wnetber paccerna at Sukamade, it waa apparent that 400*500 m waa
the elevation where clouda collected agalnac the mountain? during the
southeast monsoon, giving rise to a more even distribution of rainfall
in tbia area,am we have dlmcummed prevloumly. In Che Sukamade drainage,
there are many pockets of what have the appearance of good rain forest
below the 400 m zone. At the plantations, there are an average of 25
rainy days during the four driest consecutive months (Table 1). On the
hill in the lower Sukamade, drought-resistanc trees ate evident, as we
have noted, but not in the high proportion seen In the vest. The
forest on the hills in the lower Sukamade drainage could be classed as
one mora intermadiace acep batwean rain foreac and seasonal fureat,
but for our purpoaa bera.wu will include ic with the rain foraac
formation.
What is distinct in the Sukamade drainage is the forest occupying the
alluvial plain behind the beach formation. This has a strong component
of drought-resistant trees,such as Kleinbovia bospita and Lagerscrpemia
spicata. In times past,much of the area now under cultivation within
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TABLg 2
DAMAR 2

SOME PREVALENT PLANTS IN MERU-BETIRI
BEBERAPA TUMBUtlAN %ANG BANTAX TERPAPAT

PI MERU-BETIRI
BEACH VBGETATION/HUTAH PANTAI
Pa nd arms tectorius

Tecwinalia catappa

Hibiscus tiliaceus

Cyeaa ap.

Ca ilopliylua inophyllua

Wedella sp,

Lantana camara

Sterculia foetIda
Cerbera wanghas
MMKROVES^OtAN PMOAg

Avicenla marina

Sonneratia ovata

Bruguira sp.

Nipa fruticans

Rhi2ophora sp.
SWAMP FORBST/tlUTAN RAMA
Batrinqtonia sp.

Alston!* angustifolla

Gluta renghas
HangiCera sp.

Mlkmd Lowland mod Hill Rain Boraak, mhaophytio Vegakakion/axkam Caapur Dataram
Rendah dan liutan ilujan Pegunungan, Rheophytic

TREE AMD TREE-LIKE PLANTS
Artocarpu3 elastica

Ptetospermuw javanicuw

Tetraaeles nudiflora

Adenantheca wlcrosperaa

Pracontowelon wanqiferua

Spondlaa plnnata

Anthecephalug cadamba

Durio sibethinus

Kleinhovia hospita
Lagerstroemia sp.
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THEg AMD TMKB-LIKB PLANTS (Continued)

Metcophora javanica

Diospyras cauliflora

Aqlaia euaideroxylon

Arenga pinnata

Albizia sp.

Photinia nataniana

Picua annulata

Lansiuw domesticuia

Ptecospermuw difersicolitm

Bugtni* damifiofm

Aieuritas »oluccana

Antideswa buniurn

Oaewonoropa elonqata

Bvunines javanicuni

Daeiaonorops nelanochaetes

Stroohlus aspec

Daeaonoropa hyqropilus

Michelia sp.

Tectona grandia

Dioscorea uirauta

Corypha gebanga

Krytlirina variegata

BAM0OOS/8AMBU
GlgantochlQa sp.

Demi coca lawus asper

Scuizostachyuw blumei

Bamhusa bauibos

GKASSES/HUMPUT
lapcrata cylindrica

Panicum pijjpes

Panicum diatachyum

Panicum pertusun

Saccharom spontaneum

Panicum muttcum

Cynodon dactylon

Ageratum conyzuides

Andropogan aclculatus
Panicum flavidum

Prepared by 1c. Suyono
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the plantation was probably under this vegetation type. The Director
of Suknmade told us that this-area was not cleared until the early
I950m.
From a management"point of view, a distinction between these sub-types
of rain forest is important; while the general structure of the mature
forest is similar, each sub-type appears to respond to mechanical
disturbance* in a alightly different way. Fire, for example, la m
threat to the dry forest type in the west. The response of the forests
in the west to clearing by man is noticeably different from the serai
vegetation produced in the wetter types. It is important, then, to
discuss the impact of man on the vegetation from this basis.
The Influence of Han on the Vegetation
Tha vegetation surrounding tha Reserve, except for ssmll eorridors
in the north and northwest, has been completely altered by man. Within
the present Reserve boundary and the proposed northern extension, the
forests have been cleared from the plantation enclaves at Bandiallt and
Sukanade, up to about the 100-150 m contour in the Karangtambak drainage,
and the area between the sea and the Bandiallt plantation. About 100 ha,
25 ha and 50 ha have been recently cleared at Sukamade, Priugtali and
Nanggelan respectively, as feeding grounds i.e., wildlife habitat
Improvement projects. Scattered along the western boundary under Gn.
Gucl and Gn. Mandills are plantations of teak, dating from when
the area was under the administration of Perhutani. There are 1100 ha
of teak plantation within the present Reserve boundaries.
Aside from these comparatively recent vegetation alterations, there are
signs throughout the Reserve of human disturbance of more ancient
origins. The extent of these anthropogenic seres is difficult to
assess, but extensive alterations are apparent on the hills above
Bandiallt Bay, on the lower slopes between Sekar Pisang and Haaggelan
and on the north slopes of Gn. Mandills and Gn. Betiri.
The disturbed hillsides surrounding Bandiallt Bay are covered with tall
grasses and wild pisang (Husa spp.). Their origin is older than the
memory of the plantation manager,but it is possible they date only
from the' period of Japanese occupation, cleared as part of the coastal
fortification effort. This is only speculation; what is certain is
that Ihis la not primary vegetation, as present management personnel
believe, and that even after mote than 30 years, there is no sign that
the original foreat ia recovering. It la doubtful that tha presemt
vegetation here 1* suitable a* food for bantang, but it would have
been more deairsble to clear email scattered patchea of this secondary
growth than to clear the forest from the steep slopes at Pringtali, a
few kilomwtar* to the north, with the objective of creating a feeding
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area for these wild cattle (18),
Large grovua of bamboo occur betweeo Sukar Pisang and Nanggelam, im
the valley bottom above the Sukamada plantation, and scattered on the
north alopaa of Co. Betlrl and Cm. Maodilia. Thaaa a** oartaialy tha
reault of paat cultivation, la the Meaggelaa-Sekar Piaaog area and
tha lower alopaa above the Sanaa Elver, thaaa ataoda arc opaa, with
areas of alaog-alaag (Impurata cylludrica), la the Sukuwade drainage,
tba bamboo growa in closed atanda. The difference in ataod structure
ia probably related to climate, apaclfically the aoil-mofatur* regime.
Tha driar altos with acattared alang-alang openiaga arm tha most
suitable habitat for large ungulates,such as bautaog and ruaa. It is
In these drier areas in the north and west that the banteng in the
Reserve are found.
There la aoma quaatiou about tha origin of tba bamboo sisuds aboaa tha
Sukamada pleatatioo, which ara baing claarad aa a habitat improvement
project. Judging from tha pattern of aewmpa a*d tba remmiolog bamboo,
tbia waa a 150 ha araa of bamboo with a few aamrgaat Flcus. coveriog
tha valley bottom and extending up tha lower alopaa. The lino between
the bamboo and forest is distinct and does not seem to follow any
obaarvable land feature. Undoubtedly.tbia warn cleared for cultivation
in the past. One of the common bambooa is Cigantochloa; this species
ia not native to Java, but was Introduced (34).
On the hills in the lower guksmade drainage, the forest contains stands
of bamboo, not aa extaoaive and easily identifiable me a**a ia the
weat and north. Thu foraat undergrowth her* im thia drier arna ia
extremely thick. %Le foraat canopy ia more opua then at high*;
eleaatloaa (11). In tha paat thia regioa waa probably subject to
more diaturbaoca thaa the forests at higher alaaatio*, hat it doea
not appear that thaaa slopwm were aubject to agricultural development.
Wa mr* omcartaia aa to what percentage of the foreat In the Keaerve
rapreaanta primary foraat on at %a*at,a climax foraat type. Tha
published eatimate la 501 (35, 36). Bartala and van der Voua (»)
ham romarkod that the area ia "almoat wholly covered by denau primeval
foraat" and thia ia the chief impreaaioo one baa upon viewing the
foreata from a diataoce. An accurate determination of tha area of
primary and climax foraat within the geaerva will have to await a
detailed vegetation aoalyala,hut wa would teatatively placu the figure
at 75%, uaiog the dafioitioo ia Huuller-Dombola and Kllenburg (33).
Tba mxact percaacag* of tha foraat in a primary *tate la not tha
index of tha value of Mar*-m*iirl a, * mature reserve. Mora important
la tha divaralty and extensivaneaa of the vegatatiom typea. MaruBetlri is a forested island surrounded by agricultural areas. Five
of tha major vegetation typaa occurring in Java ere rapraaaacad here.
A* aoch, thia area im unique and unparalleled la Java today.
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Figure 4

Rafflesia and Balanophora;
Meru-Betiri is the only known location of
Rafflesia zollingeriana. Another rare rootparasite, Balanophora fungosa, is also
found here.
The life cycle of Raffiesta is complex. It
lives only on the Tetrasttgma lianas; there
are both male and female flowers, and pollination
is apparently accomplished by carrion flies
(Lacilia) attracted to the distinctive odour
of the flowers; seeds are dispersed on the
hooves of large mammals; the animal's hoof
must injure the host liana for the Infection
to begin (after Jacobs, unpublished).
Balanophora is not as specific in its host
plant as Rafflesia, but we do not know why
these root parasites are so rare.
To preserve these and all the rare and extinctionprone species of the Reserve will require careful monitoring of population trends and
research to understand their survival needs.
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Raffles la and Balanophora
There are three species of Rafflesla in Java? Meru-Betlri is the only
known location for Rafflesla zolllnfieriana (17), although it was once
found in a number of locations in the Southern Mountains (17).
Rafflesia is protected by Indonesian law and its preservation, and
the preservation of the rare root parasite,Balanophora fungosa.is a
primary management concern for the Reserve.
These parasites are devoid of life-sustaining chlorophyll and are
dependent on other plants for nutrients. The conservation program for
Rafflesla will have to be based on understanding its life cycle, which
has been summarized by van Steenls and van der Veen (38). Rafflesla
lives in the tissue of the woody vitaceous liana, Tetrastigma. The
lianas have limited life spans and it is necessary for new lianas to
be infected regularly for the parasite to perpetuate. It has been
determined from experiments that the Rafflesla'*: very minute seeds
can only grow in wowndad place* whara animal* hava trod an tha baaal
parts of the lianas, injuring them with their hooves. In am early
study, van Steenls (37) noted that a bud of 1 cm took an additional
six-months to open-It appears there is no distinct flowering season.
Pollination is accomplished by carrion flies (Lucllla), which arm
apparently attracted to the distinctive odour of tha flower.
The characteristics of both Rafflesla and Balanophora are shown in
Fig. 4. An inventory of locations where these rare plants grow is a
primary management need.

TUX AVIAN FAUNA
The Forest and the Seashore
In the gathering dusk of July evenings, flight after flight of hombllls
crossed the valley of the upper Sukamade River, returning to their
rooating trees after a day of foraglm*. Wa freqwantly aneountarad tha
wreathed hornbills (Rhyticeros undulatus) on the higher ridges in HeruBetirl; lower in the valley and along the streams we sometimes startled
groups of smaller pled hornbills (Anthracoceroa convexus). Depending
on the fruits of the great trees for food, the hornbills are primarily
birds of undisturbed rain forest. The sudden whish of air through the
stiff wing feathers of a hornbill startled in its feeding tree at a
streamside and the laboured reverberating wing beats of family groups
flying high abova tba vallaya at dmak arm familiar aounda in MermBatiri, m aubtle reminder of tba importance of maintaining large tracta
of undisturbed rain forest to assure their survival and the survival
of so many climax forest birds.
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In the harsli glare of Che midday aim, a little falcon (Kalco luoluccanais)
woopa toward thm low vegatatlan bordering tha aandy beach; It checka
ita diva, dataatad by ma alert away animal, mod omotiawaa down tha
oartow atrip of vagatatlon with powerful atrokaa of pointed winga.
Two reef egrata (Bgratta aacra) dart after receding wavea, aearching
for invartebrataa. Out away from tha land, a black-napod twin (Sterna
aummtrana) plungaa iato the wavaa, dlaappaara, thaa riaaa alowly with
a amall flah in it* bill; it avalIowa ita pray on th# wing, la a tali
dead nag mm oaprmy (Pmndlon hallaatua) aita looking over the opao
atretcb of water at tha river mouth behind tha aand baach. It aaema
to ba watching far fimh moving into tha brack** watar with tha incoming
tide. At thla baur thara am no paopla on tha Sukaaade b*aab aad it
vibrataa with Ufa proeeaaaa; it la a atudy of food waba aad fmadim*
******** of hunting atrateglea aad pradator-avoidaaca bahavloac.
What a eomtraat thia ia to tha baach at Bajagwmm* ju#t mtoamd tha point
wbara man'a praaance domlnataa; motorcyclea raca alang the aand; tha
abora aad bay arc aprinklad with fiahing boata; and groupa of people
gather an tha baach to talk, to wark, or to walk. Rajegweai la a
quiat village loafda tha Baaarva. The paapla thara are depaudunt on
tha aaa far feed; the baach aarvaa their aaada aa a wark area and path.
Yet aome baacbaa ahould ba left alona ae that tha livaa of other animala
can ga on undiatmrbad. Man can via it hare in aa unobtrualva mammar,
alt aad watch, and learm about tha natural world apan which ba ia ao
ultimately dependent.
The Diversity of Birds
Wa did mot attempt to eanduat ayatamatic atudlaa af tha birda during
am% brief autvay.but ao inveaclgatlon ef the aviaa fauna af tha Baaarva
haa beam carried out by H. gartela (39) aad g. Uoogerwerf (8). Mara
than 140 apaeiaa have baan recorded hara, aad thara may be aa many aa
180 living la the Baaarva (Table 1). Thla coaparca with 233 apaeiaa
af blrda kauwa ta occur im tha Ujung Kuloa Baaarva la Meat Java and
460 apaeiaa far the lalaud aa a whale (1). The disparity between
tha numbera of blrda found in Keru-Betiri aad Ujung Kulaa la probably
due to habitat dlffemmoam and the position of the keaerva In ralatlon
to major migratiam routaa (40). although aome migratary blrda do paaa
through Maru-Betiri.
Tha Problem of Bxtinctlon-Prona Birda la Bain Paraat Beaarvaa (41)
The tropical foreat* of tha world aamtaln a rich aaaamblaga of blrda
eharaatariaad not by tha number af any one apaeiaa,but by tha multitud.
of diffaraat apaeiaa preaaat. The tropical foraat birda have baa*
Che aubject of Imtamalva aciantlfie atudy. yet out of thia raaaarch
\ava cama f.w apecifle guideline, to h.lp the manag.r In hla cuatodl.u
ml* of maintaining the ecological integrity of natural araaa.
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TABLE 3

BIRDS Of HERU-BETIRI
+
++

Indicates species which are characteristic of lowland rain forest
Indicates rain forest birds found at moderate elevations in Java based on
th* exparienoa of II. Bactmlm
( ) Page in ref. 43

Hydtobatidae* Storm petrels (31)
Oceanodroisa manor hi*
Sulidme, Boobimm (37)
Sula leucogaster
Ardeidaei Herons (40)
Ardrna pucpuiaa
Ardaa aumatrana
Ardoela speciosa
Butorides striatus
Egretta alba
Bgretta sacra
Ixobrycnus cinnamomeus
Ciconildaei Storks (SO)
Ciconia aplmoopua
Pandionidaet Osprey (69)
Pandion hallaetus
Accipitridaei Hawks (70)
Haliaeetu3 leucogaster
Aoolpltar trivlcgatum
spizaetus nipalensis ++
Bplaaatua citrbmtum
liieraaetus kieneri +
lotinaetum malaymoml* ++
Spilornis cheela
Falconidaet Falcons (93)
Falco moluccensis
Phasianidae; Pheasants (99)
Arborophila ap. ++
Callus gallus
Callus varius
Pavo muticus
Turnicidae* Button quail (110)
Turnix suscitator
Rallidam: Raila (115)
Amaurornis phoenicurus
Scolopacidaet Sandpipers (126)
Crocethia alba
Actitis hypoleucos

Burhinidaet Thick-knee (151)
Esacus magnirostris
Laridae* Terns (153)
Sterna dougallii
Sterna anaethetus
Sterna suaatrana
Coluwbidaei Pigeons (167)
Ptilinopus malanompila
Ducula sp.
Macropygia phasianella +
Geopelia striata (introduced)
Streptopelia chinensis
Treron pompadora
Psittacidae; Parrots (178)
Psittacula alexandri
Loriculus vernalis
Cuculidaei Cuckoos (180)
Cacomantis sonneratii
Cacomantis merulinus
Cacomantis variolosus
Chrysococcyx xanthorhynchus +
Surniculus lugubris
Eudynanis scolopacea
Phaenlcophaeus curvirostcia +
Phaenicophaeus javanicus +
Centrops nigrorubus
Centropus slnensis
Centcopus bengalensia
Strigiformesf Owls (189)
Otus bakkamoena
Glaucidium castanopterum ++
Strix sp.
Caprimulgidaet Nightjars (199)
Caprimulgus macrurus
Apodiae, Swifts (201)
Apus affinis
Phaphidura leucophygialis ++
Collocalia fuciphaga

./.
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BIROS Ob' MBRU-BETIRI (Continued)
Gallocalia glgaa ++
Collocalia escolenta
Cypmluru* bataaianaia
ilemipcocnidae* 'free swifts (206)
llemiprocne longipennia
Trogonidaet fcogooa (206)
Wazpactaa ocaakioa ++
Alcedinidaei Kingfishers (210)
Lacedo pulchella +
Haloyoo ohlorla
Halcyon cyanoventris
Alcedo euryzona ++
Heropidaei Bee-eaters (214)
Herops leachenaulti
-Coraciidaet Rollers (216)
Eurystomus orientails
Bucerotidaet Hornbilla (216)
Rhyticeros undulatus ++
Anthcaooeaioa convaaua +
Buceros rhinoceros +
Picidae: Woodpeckers (227)
Dendrocopoa maoai
Kamioircaa concratum ++
Dryoccpus javenaia +
Chrysocolaptes sp.
Eurylaimidaet Broadbllla (235)
Eurylalmus javanicus ++
Pittldaei Pittas (238)
Pitta guajana
Hirundinldaet Swallows (248)
Uirundo thhitica
Capitonidae, Barbets (221)
Megalaima jawensia + (+)
Megalaiaa australis +
Megalaima haemacephala
Metacillidae: Wagtails (398)
Anthus novaeseelandiae
Campephagidaet Cuckoo-shrikes (251)
llemipus hirundinaceus
Lalag* nigra
Pariocoookua cinnamomau*
Parlorocotua flaumau* +
Laniidaet Shrikes (404)
Lanius schach
Nectariniidae: Sunbirds (412)
Anthreptes malacensis
Anthraptaa aingalaamia +
Nectarinla jagulatia
Arachnothera long 1 rostra
Azachnothara affinia
Sturnidaei Stealings, Hynas (406)
Aplonia paaayanaia
Aplonis minor
stumus melanopterua
Sturnus javanicus
Gracula reiigiosa +
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Artawidaet Wood-swallows (403)
Artatous leucorhynchos
Cliloropaeidcte; Leatbirds (260)
Aagithiaa tipbia
Chloropala monnacati +
Cblofopaly cocblauhlnanaia ++
Pycnonotidaei bulbuls (261)
Pycuoaotua atcioapw +
Pycnonotus luelan icterus
Pycnoootua aotigaatar
Pycnonokaa golaviar
Pycnonotus aiiaplea +
Criniger bras +
Turdidaei Thrushes (33))
Copsycbua aaulatla
Copsychos amoanua
Copaychua malabaricua +
Kmlourua laachanaulti
Saalcola oaprata
Myophooua ooaculeua
Tlmalildae: Babblers (293)
Triohamtoma aapiarium
Napothera aacrodactyla
Hacronous kelleyi
Skaohyria malaiALhorax
Sylviidaei Old world warblers (350)
Mtgaluraa paluatrl*
Ciatioola aaillm
Pciaia familiacia
Ahmanpua auparoiliaria
Octnotomaa ruflcapg
Huscicapidaet Old World flycatchers
Rhipidura javanica
Cyoraia banyumaa
Philamtoma valatu* +
llypothynis azurea +
Trapalpboaa pacadlai +
ParIdaa, tlta (2W2)
Parua major
Dioaaldaai Klowaroeckara I4ZQI
Dlcaaam rhrymnrrh*n* +
Dicaeua trochilcum
Dicaaum tciyonoatlgma

/.

BIRDS OF

HERU-BETIRI

(Continued)

Ploceidae* Heavers (424)
Passer montanus
Ploceus nanyar
Padda onyaivora
Lonchura leucogastca
Lonchura Malacca
Lonchura major
Dicruridaet Prongos (269)
Dieturus paradiaseus
Dicrurus wacrocercus
Oriolidaet Oriolea (270)
Ociolus chinensis
Oriolus xanthonotus +
Corvidaei Jays, Crows (275)
Platylophus glericulatus +
Corvus enca

Based on the research of H. Bartels with additional records from R. van der Veen,
H. Uoogerwecf (8) and the authors, nomenclature after King et ml. (43).
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Tha work of Or. E. Willis in A* Katnra Baserva of Bsrro Colorado
laland in Panama baa demonstrated tba raal problem that management
personnel faca in regard to preserving tropical forest avifauna, for
53 yaara, tha Barro Colorado Nature Baaarva haa bean carefully
pgntactad, but by 1970, 45 of tha 2o8 breading bird spaciea present
50 years before had diaappaarad from tha ialand. Savaral more apeciaa
warn down to a aingla or a faw individuals. Ac chat rate of daclina,
20% of cha original faraac bird community will have diaappaarad before
cha first 100 yaara of the Baaarva s exiatenca. That ia clearly a
fallw* of cha original management goal of maintaining acological
intagrlty. Tha Barro Colorado Baaarva ia not unique; tba acological
phanoamna observed hara arc relevant to all tropical forest rasarvea
Why have so many fbreat bird populationa diad out?
Tha apeciaa which have diaappaarad from tba Barro Colorado Baaarvo fall
into two diaeraat ecological groups; those that inhabit open fialda,
adgaa, and early aacondary growth,and thoaa that arc found exclusively
or moat abundantly in mature foreata. The problem of maintaining
ecological integrity in reaarvea doaa not 11a with the first group.
These are tha blrda that often aasocista with man and usually are
relatively abundant outaida the rasarva mrma. Mora Important are the
blrda that have diaappaarad from mature fbraata. Tha Barro Colorado
Baaarva waa craatad primarily to protect mature rain foreata and tbair
fauna. In 50 yeara, plane aucceaaion haa been wiving toward maturity,
yet 18 apeciaa of mature rain foraat birda have disappeared. Among
thaae are the moat plctureaque and unique apeciaa. Tha reasoma for
their diaappearance are not cosylataly undarstood, bet It baa been
poaalbla to identify five catagoriaa of apaciaa that are particularly
prona to axtimctioa. %r aeparating apeciaa into theaa categories,
it la poaalbla to identify which are in moat critical need of management
action:
- Speclea at tha top cf tha food pyramida and tha largest smmbera of
guilds
Thaae apaciaa have a diaparaed food aupply, high metabolism, amd
require large amounta of living apaca. Usually they have low
raproduotiva rataa and conaaqueatly cannot wlthatsud huntix%
pressure.
- Widaapread apaciaa with poor diaparaml and coloniaiug ability
Thla category rapraaenta tba major portion of tha apaciaa that
inhabit the prlatina landscape.
They ara vulnerable to extlnatlom
through habitat destruction.

- Endemics
Thaae are apeciaa which usually have rwtrlctad distribute* baoauaa
of historical conditions associated with their evolution, gndemlca
are uaually common in their specific reglon.but have reatrlcted
habitat requirements. Preservation depends upon identify!*
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these species and their centres of distribution.
- Species with colonial nesting habits
These ere the birds that lay eggs and rear young in restricted
communal sites. Nesting colonies are frequently located on small
off-shore islets, sometimes on mainland beaches, promontories and
coasts. The total reproductive effort is located in a very small
area. Consequently, the species la particularly vulnerable to
disturbance of these areas.
- Migratory specie*
Migratory species are exposed to decimating pressures at both ends
of their migration routes, as well aa all along the sometimes
thousands of kilometers in between. When the nature reserve is
only one end of the route or a resting stop along the flyway,
there is little the manager can do to offer protection. The
conservation of migratory apeciea usually requires international
cooperation.
Maintaining Natural Diversity
Maintaining the natural diversity of the birds of Meru-Betirl la a
major problem for the manager. The published literature on Javan
birds la not sufficient to recommend specific guidelines.
A preliminary
appraisal of the status and ecological needs of the Indonesian avifauna
to the specie* level is in preparation by Ir. J. Wind (42). For MeruBetirl, because of its island-like character, it will be important to
identify and review the ecological needs of the extinction-prone forms
to the sub-species level. From this basis, management needs can be
identified, but this will have to be done by a competent specialist on
Javan birds working in the Reserve for at least one year. H. Bartels
has made an assessment of which forest birds should be closely
monitored, based on hi* long experience in Java. These are indicated
in Table 3 (43).

MMMALS
It ia imperative to have accurate data on habitat utilization, biomass,
tropic roles, and the long-term dynamics of survival of mammalian
species for any effort to conserve them in their natural habitats.
Only with such data is it possible to predict the minimal size of
populations consistent with wise conservation practices and, thereby,
establish the minimal size of reserves needed for maintaining
diversity (44, 45). In Meru-Betiri such data are difficult to obtain.
For some groups, such as the primates, direct observation la possible,
but most species are rarely seen in the dense forests.
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Figure 5

A Quid* co Mimamal Track*;
Walkimg along tha aand haaoh at Sokamada im Eh* firmc
light of dawn, earn cam mod cha bappaaimga of tha
night juac paat
AC tha and of tha hooch m porcupima ahuffled along the dry acre** bed. A Javan
elvlC oroaaad the wide aand haaoh naar the rivor'a
mooch. Where tha aaa ha* eroded tha beach, a pel,
clvtt skirted the edge of the Barringtonia formation.
Cmamclme yaacerday a monitor travelled hare. A aaa
tmrcla coming from cha aaa In cha night to neac
h*a crawled over cha crack. Three aea turtle, neated
laat night, but all tha agga ware taken by people.
AC the aaat and of tha beach, a leopard cam* do*m
a dry waah, rounded tha big cliff, and walked along
tha river bank. Ac tha adga of tha mangrove*, wa
aaa where a troupe of macaque* have recently paaaed.
Thay have vlaitad tha ahora and left again, even at
thia early hour. So much haa happened laat night
while wa alamt Wa earn navar know all that want am,
but traoka tall a great deal if one tukaa tha Lima
to read them.

4?
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The investigator must rely on indirect sign, such as tracks, faces,
and feeding sites (Fig. 5). Collected in a systematic manner, such
information can provide useful insights, into trends in numbers,
habitat utilization, and other ecological relationships. We relied
heavily on indirect sign in our short survey of Meru-Bctiri. Taken
together with the scientific literature available on Javan mammals
(1), we have pieced together am ecological perspective for the most
conspicuous forms.
Diversity and Vulnerability
In the three months we surveyed Heru-Betiri, we were able to learn
something about 29 species of manuals living there. These are listed
in Table 4, together with the information we obtained on their status.
The list is far from complete. Aside from the flying foxes (Pteronus
vawpyrua), we were not able to identify by species, the many bats.
We learned nothing about the insectivores, but a number of species
may live in the Reserve. Of rodents, we only identified the most
common rat, some of the more visible squirrels and the porcupine
(Hystrix javanica). There are about 65 species of mammals living on
Java today, excluding the Chiroptera (46). This is a low figure when.
compared with an Asian mainland area, such as the Mekong Basin where
146 species of mammals, excluding the bats, are known to occur (47).
A low species diversity on islands is a rule* and the forma that
live on islands frequently occupy slightly different, usually expanded,
niches from their mainland counterparts. This is expressed in terms
of the habitats they occupy, in their position in food webs, and in
competitive and symbiotic relationships (48). In many instances,we
are concerned with the same species from a taxonomic viewpoint, but
lta ecological position* and thus its management needs, on the islands
may differ from the mainland.
The Heru-Betiri complex is physlographically distinct from the
surrounding area. The mountain mass of Gn. Betiri deflects the
southeast monsoon winds, resulting in scattered showers throughout
the dry season when the surrounding areas are without rain. We have
described how this rainfall pattern has led to the development of
tropical evergreen forest enclaves in the predominately deciduous
monsoon vegetation of East Java.
Mot all the species occurring.in the rain forests of West Java are
found in the. island-like patches of rain forest in the East. Rain
forest forms,such as the Javan rhino, the surili (Presbytis aygula)
and the Javan or grey gibbon (Hylobates mo loch) do not occur and may
never have (1). We do not know if these forms are so specific in
their habitat requirements that they could not cross extensive barriers
of seasonal forest or if in past millenla they did occur here,but
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TAHLB 4
owMHwrrs am TMawAMMALiAM PAUMAOPwrno-Mriki

Speolea

Commanta

CIIIROPI'ERA
Pteropus vampyrus
- Plying fox; Kalong

Locally abundant; 1100 counted at
Number Sari on July 4, 1976

DEKMOPTERA
Cynocephalus variagatua
- Plying lemur; Walang topo

One observed near Tk M*cu; two
apeoimana recovered from leopard
feoaa

PM1MATBS

Mycticebua coucanfl
-.Slow loris; Kukang

Mot obaervad; reliably reported

PreabytJ3 cciatata
- Silver leaf monkey; Lwtung

Common at all elevation*

Haeaca fascicularia ( * iris )
- Long-tailed macaque; Kara

Common, especially at lower
elevation*

PUOLIDOTA

Mania javanica
- Pangolin, Tranggiling

Not obaerved; remaina identified li
leopard fecea; probably thinly
distributed

MOOBMTIA

Hyattix javanica
- Porcupine; Landak

Moderate dlatributlon

Hylonetem apadlcaua
- Bed-checked flying mquitc*!,
Bajing terbang

Reported, but not obaerved; may
be present

Lariacua insignia
- Threa-atciped ground aquirral; Bajing

Probably observed near tiandUlit

Callosciurua notatua
- Plantation squirrel; Bajing

Probably common in plantation mad
**oondary yrowtb

./.
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COMMENTS OH THE MAMMALIAN FAUNA OF MERU-BETIRI (Continued)

Species

Comments

Petaurista eleqans
- Spotted flying squirrel/ Bajing

Ob«*r**d omo*

Ratufa bicolor
- Giant squirrel? Jelarang

Observed! remains recovered fro*
leopard feces; moderate distribution
in the forest

itattus exulans ( » concolor )
- Burma** rat; Tiku*

Remains recovered in small carnivore
fecesi probably locally abundant

CARJUVORA
Cuon alplnus
- R*d dog; Ajak

Thinly distributed

Aonyx cinerea
- Clawl*** ott*r; S«CO

Two observed in Sukamade Kali

Helogale or lentaI is

- Ferret badger; Biul

Reported from Sukamade; tracks not
observed

Arctictis blnturous
- Binturong; Binturong

Not observed; remains found in
leopard feces

Viverricula malacensis
- Javmm olv*t; Bam*

Locally abundant, especially near
water

Paradoxurus hermaphroditua
- Palm civet; Luwak

Locally abundant, especially near
w*t*r

Uerpeates javanicus
- Javan mongoose; Gangarangan

Tracks observed in Sukamade

Fells benqalensis
- Leopard cat; Kucing batu

Reported; probably present, but not
observed

Fells viverrina
- Fishing cat; Kucing bakau

Tracks, probably of this cat, seen
near Kali Sukamade and Kali Sanen

Panthera pardus
- Leopard; Macao tutul; Kumbang

Thinly dl*tgibut*d; p*ch*p* 15-25
adult residents in Meru-Betiri;
melanistlc animals reported

Panthera tiqris
- Javan tiger; llaiimau loreng

No more than four - five individuals
living in the eastern part of the
m*actuary

./.
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COMMENTS ON THE MAMMALIAN FAUNA OP MKKU-UhTCRl (Continued)

Species

Comments

AarmoACTYLA
Sum scrofaf 5. verrucoaua
- Wild swine; Babi hutan

Both apaciaa may be present, but
not confirmed* locally abundant

Ttagulua jayanicus
- Lesser mouse deer; Kancil

Sara; remain* in leopard facaa

Munfiacus nuntjak

Locally abundant

- Muntjac* Kijang
Cervua tiaocensis
- Bum* dm*r; Ruma

Mot found in Maru-Bttirl, but found
in the Ponco Moyo area a few kilometres to
th* aarnt.

Bos jav/anlcua
- Bantengi Banteng

Thinly distributed in Manggnlan,
Gn. Rika and lowac Kali 5anan; also found
in Ponco Moyo area, total population ± 30

Spaciaa man* og aaliabiy reported* no aymtamatlo eollaoting warn undertaken in tbl
aurvey, many additional mpaoiea at Bodentia and Chitoptera ware aeen, but not
identified.
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became extinct through the multitude of factors that plague the fauna
of islands and island-like habitats (41, 49).
It does appear, however, that the Meru-Betiri Reserve has a remarkably
complete mammalian fauna, considering its zoogeographic position and
regional relationships. Of the large mammals, the most obvious missing
species is the rusa. Historically,the rusa was the principal prey
species of the tiger and, for completeness, we have included it in
our discussion (Table 4).
As a rain forest enclave in the East Java landscape, Meru-Betiri is
an island on an island. It is an island twice removed from the
mainstream of dispersal (50); at the same time, it Is subject to
conditions that tend to accelerate rates of extinction. In the past,
the area was cut off from the rain forests of West Java by the extensive
monsoon forests; today an even more impenetrable barrier for many
species has developed in the form of the extensive agricultural area
that has replaced- the forest. For many of the species found living
in the Reserve,this means that if their competitive ability la somehow
impaired through man's activities or if their numbers are reduced
or wiped out, they cannot re-establish from sources outside. The
factors that accelerate rates of extinction on islands and in Islandlike habitats have been discussed In detail in the excellent article
by Dr. Terborgh (41). Important for the manager to understand is that
the mammalian fauna of Meru-Betiri is exceedingly vulnerable to
environmental disruption.
Habitat Utilization and Ecological Needs of the Larger Mammals
Vegetation Structure

.the Habitat Types:

To examine the relationships between vegetation and the larger mamals,
we identified nine habitat types and ordered them in an ecological
series along a hypothetical north-south transect between the Sanen
River and the sand beach at Sukamade (Fig. 6). These includet
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Open sand
Barrlngtonia, mangrove and tropical swamp forest
Alluvial forest
Plantations of coffee and rubber
Rheophyte vegetation
Bamboo/Flcus
Tropical rain forest
Transitional forest
Bamboo/grssa

The bawboo/Flcus, bamboo/grass and the plantations are anthropogenic
seres; the other types are vegetation types,as we have used the concept
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hax*. In making the vegetation typa distinction*, we followud tha
precedent *ec by van gtueni* mud hi* ***oclaca* (30), including critari*
owt*ida the vegetation,itself, *uch a* hiatorical/geographic position,
distribution of rainfall and temperature, water relations, soil
characteristics, and topographic conditions (see 33). Such a division
la important in identifying broad climax vegetation types and their
*ere*.
Habitat types are based on physiognomy or structure of the vegetation,
which bag proven to be an extremely useful distinction in the studies
of large mammala in South Asia (29, 49, 51). Basically, ihia
ola**ification group* vegetation by the pra**nce of gra**a* and (orb*,
shrubs or trees and the relative degree of cover between the dominant
plant form*. Hence, ac ona extra** arm the *and beaches, followed
by open grasa and ephemeral vegetation on the banks of streams, and
on the other, mature tropical rain forest.
The primary reason for making these distinctions is that the degree
of fmreat cover profoundly affecca tha biom*** of large *mmm*l* which
can be supported (49). As a generalization for ungulates in South
A*ia, when proceeding from * dry thorn fbreet to a moist duoiduou*
forest, the biomasa of large herbivores increases,along with an
increase in the rainfall gradient. Yet if the forest cover becomes
contlnwou* and there la little or no grasaland arua, tha forest will
tend to support a very low density of large terrestrial herbivores;
at the extreme wet end of Che vegetation gradient, the biom*** of
these forma will decrease again. In South Asia, tha highest ungulate
blames*** are attained where forest and meadow or alluvial plain
iutardiglgata to create a maximum intardlaperaion of cover typea (49).
In general,the abundance of large predator* will parallel that of
the large herbivores (29).
Wa can predict a low diversity and abundance of ungulate* in mature
tropical rain forests because in these forests the undergrowth is
often *paraa and, aside fro* fruit, leave** and other litter which
fall from the crown* of tree*, moat of the plant productivity i* locked
in the trunk* and root ay*t*m or atorad in the crown* of the tram*.
For this reason, while the diversity and biomass of terrestrial
berbivotou* mammal* la low, the follvoroua primmtca can bu relatively
abundant (44).
With this known,we can examine the distribution and abundance of the
larger mammala living in the Haru-getlri Reserve. Figure 6 present*
our estimate* of animal activity in variou* habitat typaa.
Banteng:
From an ecological and behavioural perspective, banteng ere the beatatudled large mammal living on Java. Wa have tha excellent report*
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Figure 6

Habitat Utilization by the Larger Mammals:
The first step in determining the conservation
needs of the larger mammals living in the
Reserve is to determine in which habitat types
the, animals are living. These can be related
to the probable conditions forming the
optimal habitat for which they are adapted.
The next mtap i* to determine if tba apeeiea
is exploiting all areas of available habitat.
In making our preliminary assessment of habitat
utilization trends in Mem-Be tiri, we have
divided the vegetation into types, defined
according to physiognomic or structural
classes. Our estimate of animal activity in
these typea is based on direct observation
and the relative intensity of the sign we
encountered. In some instances,we were unable
to make determinations. Our assessment of
potential is based on observations made in
nearby areas and from the published literature.
The four species which do not seem to occupy
all the habitat aemilaW* 1* Meru-*etiri are
the tiger, Asian wild dog, banteng and ruaa.
The heterogeneous nature of the
Meru-Betiri creates a favorable
of Java's large mammals, making
a valuable area in the National
conserve wildlife.
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of Haider (28), Uoogerwerf (1) and Whartom (5Z).
Haider did not include the Heru-Betiri complex in his distribution nap
for banteng nor does the 1UCN Red Data Book (10) diacuaa chair occurranca
here. Uoogerwerf (11) was unable to confirm their presence during his
1971 aurvey. Later W.W.F. aorveym, bowaver, have mentiooed thalr
presence in Heru-Betiri.
We found banteng tracks in the bamboo/grass vegetation in the west and
near the Sanaa River north of Gn. Mandills. Kepala Rayon Sarkan
estimated about ten animals live In the north and about thirty In the
Nanggelan area, and we feel this Is a reasonable estimate. He has
observed calves in both groups. We also found tracks of one or two
individuals on the beach at Meru and behind the beach at Permisan.
Banteng are not seen at Sukamade and only rarely at the Bandlalit
plantation. Sarkan told us the banteng live in the range of hills to
the west of Nanggelan; we observed considerable sign on the Ponco
Moyo ridge and behind the village at Pulau Marah, eamt of the geaarve.
These two areas are under the control of Perhutani.
Banteng can live in habitats ranging from the dry savanna and monsoon
forest of the Baluran Reserve to the rain forests of Ujung Kulon.
According to Haider, their general ecological requirements include
food, water, minerals, cover for protection, and a topography they
can master. They prefer to feed on grass, but will eat leaves, fruit
and bark. They usually drink daily,but probably can go without water
for several days at a time during the dry season. They retreat into
heavy vegetation while resting, in response to disturbance by man, and
in response to heavy rains. They avoid deep water, swamps, and rocky
ground (p. 117).
Uith such general habitat requirements, it is surprising that banteng
are not more well-dlatributad in Maru-Botiri. Dr. Haider (bund that
although adult bulls and cows without calves can live in rain forests
at least part of the time, the female young unite and subadults are
particularly restricted to open grassy areas. This indicates that
grass and forbs are of extreme importance in providing the extra
energy needed in the reproductive effort and for growth. The rain
for*** banteng of Ujusg Kolon are dapemdamt c* the artificially-created
open areas or feeding grounds, as Hoogerwerf has repeatedly emphasized.
Whartom (52) haa summarised the atrong aymhlotie relationship batwma*
banteng and man in Southeast Aaia and he points to the dependence of
banteng upon grasslands that have resulted from past agricultural
activities and man's use of fire.
From the data available, we hypothesize that there is habitat separation
between the co# emlf m*lt# and a*hadolta,aad the holla and femelaa
without calves. If the cows with calves and the subadults are dependent
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upon grasslands, the amount of grassland available sets the carryingcapacity and reproductive rate. In habitats where greasy glmdus are
In short supply, the separation may he more pronounced. Here, we
would expect the bulls and cows without calves to be acre frequently
encountered in the forested areas. In extensive areas of mature
•closed rain forest devoid of grass, bantang cannot live and reproduce.
If this la tha caaa, parta of Maru-Batiri are not suitable habitat for
banteng. They occur in the drier areas that have been subject to past
disturbance by man, such as the bamboo/grass fingers and the open
fields of grass at the plantation edges (manggalan). The occasional
observation of banteng at the Bandialit plantation and our observations
of tracks at Heru and Peruiaan bays Indicate that dispersing banteng
do occasionally move through the forested regions. The absence of
banteng observations at Sukamade may indicate that the high ridge hetucei
this drainage and Heru Bay acts as a barrier to dispersing animals.
The artificial feeding ground being created at Sukamade probably will
not be colonized by banteng already living in the Reserve. This will
make it necessary to Introduce a nuclear herd.
While it has been demonstrated in Ujung Kulon that it is possible to
create a habitat situation in rain forest areas where banteng can live,
it must be emphasized that the banteng living under these circumstances
have an extremely low reproductive rate and high mortality in the
younger age classes caused by the shortage of food. This is particular!
critical in dry years. These animals also suffer from loads of parasites
raaulting from the Intensive use of these limited feeding areas (28).
The best conservation strategy for banteng lies in protecting them
in a suitable habitat and Meru-Betlri has a considerable area of auch
suitable habitat.
Rosa:
What we have discussed about the food requirements of banteng seems
to apply co rwaa. While eloaely related to tha aambar (Cervus unicolor).
•*a appear co differ significantly ia their ecological needs.
Sambar occur In low aambera over a wide rang* of habitats; they arc
primarily browsers and are associated with late-intermediate successions!
apaclea of plamgm (29, 49, 51. 53). *u*m appear co ba much more depended
on early succaaaloaal speoiea. In Java rusa reach their hlgbcac
densities la open araaa. %hay appear so ha*e low wetter requirements
mad aaem to fare better ia dry areas. Grass and forba dominate Chair
diet (1).
For this reason, the absence of rusa over most of Meru-BcLirl ia
ondcracandabla, but why it does not occur in the border areas of the
north and w*#t 1* eoc clear; they may have been killed out by kumtim*
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or disease in sown earlier period. Ruaa occur in the Ponco Moyo area,
a drier region a few kilometers to tba east of the Reserve. We found
their sign there in the secondary forest and the open alluvial forest
which is interspersed with small grassy glades.
Muntjac and Chevrotain:
Little ia known about the food requirements of these small solitaryliving deer. From the Jarman-Bell principle (54), we can predict they
are dependent on highly digestible forage,such as fruit , seeds,
flowers, and sprouting shoots.
In Heru-fletiri we frequently encountered muntjac feeding on ephemeral
forks and grass shoots along the waterways. They live in the forest
areas, but are most abundant in the rheophytic vegetation and the
plantations (fig. 6),which differ* fro* mainland Amis (51). Muntjac
are a potential food source for tigers and leopards, but even in optimal
habitats,they are never found at the high densities reached by some of
the other Asian cervlds (49).
He have not included the chevrotain in Figure 6 because we were able
to learn very little about it. We recorded their tracks in a few
places; we never observed one. It was our impression that these small
deer are very rare in the Reserve,but we did recover the remains of
three in leopard feces.
Both the chevrotain and muntjac have limited mobility (29),which would
restrict their distribution to areas where water is obtainable
throughout the year and in dry years. This may render large areas of
the Reserve unsuitable as habitat for them.
Wild Swine:
There are two species of wild swine (Sua) in Java (Table 4); both are
reported to occur in the Reserve,but we were not able to confirm this.
The swine are not ruminants; they do not have the capacity to digest
oelluloms. Shay are omnivorous In their feeding habits and depend em
highly digestible foods,such am fnmi* aad roots, especially those
specialised for starch storage. They will eat carrion and animal
matter when it is available.
We found wild swine widely distributed in the Reserve (Fig. 6). On
the Indian subcontinent, wild swine reach their highest densities
in alluvial habitats. Dr. A. Laurie (55) reports that in some limited
areas of Ujung KuIon,they may reach even higher densities. Our
impression in Meru-Betiri was that wild swine were extremely mobile
and lived at low densities throughout most of the Reserve. Their
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forests but leaf monkeys are more abundant. In the late successlonal
and mature forests, leaf monkeys are more often found.
_ we would expect the highest primate densities in a mosaic of vegetation
types rather than in a homogeneous situation.
The. Large Carnivores:
All three of Java's large carnivores, the tiger, the leopard and the
Asian wild dog (Cuon alpinus) live in the Meru-Betirl Reserve. We
estimate there are no more than four or five tigers, perhaps 15-25
adult laoparda (including tha am* north of Co. Batlrl), aad a small
population of wild dogs, whose numbers we could not accurately determine.
The tiger is in imminent danger of extinction; we discuss this survival
problem in the following chapter. Both the wild dog and leopard are
listed in the IUCN Red Data Book (10) as threatened species, but the wild
do* should bo cooaldarod aaaodangarod i= Java (34). *@r all three
of these predators, the protection provided by the Reserve is essential
for their preservation.
Both the leopard and wild dog are primarily predators of medium- and
large-sized manuals. They use different hunting methods and this is
reflected in their social systems. The leopard i* a stalking predator.
It must approach, undetected, to within a critical distance from its
prey before launching its solitary attack. It kills with a precise
neck bite. The wild dogs are chasing predators; killing is accomplished
through a series of unspeciflc bites on the prey's unprotected areas.
In hunting larger prey,they hunt in in packs, but they may often hunt
small animals singly (62).
In the wild dog, cooperative hunting has led to the evolution of
cohesive social units centered on the mated pair and its maturing
offspring (12). Their land tenure system has not been studied in
sufficient detail to provide even an elementary outline of its structure.
The social system of the leopard can be classed as solitary. Research
with leopards and other large solitary felids has shown that home
ranges of males overlap those of females. Female ranges may overlap,
but the ranges of males do not overlap to any appreciable extent.
The mating system is polygynous. Communication is maintained through
olfactory, auditory and visual means. Newly Independent young may
roam through the home areas of adults, but they do not settle into
their adult reproductive roles until they have a home area of their
own (29, 62, 63, 64). The number of individual leopards that can live
in an area is probably set through the abundance of prey and the habitat
characteristics which influence the vulnerability of prey to their
hunting method; the population level is maintained through social
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imtaraotion (see 65).
In Meru-Betiri, both the leopard and wild dog were active in m variety
of habitat type* (Fig.6 ) and both wart widely distributed. Th*
eatimata of laopard numbera la baaad on a conalderatlon of distribution
and size of tracks,and can only be considered a rough approximation.
we found only one instance where two wild dogs were travelling together.
Wa found three inatancea where tracka ledleacad a female leopard waa
accompanied by young. Wa did not observe the tracka of wild doga In
the plantations and we think thia ia because of disturbance factors.
We observed wild dog tracks on the Heru beach. Dog tracks were seen
on the beach at Sukamade and Bundlalit, but these were domestic dogs
running wild, a practice that must be controlled.
The Large Predators and Their Prey;
During our aurvey of the Maru-Batlri complex, we collected 51 laopard
fmcam, three of tiger, and two of wild dog (Table 5). Dlatinguiahing
of the faces was based on size and shape (1,66),but the determination
cannot be considered absolute. In addition, we found the remains of
two kills; one muntjac and one palm civit (Paradoxurua hermmphrodltug).
Only akalatal material remained and it waa not poasibla to identify
the predator. All large predator feces encountered in the field were
collected; identification of remains was made by comparing hair and
other skeletal material with specimens in the Zoological Museum, Bogor.
Conspicuously absent from the food items identified (Table S) were the
ramaina of wild awlaa. Hoogarwarf (1) reported that in Ujung Kwlom
all thra* predatora fed on them. Both tigers and leoparda fed on wild
awlne in the Boyal Chltawan National Park in Nopal (64). Muntjac also
occurred with less frequency than might be expected.
The predominant food of the large predators in Meru-Betiri, as revealed
through our sampling of feces, was monkeys. Leaf monkeys exceeded
macaquaa by a factor of more than two. Thia im a greater margin than
would be expected, based on our observations on relative abundance
suggesting that some factors are operating to increase their vulnerability
eapecially to leopard predatlon. A Larga number of the moukuys' teach
found in the remains were of old and young individuals.
An examination of the prey species' own food preferences gives a
preliminary picture of the energy pathwaya through the mammalian
cossmmicy of the Beaarvo format*, the predominant trophic apeciflcity
of the prey ia fruglvorc, with eight apeciea; browser -four, vegetable
matter-two, oanivor*-***, inaeecivom-c**, carmivorc-ooe (Tabl* 5).
Eight apeciea fed predominantly on planta, three on a mixed diet
(plant and animal) and one fed on inaecc*. There were no obligate
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camivorea in the diet. In terme of foremt level, all but the two
unguletea apend at i*„c part of chair time in trmea
The macaque,
palm civic, pangolin (Mania javanica) and porcupine probably apend a
fair percent*** of their tin* on the ground wh*rc they would be
vulnerable to te reatrial predator*.guch a* the tiger and wild dog.
The leopard frequently climba trace and oftan pulla large pray into
treea to feed, but in Nepal, an iacenaive redlo-calumetry atmdy
indicated they coo ware primarily carreacrlal predator* (64). That
ao large a proportion of the prey apecice taken are arboreal or apand
a aubatantial percentage of their time in cram* may iudicace that
when they do come to the ground,they are exceedingly vulnereble. **c
It may almo be chat terreatrial predatore have hunting technique* for
capturing arboreal forma.
We once watched three domeatic doga purauc a group of macaquua through
the baatoo/ricaa near Pulau Merab. The dog, followed the troupe,
barking. When one young monkey lagged behind, the doga immediately
turned and ren beneath it, barking, driving it further and further
from the main group. Away from the group.the young monkey became
more and mor# diatraaaod and called with increaaed inleuaity. Aa it
waa driven, we aaw It qetmmlly come cloaer and cloeer to the ground
** It* Amheiem. We were not able to obaarve if a kill waa made and
ere not implying cbia ic c uaual bunting method of the wild predatore.
but thla obaervatlon doea indicate a meana whereby c terreatrial
predator can purewe an arboreal prey animal.
It waa our impreaalon thot there were a*K* Imoparda in the area north
of Co. Betlrl then in the aouth. Portlona of cbia arec are dlaturbed
format and there are aoma eatenalve atanda of bamboo. Moukeye war.
more abuodaoc here than in the aouth, aa would be expected from our
summary.
Of internet 1, w&p the large predatore frmauemc the eamd boacmaa with
euch regularity. Our impreaalon la that theae were huncing arcea. A
ouaher of prey or potential prey apeclea, auch a, wild .wine, pal*
civit, Javau civlt (Vevarrlcul. mal.een.it) and macaquea, frwquanc the
bcoehca ecarchlng for intertidal iuvartebratec. when thoec mammal,
are on the eapoaod atrotcbeo of aand they arc aaeily detectable for
c conaldercble diatence and are vulnerable to otcack. One Javau
civil we eucouuecred in auch . attention plunged into the eurf rathe,
than retreat back acroaa the aand.
Survival Needa

^k2TY*"* P"**"" *" -ivWed the great fora.c into cypea and
tolkod of energy patbwaya. competition end nichea. A leopard killa
a macaque; the macaque live, on foroat frulta* the treea depend on
me. .oil and rain. w. oualyaed a community by locking at it. part.
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but it is the wholeness that functions. In the forest, there is
dependence, interdependence, and coexistence. Relationships are
established through natural selection. Competition directs selection;
selection give* rise to specialization; apaeialimation facilitataa
coexistence. Sun and soil, rain and seasons, plants and animals together they form a dynamic ecosystem. However, the vital relationships
are easily shattered by thoughtless and unknowing men.
Man has affected the Meru-Betirl ecosystem, and this is reflected in
the abundance and distribution of the mammals. Careful management
action will be required to offset man's disruptive effects. We
recommend the following preliminary measures:
- Effect adequate protection of the Reserve!
- Expand the Reserve area so that the range of habitats north of the
Cn. Batiri - 0*. Maadilia ridge amd aouth of tha Kali Sanaa fall
within its boundaries;
- Eliminate the disruptive influences on Reserve ecosystems} this
includes elimination of the human exploitation of coastal and
forest products and the removal of human habitations and agriculture
from the Reserve*
- Make limited introduction of rusa and banteng into areas where there
is suitable habitat,but where they do not presently occur and where
it is unlikely that they will colonize naturally ;
- Initiate a monitoring and research programme to continually assess
population trends so that the effectiveness of the Reserve management
programme in providing for the ecological needs of endangered and
extinction-prone species can be assessed from an adequate data base.
The details for implementing these recommendations are given in the
management plan.

SEA TURTLES

A giant turtle emerging from the pounding sea in the moonlight to nest
on a sandy beach is one of the most dramatic natural features of the
Maru-getirl Kaaarve. **. 1. Carr (#?) ooaa amata;
"They go ashore to nest - some singly, some
in aggregations - and after nesting they
diapmrae into placaa that are aoatly unknown. For at laaat a year aftar hatching,
the young disappear, and the developmental
migrations of the five genera have never
been traced. The tendency to spread the
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life cycle through hundreds or even
thousand* of mile* of ocean aggravate*
tba biological and political problems
o( protection. Whan to theme Inherent
difficulties is added the demand of a
spreading market for a growing list of
turtle products, the outlook for
maintaining the resource grows dimmer.
There even seems to be a clear likelihood
that aome of tha aaa twrtlea will dia-.
appear as natural species." (p.13)
Along the coaat of Haru-Batlrl are sandy beachaa auitabla for turtl*
maatlng (Pi*.? ). In tba recant past, turtlea haw naatad at Nonggelon,
Meru and Rajegwesi. We saw fresh nests at Permisan and to the east of
tha Reserva at Fulan Marah, but all of thaaa *a«t* had bean opened by
paopla collecting agga. Th* oecaaiooal MMla Mill mmatimg on tha**
beaches leaves hope that with complete protection, recovery wight be
possible.
Now It im only at Sukamada that turtle* neat in any number. Of tha
***** ***el*a *f *** tmttlea alive today, flwa reportedly come beta
to nest: the green turtle or penyu bantang (Cheloola mydaa), the
loggerhead or bromo (Caretta caratta). tha hawkabill or aiaik (Kretmocbal)
imbricate), the Pacific Ridley or kumbang (Lepidochelys oliyacea) and
the laatherback or bllmblng (Dermochalya corlacaa). All are endangered
apaciaa (68).
T** turtlea neat all year long at Sukamada, but thara la a aoaaonal
fluctuation im numbmra. Overall, tha ****** coming yaarly to Lba beach
appeara to be declining, which parallel* the world traad In aaa tmrtlm
populations (Fig. 7).
Sokmmada ia perhaps the moat important turtle nesting beach left on
tba aaateru eouth coast of Java (69) and ha* baa* tha subject of *
special turtle conservation project for a number of years. Between
1970 and 1975 mora than half a million agga war* collect** and
and aold. Official raoorda show that 1)0,000 aggs war* laft to batch
(70). We are sorry to report that during the time we spent on the
beach at Bukamade in June, July and Auguat, all agga war* collected
each night by tb* turtle conservation project offleara. No masts weio
left undisturbed. We have no data for other tines, but no nests are
being marked to supply data on tha hatching rates that are being
raported. We believe that under the preaant management programme thla
Important meeting beach will not survive.
A fundamental co*aidarati*n in any turtle conservation programme ia
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Figure 7

Sma Turtle*;
The Gukammd* beach 1* the heac remaining turtla-naating
area on the mouth coaat of Eaat Java. Fiva mpaciaa of
sea turtles are reported to come here,but by far the
most frequent neater is the green turtle (Chelonta ciydas).
A turtle conservation project has been In operation since
1969 and the project has been successful in controlling
the illegal taking of eggs from the Sukamade beach,but
the numbers of turtles coming to nest show a continual
decline. In the period the turtle conservation project
has been In operation, 500,000 eggs have been collected
and aold by the project paraonoal to help cower project
coats; it appears that no eggs are being left to hatch.
It is essential that this practice be stopped. The
Sukamade beach and all the sandy beaches in the Reserve
must be totally protected or they will soon be barren of
nesting sea turtles,as are so many other former nesting
beaches on Java's south coast.
The turtle conservation project should come under the
full control of F.P.A. Expert assistance is required
to initiate a programme for re-establishing depleted
nesting populations.
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that hatchilngs arc probably imprinted with some "sensible essence"
of the beach mod the detection of thia emmence goldem them back Co
the same beach to nest when they mature (71). Managers cannot expect
depleted nesting beaches in the Reserve to he re-established by turtles
from other beaches or other areas. The recovery of depleted beaches
will require a restoration programme (68).

MONITORS, CROCODILES AND PYTHONS
The three large reptilian predators found on Java are adapted for
different niches: the monitors hunt along shores; the pythons in
trees; and the crocodiles In water or at the water's edge. The python
appears to be an obligate predator; the crocodiles and monitors are
primarily hunters, but sometimes feed on carrion. All can use a lyingin-wait hunting strategy or hunt actively. While these large reptiles
rarely appeal to man's aesthetic senses, they are, nevertheless, an
integral part of the rain forest community.
Monitors (prob. Varanus salvator) abound along the riverbeds and sandy
beaches of Meru-Betlri, We found their tracks wherever there was
suitable habitat. We have no information on the clouded monitor
(V. bengalenals nebulatua) reported for East Java (72). Little is
known about this specie* and it deserves special study to determine
whether it occurs in the Reserve and if its survival la in question.
We did not see pythons, but they are frequently.reported for the
Reserve. The pythons of Java (Python raticulatus, P. bivlttatus)
have been heavily exploited by the animal trade and have disappeared
over most of the Island (35). Meru-Betlri is an important area in
their conservation.
The three Javan crocodiles (Crocodylua poroaus, C. stamensis. C. palustris)
are in serious danger of extinction (35). Today there are no crocodiles
In the Reserve. The estuarian crocodile (C. porosus) and the mugger
(C. palustris) may have lived here in times past, but their primary
habitat is now totally disrupted by plantation operations. When the
Reserve ecosystems are brought under the complete control of P.P.A.,
am Introduction attempt for the** two epecle* anould ha made.
Of course, there are many other reptiles and many amphibians in the •
Reserve, and it is disturbing that we cannot even list their names,
much less discuss their ecology and identify possible survival needs.
That makes them no less Important than the larger, more conspicuous
forms, but, as with so many rain forest species, the complete
protection of the Reserve is the first management need.
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Till IMPORTANT NATURAL FEATURES AND PROCESSES

In the previous sections we have discussed sea turtles and tigers,
Rafflesla and great trees. These are the dramatic features of this
fine reserve, but not the only features or even the most important.
They are the ones which readily catch.the human imagination.
A rain forest Is a study in diversity of flora and fauna, it is a
mtwdy of co*plaxity, coo volution of pi mat* mod *ni*olm, of intardapanden*
The ants and termites probably represent the largest animal blomass.
The very existence of the forest is dependent on the role they play in
nutrient recycling. The establishment of many of the great trees is
dapandant on aaad dimparaal by bird* mod maaaaala. Pollination of
flowers is accomplished by wind and bats, birds and insects.
We regret that the Information la not available to detail these many
important and interesting processes and relationships. Yet we emphasize
that tha uniquanaam of thi* Eeaarva Horn not in dramatic evant* lika
the migrations of great herds of wildebeeste in the Serengeti or the
pariodlc eruption* of gayaara in Yallowatona; tba beanty and valua of
Maru-Betiri lia in mubtlaty, in diversity and in wholanaaa.
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THE JA#LN TICER

The tiger live* in a world of sunlight and shadow
Always secretive - never devious
Always a killer - never a murderer
Solitary - never alone
for It is an irreplaceable link
In the process and the wholeness of life.
J.S.
Towards the end of the Pleistocene, the sea rose over the Sunda shelf,
leaving the island configurations we know today and isolating many
populations of widely-distributed species. For some, conditions on
these island refugia were favorable and their numbers flourished.
Conditions were not always suitable, and some populations did not
survive. Of the Sundas, only conditions on Sumatra, Java and Ball
were such that the great cat, the tiger, could live, if only for a
time.
With the flow of genes broken, slight morphological differences began
to emerge, variations in body size, in cranial character, and in the
colour and marking of the coat (Table 6), In the 19th and early 20th
centuries, when taxonomists began to examine the specimens of Sunda
tigers accumulating in private collections and in the great museums,
they found that these variations were sufficient to warrant sub-species
designations; all tigers unmistakably,
but each race was distinct
(73). We can hypothesize that the morphological variations in these
island populations represent adaptive response to local conditions,
but we will probably never be able to establish their function with
certainty. So It is with tigers; time Is so short and we know so
iittla.

TIGERS ANBMAN
For thousands of years,man and tiger lived together in the Sunda
islands (74). There were conflicts. At times tigers and man competed
dtrmctly (or food. Han killad cigar*% tigerm killad mam. Yat both
were bound together in an integral and fragile web on these island
ecosystems. Both were molded and bound by the nature of their resource
base and the forces of their environment.
However, the tiger has not fared well with man's expanding sphere of
influence. The development or powerful technology, and world marketing
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systems,backed by inputs of energy from fossil fuels,have changed nan's
relationship with the land. For the many animals and plants which share
with man the thin zone of life on this planet, the consequences have
been disastrous. After so many thousands of years, the tiger's
existence is in question throughout its range, especially on the Sunda
Islands. The Bali tiger has not survived the onslaught of "modern
man" and it is,in all probability .extinct. The Javan tiger is in
imminent danger of extinction, and may follow soon if we do not act,
and act correctly.
We have waited so long with the Javan tiger that it may not be possible
to assure its survival. Conservationists are left with the task of
somehow putting together a programme that will stop this march of
extinction. It should be done in a way that provides a reasonable
chance for the tiger to survive aa a viable and dynamic component
of its natural ecosystem.

THE STATOS OP TUB TICK* IN «EU-m*TI*I
Tropical forests and secretive, solitary-living carnivores are a
challenging study combination, but not an impossible one. We conducted
the fifth status survey for the Javan tiger in Heru-Betiri (11, 14, 15,
18), and we conducted it in the classic manner, developed over the
years, for rapid status surveys. This Included travelling extensively
over the Reserve and adjacent areas, searching for sign, and questioning
the people we met. In all, we spent three months in the field. We
attempted to include the routes of the previous surveys, mo far as
practicable; we surveyed the central and eastern areas of the Reserve
twice.
Rapid surveys to establish the status, of large mammals for conservation
purposes should not be confused with intensive research, investigating
their behaviour and ecology. Their objectives and methods are different.
The theoretical approach and field techniques for the latter have
evolved rapidly in the last 15 years. The recent synthesis by
Dr. E.O. Wilson (75) serves as an index of the "state of the art" and
a guide to future work. Rapid surveys csn only be expected to provide
an overview of the ecological situation and conservation needs, and
results should be interpreted in this light. Both kinds of investigations
are essential in the conservation effort for extinction-prone species.
Survey Results
The remit* of oar mtmtum murvmy of the cigar con be mummed up am
follows;
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- W* found hard evidence of the occurrence of only throe tiger*, mod
we believa chore or* nn more then (our or, at the mo*t, five tiger*
living la the area;
- Wo found no evidence to suggest that "effective" reproduction ia
occurring, hot there im reasonable evidence to suggest that there
are both males and females in the population;
- The tigers aro not confining their novesamt* to the kesurva, nor
am they using all of the gaserve ar*a#
- Wo found no evidence to suggest that a tiger has bean killed recently
by man, but we also found woet people living in the area badly misinfbrsmd about the plight of the Javan cigar and it* survival naeda.
Distribution;
The location of the cigar tracks we found and those recorded during
provloua survey* aro shown in Figure 3e. got all tbu previoua reports
mm included, hut wo have indicated the extent of mnvasssmta which wa
tarn the tiger'* "ranging area". There is no hard evidence or reporta
of ti#ara in the waatem part of the aaaama, but wo did find one sot
of track* and two faces largo enough to bo from tigera In the am*
north of Go. gecirl. The people living in this area report they
occasionally encounter tigers.
The com of the tiger'* ranging area i* the lower Sukamade valley,
which i* an area diaruptad by a largo plantation of coffee and rubber
and populated by 2000 people. It ia ham that we found evidence nf
tha higheat danalty of muntjac and wild swine, and there wem good
population* of leaf monkeya and ssKaqaea (fig. 6). W* surveyed the
entire sikamada drainage in early July and again la&ar in Augwat.
Both times wo found fresh tiger tracks in the upper machos of the
river valley, but not in the lower plantation amaa. Tigera aomariam*
d* c*"* to the plantation, a* ha* been recorded by uarlier aurvoya,
plantation personnel, and the geaarv* ataff, but tigera am not
*i*iKi»# *&* plantation amaa a* frequently as could be expected on
the basis of available prey.
Numbers:
While the entire monitoring programs* for the tiger coneervation
project in India ia baaed on an a**a*ament of track air* (36), chia
technique for aaaeaalng nusibara ia far from ideal (**# 11). Track
aiaa can be uaed with a reasonable degme of accuracy when a amsll
number of Individual* l* involved, #* &** been shown by acudiea in
India (53) and Nepal (77), but thia method ahould b« backed by dlmct
observations.
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Our assessment of numbers is based on the size of forepaw tracks (12.513, 14 and 16.5 em) found at mi* location*. The *ia* of tha track* wa
racordad compare with 12.5-13, 14.5 and 15-16.5 cm trmck ml**a racordad
during the 1975 survey (18). This would indicate there are at least
three tiger*. There is mo reason to believe there are more than four
or at the most, five individuals. Previous surveys have suggested
the number may be as high as 12 (14), but this is unsupported by the
data presented. Our results do not necessarily reflect a decline in
numbers, but they certainly do not indicate an increase.
Reproduction:
Two facts suggest that both male and female tigers live In Meru-Betiri:
the disparity in the size of tracks we observed (12.5-13 and 16.5 cm)
and the fact that both tiger* war* utilizing tha *a*m araa. Ovarian
in home area use by tigers is also shown in the previous surveys. If
two males were present, we would expect the areas utilized to be more
exclusive (53. 64, 77). A comparison of track sizes from Heru-Betiri
with those from identified individuals from Nepal (76) is not so
reassuring. The smaller track from Heru-Betiri falls in the range of
adult male Indian tiger track sizes, but Roogerwerf'a (1) data on tiger
track sizes from Ujung Kulon indicate that the Javan tiger has a larger
track than the Indian tiger, despite a smaller body size.
The last reliable observation of a tiger cub in Meru-Betiri was in 1971
(41). In that year an older female was shot at Sukamade, Me did not
find tracks of a family group travelling together, nor did we find
cub tracks. After a cub is six months of age and travelling with the
female, its tracks are fairly easy to distinguish from those of leopards
with young.
From the available data, we cannot say that no reproduction at all is
occurring, but neither is there evidence to suggest that the population
is increasing.
Food:
The three feces we found,which were large enough to certainly be from
tigers,contained the remains of porcupines (2), macaques (2), an
unidentified bird (1) and a palm civlt (1). One feces analysed by
J. Blower (16) in 1975 contained the remain* of a porcupine.
Unfortunately, the feces found during previous surveys were not
analysed. This is a small sample, but the result* indicate that in
Heru-Betiri the tiger is subsisting on a small-sized prey base, which
is not an ideal situation.
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Survival Needs
How do the survival needs of Che Javan tiger relate to the situation
In Meru-Betiri? In attempting to identify the important factors
amenable to management action, we developed a list of four questions,
which arose out of our survey and a consideration of lUCH's model
research programme for species threatened with extinction (45).
- How does Meru-Betiri compare with conditions forming the optimum
habitat for the Javan tiger?
- What prevents tigers from inhabiting all of the Reserve?
- Why has effective reproduction ceased in the tiger population?
- what have been the major sources of mortality of tigers?
Each question is examined in the light of available information.
How does Meru-Betlri compare with conditions forming the optimum
habitat for the Javan tiger?
Though the tiger can live in vegetation types ranging from mangrove
swamps to thorn forests (79), these vegetation types are not equally
suitable as habitat. Optimal habitat for the tiger has not been
established through empirical study, but available data does enable
us to rank broad habitat categories in terms of their suitability in
providing for the tiger's needs. To do this, .we must choose some
currency or criteria. Such an assessment might logically begin with
the factors that affect the rate at which food can be obtained;
- diversity and abundance of available prey;
- size and allocation of each size of class in relation to the total prey
biomasa present;
- dispersion of prey;
- activity patterns and anti-predator modes of each class of prey;
- energy available from each class of prey;
- environmental factors that affect the outcome of the hunt;
- diversity and density of competitors;
- the numbers of other tigers present.
The factors involved can be divided into two groups: those that
determine the kind, abundance, and dispersion of prey; and those
that constitute and define optimal diet, foraging space and foraging
period (BO, 54).
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Consider some of the characteristics that limit the tiger's exploitation
of resources and use of space. It is a big, solitary-living, stalking
predator. The success of the hunt depends on the element of surprise.
The opportunities to catch a prey animal are limited by the abundance
and distribution of prey in relation to the number and distribution of
environmental situations where the tiger can make a successful closerange stalk. The suitability of prey will depend on the energy derived
versus the energy expended in catching it. The tiger can feed on a wide
range of prey sizes, and indeed, by virtue of Its large size, it can
feed on a larger range than its close relative and competitor, the
leopard. Yet clearly, the tiger can compete more efficiently with the
leopard by exploiting larger-sized prey. Males have no direct nutritional
responsibility for their offspring. A critical phase in the reproductive
cycle of the large solitary-living cats results from the restricted
mobility of the young for the first few months after birth, and their
long dependency on the female. During this period, the female must
kill frequently and with predictable regularity. In the first months
after the young are born, the female is greatly restricted in her
movements. At this stage she is most vulnerable to disturbance (53,
62, 64, 65).
Considerable numbers of ungulates, suitable as prey for the tiger, can
be found living in drier regions which support open grasslands (49).
The grass provides an abundant food resource for these herbivores (54),
but the tiger is not adapted for hunting here. This prey resource has
been exploited by the group-hunting lion (Panthers leo) and chasing
predators,such as the cheetah (Acinonyx jubatua) and wild canids (62).
At the other end of the habitat spectrum are the tropical rain forests.
They provide seemingly unlimited opportunities to launch a successful
attack, but the degree of forest cover limits the amount of food
available to ungulates,and their number and diversity is greatly
restricted.
In Asia, the greatest diversity and blomass of ungulates are found
where forest and meadow lnterdigitate to create a maximum dispersion
of cover types (49). This also provides optimal hunting opportunities
for the tiger (64).
In assessing habitat suitability, it ia useful to make a distinction
between the factors which maintain the density of tigers living in an
area and those which establish density (see 65). The former concerns
social structure and the land-tenure system; the latter concerns the
feedback from the food resource that results In the curtailment of
population growth. These two factors ara,obviously closely related
(81), yet they are distinct (65). For our purposes, we assume that
the number of tigers living in an area reflects the rate at which
food can be obtained. We can make a preliminary assessment of habitat
suitability by eonaiderin* knmm tiger density i* different habitats.
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He have reasonably accurate density estimates for tigers from only three
araam: Kanha National Park In India, studied by Dr. 0. Sahaller in tha
mid-1960'a (53); Tha Royal Chitawmn National Park In Nepal, where
studies are still in progress (64); and the Ujung Kujon Reserve in
Jaw*, atudiad by A. Noogerwerf in tha 1930" mod 1950a, before cha
tiger became extinct there (1). The Ujung Kulon are* la covered with
tropical evergreen forest with a few scattered, artificially-created
meadows. Jloogerwerg estimated there were no more than three or four
resident tigers living there or about one per 75-100 km . The ungulate
biomass in the Reserve was estimated at about 500 kg/kur (49). In the
Royal Chit a wan National Park, which Is an area of 807. Shores forest
and 20% alluvial plain with forest and tall grass intermixed, the
ungulate biomass was estimated to be about 1800 kg/km2 (51). The
total number of adult resident tigers In this 500 km area was about
23 or ona par 20 km* (66,78). KamAa National Park in India 1m also
an area of about 80% forest and 20% short grass and tree, savanna.
The ungulate biomass was estimated to be about 1700 kg/km . The number
of adult tigers present was about 10-15 in 320 ksr or one tiger par
20-30 kar* (53).
With these considerations, we can develop a petspective on the suitability
of the various habitat types in Meru-Betiri. Se would expect the
suitability of rain forest areas to be low, tha transitional forest
areas moderate and the alluvial plains and bamboo/grams areas good to
excellent. In Meru-Betiri, it is important to take a distinction
between potential and realized conditions. For historical reasons,
those habitats with the greatest potential are now relatively un~ '
suitable. Plantations disrupt the valley bottoms and the numbers and
diversity of ungulates living In the valleys and bamboo/grass have been
greatly reduced. Portions of Meru-Betiri have tha potential to be
reasonably good habitat for the tiger, but this potential will not be
realized unless management action is taken.
What prevents tigers from Inhabiting all of the Reserve?
At least three factors may be Involved:
and the tiger's social system.

habitat conditions, disturbance,

Availability of food will determine where a tiger can live and we have
discussed the difference between the potential and realized suitability
of various habitats in the Reserve. This would explain why the tiger
may not ba uaing aoma of tba araaa in the north and west, hut tha
present distribution ia not directly correlated with food availability.
Earlier investigators have suggested that the distribution of tigers in
the Reserve may be a response to competition from leopards and wild dogs
(11) and disturbance by man (18). Exploitation competition from leopard*
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and wild dogs will affect the suitability of an area for the tiger
(64),but the leopard and wild dog are found living throughout the
Reaerve mod we see no direct correlation with tiger dlatrlbution.
Disturbance by man ie great in the west, but it is also a predominant
feature in the core of the tiger's ranging area, the lower Bukamede
valley. Disturbance i, «* important factor influencing the way tigera
utiliae thair ranging er#m. It i# m detrimental factor, but it doe*
not completely explain tiger distribution.
The tiger in Meru-Betiri may be restricted to certain areas through
attachment to a aite ; that is, there are adults with established home
ranges or territories ana they rarely move beyond these areas. As In
other large solitary-living cats, there are three relatively distinct
behavioural phases in the tiger's life cycle (53, 77). Through most
of the cub stage, the young animal is totally dependent upon its mother
and is restricted in its movements to her home range. Once independent,
the tiger roams about without attachment to a particular area or site.
Dispersing females probably do not breed successfully and dispersing
males breed only rarely (see 65). When an area adequate in size and
resources and free of too many other resident tigers is located, the
young tiger restricts itself more and more to that area. With attachment
to this area or site, the tiger is ready to begin the reproductive
phase of its life. Site attachment is not essential for survival, but
It ia a preraquiaite for reproduction. It reanlta in a predlctabl*
social environment. It confers an advantage in food resource acquisition
because of familiarity with the area and,thus, gives a competitive
advantage over other tigers for food resources. We also know that
benefits are derived from community interdependence in terms of
reproductive fitness (29, 54, 65).
It aaema likely thee the tlgara in Mem-Betlri ere older individual*
and that both aeama are preaent. We believa that theae animals are
living on established home ranges (or territories) rather than simply living
as transient individuals. Resident male tigers more frequently make
short trips away from their home areas than do females (53, 77) and
the tracks observed under On. Handilis in 1975 and to the north of
Om. Batirl during our aurvey were large, probably those of a male.
While the tigers in Meru-Betiri may be restricting their movements to
certain areas, this habitat cannot be considered optimal; it is simply
the best that is available. Within the tiger's ranging area, the
suitability of the habitat is further reduced through disturbance by
man. There is little that a manager can do to alter the tiger's landtenure system, but he can remove the disturbance element and improve
the food situation in certain areas.
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Why has effective reproduction ceased in the tiger population?
Behavioural, genetic and physiological problems are we 11-documented in
captive breeding programmes for tigers.
With only four or five tigers remaining, we know that there has been
a substantial loss in genetic variability. It is reasonable to assume
that a population which has had so few individuals for some time is
likely to result in the occurrence of individuals that are houtozygous
for rare recessive characters. Offspring produced with gross deleterious
recessive characters probably have not survived to enter the breeding
populations. Under captive breeding this is not the case, as can bu
seen in the rather extensive literature now available on the "white"
tigers (86). However, we may see a decline in fertility or the survival
of young as a result of "inbreeding depression" (Mayrln 45).
We know that fighting and dominance relations can be a problem in
achieving successful mating between captive tigers (82), but this may
not be manifest in wild situations. The tiger population in Meru-Betiri
is not so thinly spread that individuals do not encounter each other
frequently enough to mate, nor is there any reason to believe that some
critical density is required to stimulate mating in tigers. Yet there
may be a host of more subtle phenomena occurring,which the present state
of our knowledge does not enable us to identify.
If there is • physiological problem preventing successful breeding, it
may be possible to capture the animals, examine them, give treatment
and release them back into the wild, but it would be a procedure
involving.great risk and of little use unless the ecological conditions
in the Reserve are improved.
Adult tigers are capable of surviving In Meru-Betiri, but this does not
mean that the food regime is adequate to support a. reproductive effort.
To reproduce successfully, a female tiger must have access to a
considerable food resource beyond her maintenance needs. A shortage
of food can be expressed at a number of points in the reproductive
cycle: the number of eggs ovulated, the number and size of young brought
to term, the number of young reared through the nursing period, and
th* number of young raarad to lodapendanc*. Although this has received
considerable attention in the study of some species, we know relatively
little about the nature of the feedback system from food resources that
result in the curtailment of population growth in large carnivores.
This, makes it difficult to evaluate the situation in Meru-Betiri, but
it 1* poaalbla at chla ataga to maka two *anerall%at*ona that can
guide management i
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- Reproducing fas* la* are more sensitive to disturbance than other
tigers. Disturbance must be kept to a minimum.
- Tigers have the potential to produce relatively large litters, but
this requires an optimal hunting situation where the female has access
. to a prey resource of a size, abundance and dispersion in vegetation
types that permit her to kill with predictable regularity, with little
tine and energy lost In hunting and travelling (see 63, 83). Such a
situation does not currently exist in Heru-Betiri, but conditions can.
be improved through management action.
At this point, it Is most Important to concentrate on improving the
availability of prey for the tiger in the Reserve.
What have been the major sources of mortality for the tiger in the Gn.
Betiri complex?
We have reports of four tigers being killed in the Reserve area or the
immediate vicinity in the 15-year period, 1957-1971: Bandlallt (late
1950'a). Haru Bay (1961), S***a Rlwar (aatly I960'*), and Sukaamda
(1971). We have heard of no reports of tigers killed here after the
area was declared Suaka Hargasatva (game reserve) in 1972, but this
does not mean it has not occurred.
It is not possible to evaluate the degree of poaching of any of the
wildlife species in the Reserve from the records being kept by guards.
One indication of such activity could come from patrol records of the
movements and activities of persons in the Reserve, but there have been
no patrols. We asked scattered residents in the area north of Gn.
Betiri if strangers ever came there to hunt, and they said no. This is
not surprising, considering the rugged topography of the area, but
hunting does occur in the more accessible border areas. At Malangsari,
one plantation official reported that people frequently came there to
hunt wild swine and muntjac. We did not encounter anyone in the
Reserve with firearms, but we did find evidence of military manoeuvres
in the Permisan Bay area.
One source of mortality could be people poisoning carcasses of
kills. The insecticides are readily available in the area, and this
technique is sometimes practiced in Java for killing leopards (84).
It is not possible to determine if infectious (contagious) diseases have
been an important source of mortality. We know that infectious
disease is a chronic problem in zoo maintenance of big cats and that
certain diseases, such aa rinderpest, which has been a major cause
of mortality for many'of the large ungulates on Java, can infect and
kill tlgars (84).
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Tlgerm occamlonally die of wound* received in attampta CO kill their
prey mad from wound* recaived while fight im*. Im older literatn,ra,
the momt oft-recordad Incident of tiger* found dead from wound*
recaived while attempting to kill wild mwina (33). Wild mwina are the
momt numaroum large prey mnlmal mvaliable in Meru-betlri. Fighting
among tiger* 1* rare, but occaaionally doathm do remult from territorial
encounter* (53, 85).
Tha extent to which theme mortality fmclorm mmy have mffecced thm tlgor
population in the Maru-Betiri awn in unknown, Imt management aetiona
can ha taken to reduce the potential threat from many of theae agentm.
Summary

Studying the biology of extinction im a particularly difficult endaavoon;
oaume-and-effect relatlonmhlpm are nearly impommible to emtabliah with
certainty, aimply becaume of the mtmtum of the mubjact. Onrmlatlon
anmlymem have been umad, but all too frequently the correlatea conmi«b:red
are too coarme-grained and cloud the difference between caumem and
myoptomm.
In thlm mnalymlm, wa have Attempted to develop a conceptual framework
of the tigar'mbabavlouraltcology from an avolutionmry permpacclvn.
Our aamumptlonm could be atmted in the form of bypotbamam, which cam
be accepted, modified or tmjactad im the light «f mdditional information.
Theae bypotbemem reflect our undarmtmndimg of the prammnt mtata of
knnwlmilgm. It im from* theme ammuqptionm mnd a clear mtatemmnt of the
goalm of the conservation program** that management aetiona can be
prescribed.

C0W5g*WLTI0N PKIOglTimg
The Javmn tiger i* im Immmimmmt damgnr of nxtimccion. Th# throe to fivn
tlgera living in the Meru-Betirl area conmtitmt* the ontira known
wild population of Panthere tigrlm mondmicm. Therm are uo known captivem
in zoological gardena.
Im tha Act on Protection and Conmervatiom of matmrml momnu cam,
th# Premidant of the Republic of Indonemia declared "...that every
creation of Cod. b# ig fauna, flora or rook formation, and natural
baauty, etc.,ham it, proper function and uaefulnemm am am eovlmmmmmntal
component of life, for which no other muhmtitute exiatm," mad "...that
in the ioteremc of mmnkiod, now mnd in tha future, thm pramervmtion of
tbm variooa creatlona of Cod ia the abmoluta duty of every bummn
generation, tdiaravmr and in *Aataver period it livmm" (87). While
that* im nothing that can be dona that will abmolutaly ammure tha
murvivm. of a race that ham been reduced to mo few individuala,it im
our remponmibility and duty to mem that every pommibl* effort 1* made
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to take the management actions that will enhance the tiger'a chances
for aunrival.
The immediate conservation goal must be to establish the Javan tiger
in such numbers and distribution as to provide a reasonable likelihood
of its surviving in its native habitat. The long-term aim is to
eventually restore the race to a productive status in the wild (45).
The only chance for the survival of this irreplaceable predator lies
in providing it with complete protection and in the careful guidance
of the complex natural processes which sustain it. The conservation
strategy we recommend hinges on two major points:
The Javan tiger must be protected from any further killing.
The removal or killing of one additional animal astronomically reduces
the chances of survival and recovery of a race with so few individuals.
The javan tiger is completely protected by Indonesian law and the
penalty for violation Is severe- Strict enforcement of the law is
absolutely essential. Any poacher must be quickly apprehended, but
most important for the tiger is the prevention of any killing. This
can be accomplished by an alert guarding force, but the guards will
only succeed in their task with the support of the local citizens.
Thus, a first management priority for the preservation of the Javan
Cigar *#:
- To Initiate a programme to develop public awareness and sympathy for
the tiger's value and plight.
Three additional actions will help to avert any further killing of
tigers by man:
- Extend the Reserve boundaries to include all the ranging area of the
t&gar;
- Establish a no-hunting zone around the Reserve;
- Initiate an active patrol system in the Reserve and in the no-hunting

These measures will establish an environment free from the danger of
further killing by man, but additional management action will be required
to realize the primary conservation objective - to establish the javan
tiger in such numbers and distribution as to provide a reasonable
likelihood of its surviving in its native habitat.
Before proceeding, however, it is important to pose the question,
"Can tigers from Meru-Betiri be uaed for establishing a captive breeding
programme for the race?" In terms of our stated goal, the answer is, "Hoi*
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From a population perspective, removing a pair of tigers from the
Reserve ia the earn* mm killlog a pair of tigera in tha Reserve; the
status ia such that if a pair of tigers is taken for captive breeding,
It will daatroy any chance for thia population to recover. In addition,
there is no assurance that a pair of tigers can be captured* transported,
and kept in captivity without suffering mortality. There is no
assurance that under captive conditions the pair will be more successful
in producing offspring than in the wild. Even if It is possible to
perpetuate the race in captivity, we do not have the knowledge it takes
to make a successful Introduction back into the wild.
Captive breeding progtmamaaa in aoologtcal gardena are of value in some
conservation efforts. There have been some spectacular successes in
snatching animals from the brink of extinction, breeding them in
captivity until stocks have been built up, and successfully reintroducing thamlmto tha wild (88). However, in thia oaaa, waara dealing
with biological problems of a different order of complexity froni that axper
ienced with some of the avian or ungulate species.
Here we are dealing with a large carnivore which must make a living
by killing with predictable regularity animals frequently as large as
itself. Jn the large fel ids, the young learn to hunt and kill from
their mothers. Captive animals never learn this, and we currently do not
have the knowledge to be able to teach them. To re-establish a population
of tigers in an area requires re-establishing a social structure and we
do not know how to do this. It is possible to carry out the research
required to develop the techniques needed,.but no such research is in
progress now. We do not think that the Javao tiger ia the best animal with
which to atart. To our knowledge, no accurate figures have aver bean
compiled, but we believe that more endangered species have been saved
from extinction by giving them adequate protection in a large area of
suitable habitat than from captive breeding programmes. It seems to us
that this is where the emphasis should be placed in the conservation
effort for the Javan tiger.
The second thrust of the survival strategy for the Javan tiger can be
stated thus:
The Meru-Betiri Reserve will have to be managed in a way that optimizes
habitat suitability for the Javan tiger, making reproduction and
population recovery possible.
There are two limiting factors amenable to management action at our
present level of technical ability:
- Eliminate man's disruptive influences on the Reserve's ecosystem;
- Improve the food situation for the tiger.
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The moaarv* will have to ba doclarad Cagar Alam (*tricc oatwxa rammrva)
to give P.P.A. the legal authority to take the action necessary to
regulate human impact on the Reserve. Moat Importantly, the disruptive
influences within the tiger's present ranging area and potential habitat
(see "Man and Meru-Betiri") will have to be removed.
Hoogerwerf (11) baa emphasized that competitive pressure from the
leopard and the wild dog can have an adverse effect on the carryingcapacity of the Reserve for the tiger, and this is in accordance with detailed studies in other areas of the tiger's range (84). The
solution to this problem, however, is not reducing numbers of leopards
or wild dog*, ic lia* in providing tha tigar with a food bam* chat it
can exploit mora affioiantsy Chan tha*a mmal&or camlwor**.
Croup* of ruaa door and bant on* #111 haw* co b* zolatroducad iatajgw
Bukamade drainage and rusa will have to be introduced in the- weactand
north where there is already sufficient habitat for these species.
No additional "habitat improvement" projects will have to be undertaken.
The details for implementing this management strategy are outlined in
the management plan.
THE ruium*
There is something compelling about tigers that invokes visions and
strong feelings in nearly everyone. In the forests and grasslands of
Asia - living, killing, giving birth, dying - the tiger la an Integral
part of the ecosystem. In its natural home, the tiger is a jewel in
Indonesia's natural crown, its rich natural heritage. If the tiger is
lost from the wild, a certain sparkle In the crown will be extinguished
am*, wm *&#mk. felt by all raflaetivo paopl*. Thar* i, nothing, wo can
do that will absolutely assure the survival of this race in the wild,
but ghat is navar a raamon not to try. Wa think a groat daal of
valuabla time bam boon loot, and Chi* oannot bo mad* up with baaty
action or quickly conceived plans. Nothing can bring back that time;
wo can only procaad with a thoughtful and dadieatad effort.
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HAH AND MERU-BETIRI

KAXLY HUMAN IMFLOEBCE
Early man was a part of the Javan landscape even before many of the
present land configurations appeared. Javan Man (Homo erectus) was
contemporary with the mid-Pleistocene volcanic episodes (400,000 years
B.C, From fossil remains,it appears that early man occupied a hunting
and gathering niche along the larger rivers,especially in the drier
habitats which support more large mammals (49). They used fire as a
hunting tool and for cooking. Modern man (Homo sapiens) first appeared
in Java about 40,000 years ago. These men were consummate big game
hunters. They used on advanced hunting technology and they too
employed fire as a hunting tool (47).
Thus, man has long been an Important component of the Javan fauna,
especially in the drier areas of the east. His influence on the
vegetation, particularly through the use of fire, is a matter of great
antiquity. While it is reasonable to identify and categorize the
impact of early man as one environmental factor that has influenced the
development and configuration of the vegetation of East Java (.10), It is
misleading to label these actions as an "unnatural influence", disjunct from the "natural scheme of things".
Writing of Java in his landmark bookThe Malay Archipelago"ln;1869,
the naturalist Alfred Ruasel Wallace (89), tells of the beauty of the
landscape and the monuments of civilizations now forgotten that stand
"buried in lofty forest... the remains of extensive cities where the
tiger, the rhinoceros and the wild bull now roam undisturbed" (p. 74).
He was referring, in part, to the great temples, such as Borobudur,
Prambanan and Penataran,which were built during the Buddhist and Hindu
period, c. 7th -12th century A.D. These empires were centred in
Central and Eastern Java. One of the principal centres of activity was
the Hindu Kingdom of B(a)lambangan or Balambuang, which, after about
950 A.D., extended over the greater part of Besuki and Probolinggo and
included the Blambangan Peninsula (Fig. 2). This Kingdom existed up
until 1639 when it was subjugated by the Sultan of the Kingdom of
Hataram of Central Java. In 1695 the Balinese invaded Blambangan
and made it a colony. In 1767 the Dutch East India Company conquered
Blambangan, except for the area surrounding Grajagan, which warn brought
undar thair control by 1778 (34).
That these empires developed in the seasonally dry areas of East and
Central Java la no coincidence; it was in the seasonally dry vegetation
types that they could employ their most efficient land-reclamation
tool: fire. Fire, together with the use of Irrigation technology,
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Figure 8

Human Impact on the Meru-Betiri Ecosystem
If no power of authority is granted to curb the
exploitation and disruption of the Meru-Betiri
ceoayat**, it can be axpaetad that the ecological
integrity of the Reserve will be destroyed, its
unique character will be lost, and the extinctionprone specie* will disappear. Seemingly minor and
unimportant influences can lead to Irreversible
changes. The rate of change can be overwhelmingly
rapid.
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made possible the growing of wet rice over large areas. A similar trend
in land utilization, contemporary with that of Java, can be seen in
the Khmer civilization of Cambodia (47).
Today the filaubangan Peninsula is a nature reserve. The forests there
have extensive stands of bamboo, the only evidence that great empires
once flourished (34). It seems reasonable to assume that these same
people had some impact on the Cm. Betlri complex, especially in the
areas along the major river valleys. There la no documentation for
this, but the extensive stands of bamboo in some of the river valleys
could date from this period.
While man and his Influences are not new to the Javan scene, it is
Important to make the distinction between these former influences and
the destructive consequences of modern development patterns. In the
On. fietirl area, these can be traced to the early plantation* that
surround and violate the Meru-Betirl Reserve today. With the plantations
came the tens of thousands of people needed to work them, and the
impact these people have on the ecological integrity of the Reserve
and adjacent forests is clearly of a greater magnitude than all the
past influences of man on Java combined. It is these recent developments,
rather than the historic influences, that are of primary concern for
the welfare of the Reserve.

POPULATION

AND LAND USE

We estimate there are more than 100,000 people living in the river
valley* immediately adjoining the Meru-metlrl *aaar*a; nearly 90,000
people are associated with the towns Corah Nongko, Sanenrejo, Curahtaklr,
Sumberejo, Sabrang and Sarongan (Table 7). Large numbers of people
are employed or live on the large coffee and rubber estates of Malangaari
(1300 ha), gumbar Jamba (1344 ha), Snmhar Bmdl (323 ha), Kali Sane*
(<1000 ha) and Koto Blatar (1000* ha). Wa have *o official aafimage
for the estate populations, but the manager of Malangaari told us that
6000 people, of who* 2000 wara regularly employed, lived there. Surely,
on all the estataa combined there era in axceaa of 20,000 people.
The 1971 census showed an average of 539 persons per km in East Java,
with a population growth rate of 1.6%, which is below the average of
Java as a whole (with 565 persons/km2 and a 1.9% growth rate) (90).
Agriculture and forestry are the principal land uses in this region.
Two rather distinct agricultural systems and, thus, economic systems,
are operating: plantation agriculture and traditional agriculture.
The mecood major land use ia fdreacry, aapeeially production foraata
of teak. Forestry involves a rather small segment of the population,
but it is of considerable significance in terms of its influence on
habitats. In reference to the economic systems, rural agricultural
productivity fa internalized; that is, what Is grown la primarily
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utilized by the people *&o produca it. %m the ,.@ond ayat.m, foraatry
and plantation agriculture, produce, art produced for export: production
la externalized.
Bawd on our aanplea mod eatimataa. the daualty of peraona aupportad
by plantation agriculture 1. .bout 350/1=2* with traditional agriculture
there aru 1300 peraon«/km*.
*
*
Hlatorically (c. 1000 A.D.I population dauaity aupportad by mat rim
agriculture warn in tba 230-300/^ range (47) and.hlatorically, laud
n#a waa cloaaly ralacad to alta condition.. Population cantraa and
farming actlvitiea warm tied to tbo moat pzoductive araaa. Nowad.v,
agricultural .ctivltla. re not at all minted to tba potential, and
limitation, of tba a itea lucreaaing dawnda fro. axpanding popul.tion..
together with rapid d.velopmant. in modernl^ agriculture, h.ve m.ulted
in bringing marginal araaa under cultivation. Thia baa aceelaratad a
daatruction of wildlife habitat and decreed ecological diveralty.
The axpanalon of cultivation into aenaitive .reaa threatena the entire
ba.ia of the agricultural .y.tem, aa baa been emphaalMd in ao mmny
govemmaot reporta and atudiea. Wwn cultivation la axpand.d on to the
poorer upland aoil. and ...per alopea. .ro.ion leada to the alltation
of river.; dafore.tation of catchment araaa increa.e. the run-off of
water; the riak of d^.ging fiooda i. increama* (tbia waa ona of the
eauaa* of tba diaa.troua Solo flood of 1*46 (90)),
The racent land capability aurvay for Indoneala (91) pointa out that
in tba Moru-Botiri complea. which includaa the area aatendlng fro.
5% cultivacable area.

Thia i. primarily the cooaaqueaca of poor aoil.

Zlrr%M^%*" "^" """"^ .xcoading 30%. Tba majority of th.

k".rve.it»l( offara no pot.ntl.l for agricultural dev.lop.ant and
the topography make, logging unfa.albla. It can be a.aurad that if
It were faa.lble to far. large area, of the .aacrv. or conduct fdre.trv
oparationa. it would have alraady bam, dona. Aa it la, tha%!a%.'
of tta are. in cultivation .Ir^dy greatly a«med. 1^ cap.nliity' '
at!tn%r.^^ ?* "^^^ """ "f*" *«" low productlvlty'mu,
are in continual danger fro. climatic perturbationa. Claarl* the
KTI%* ^*T °' "" *•-B«lrl aa.erv. to grounding «.L i*.. ..
t^ ^"^ad/"^«*« Unction. Even aeemlugly minor viol.tiZ or
2c ZfZa^f 1?^'"? ^/!T '""' •""" thalr protactive capLiflty.
The welfare of all people living in the aurrounding region la dependant
"** A. wlmtamamc of tba aaaerve aa a vlatl. natural ar.^ ^»*^^
Se/In'Z^"' ^ '« f* ^ .-logical l.tagrity .* A. Wwm.
1!%.^ S? ^° T " "^^ **"* "" "*^^" ^ bouadarl... Tbla la
an aatounding numbar. The great.at number, approximately 4000. .re
...ociated with th. two flotation enclave.. .Lialit .L%L^.
K.11 Kar«%t*bak drainage.

Another 237 live at KAbun Pwt.l hntweeu
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the Bandialit Plantation and the beach. About 470 live at Honowiri on
the western edge of the Reserve and 142 live at Sumberealak Darungan,
which is an area skirting the upper edge of the Bandialit Plantation
(Fig. 3; Table*).
These settlements are an unavoidable problem inherited by P.P.A. when
the Reserve was created. The boundaries of the Reserve are based on
the boundaries of the old blocks of protection forest that date from the
early 1900s.
The settlements were established during the period of
turmoil following the Second World War. With the exception of Pondok
Macan, the remaining group of people listed in Table 8 do not presently
live within the boundaries of the Reserve, but in the forests north of
Gn. Betlrl.
This is within protection forests and within the ranging area of the
Javan tiger; thus, they constitute a serious threat. In surveying
this rugged area,we located a number of settlements with a population
total of 57. We estimate there are probably 100 people living in this
area of about 7000 ha. These people are farming small ridge-top clearings
usually about 0.5 ha in size; their only cash crop is the sugar they
make from the sap of the «run palm (Arenga pinnata).
People living in adjacent areas come into the Reserve in large numbers
to collect products from the forest and the coastal zone. For example,
in one day, travelling from Bandialit to Meru Bay, we Interviewed 35
people in eight different groups. Three groups came from Bandialit;
the other five came from outside the Reserve. They were here to fish
and to collect bamboo, rattan, gadung (Dioacorea hirsuta) root, lemlnti
(an algae).and shellfish. The most important product was gadung; all
groups reported that western areas of the Reserve had been exhausted,
forcing them to venture further into the Reserve in their search,
A previous report by Lembaga Ekologl (18) Unlversltas Padjadjaran,
Bandung, has suggested alternatives to these exploitation practices.
The impact of these people on the ecological Integrity of the Reserve
goes far beyond the exhaustion of specific forest products. We discuss
these impacts in detail in a later chapter.
The final group of people to consider in terms of their utilization
of the Reserve are tourists and occasional visitors. In the past,
tourism was practically non-existent in the Heru-Betiri area, but this
condition is changing rapidly. The Meru-Betiri Reserve has been
Included in the no* Saw* Tourism Master Plan" (92) and ha* also been
singled out la the naif Official Guide to Java!" (93). The beauty and
grandeur of the rugged coast, nesting sea turtles, and the chance,
bower remote, of meet** a Jaean cigar are depicted in scrikim*
photographs and vivid prose. Most important is that the"Guide"includes
simple instructions for getting there. The quality of the series, of
which the'Guide to Java?' Is a part, is probably unsurpassed. Although
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recently published, the book is widely distributed domestically and
abroad; its effects are already being felt. Heru-Betiri is am easy
day** travel fro* the towrl*t centre* on Bali and it* attraction* arc
extremely enticing to the adventurous traveller.
The utilization of the Reserve by all the socio-economic groups can
best be discussed in terms of impact on the ecological integrity of
the Reserve and the danger they pose to the survival of the Javan tiger.

THE IMBLCT Of TBB KmlAN KLZMKNT
Meru-uetirl and the National Spate* of Natural Areas
Before discussing the impact of people on Heru-Betiri it is Important
to consider why the Reserve was set aside. Heru-Betiri was declared
Suaka Marga*atwa on June 6, 1972. By cbia decree, the Minister of
Agriculture, acting on behalf of the Government and for the people of
Indonesia, officially recognized Heru-Betiri as a unique and valuable
area, the habitat of the last remaining Javan tigers that should be
managed as a natural area. With this decree, the Reserve became part
of the National System of Natural Areas and part of Indonesia's effort
to preserve its rich natural heritage for the benefit of all citizens.
P.P.A. is charged with the responsibility of preserving the Javan tiger
and maintaining the ecological integrity of the Reserve. Meeting this
responsibility requires compliance with standards in Indonesia's law
for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources and international
criteria for National Parks and Equivalent Reserves (87, 94).
Effective protection and management can only be achieved through an
ecosystem approach. This principle is so widely recognized that it
hardly need be repeated. We do so to make it clear that in dividing
the Reserve into ecu-units, we do it not because these units are
independent from each other, but only to facilitate a discussion of
how impacts in one area can endanger the Integrity of the entire Keserve.
The most Important case In point concern* the plantation enclaves which <
the most productive valley floors. In the preceding two chapters, we
have outlined the ecological needs of the tiger and other endangered
and extinction-prone species in the Reserve. We have emphasised how
neither the rain fora*ta nor thm transitional forest* sod raia fora*ca
together constitute a habitat that is sufficient and suitable for the
tiger. The cigar'* chance* for awrviwal rest on the Integration of
valley bottoms, formerly the most suitable tiger habitat, with the
adjacent forests. What is done with the river valleys affects the
entire conservation effort of the Reserve.
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When we apeak of thraacn to tha ecological integrity,we are *peakiog
1m tmrma of thm entire ecoayatem, Including the plantation area*. By
ecosystem, we mean not just the relationship between the living and
non-living component* of one araa; we mean tha fnter-relmtionahlpa of
mil the creaa or unit*. By international definition and in term* of
pragmatic management con«lderationa, tha araa that constitute* the
Kaaar** muat ha *uch that it i* aeologically vlmbl* smd ,bi« to provide
for the biotic community that it la to protect (94).
__
Impacts
For tha purpoae of aaaeaaing tha adverae impact of people, tha MeruBetiri Reserve can be divided into four units:
-

Coaatal area*
River valley a
Tranaitional foreat
Rain forest

"*-

A method for defining the kind and degree of human impact must he
elaborated (95). W* believe the four major human Influence;* prc«**t
in the Baaerve are;
- Narve*ting planta and animal* or their part* from tha foraat, tha
coast and the *ea;
- Disturbing the natural activities of wildlife;
- Polluting the area through tb* application and ron-off of peaticlde*
garbage and solid waste;
- Alteration of the habitat through vngetation-olearing for plantation*,
agriculture, erection of houses and other structures, and excavation
and earth-moving for roads.
The degree of significance of each Influence muat he aa*oae#^Ak
thi* purpoae, each can be conaldered to have both msgnltudeTa*:'
Importance; the two token together constitute a msaaura of imfmot
«averity. Magnitude relate* to the degree or extanaivenaa* of the
Impact; importance to the conaequance* of tha impact, for each we
have employed a acale to show inoreaaing severity*
- Low. little or no noticeable effect;
- Moderate• discernible or moderate effect;
- High: destructive effect.
Th* impact* affecting tha Meru-Batirl ecosystem are summarised in tha
form of a matrix in Pig. @a.
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Fro* Fig. 8m, it cam be mean that the mo*c disturbed areas of the
ecomyacam are Che valley* mod coaatal gone*; the rain forest ia
comparatively free of adverse impact*; the transitional foreata are
intermediate. Our judgement am to the magnitude of Impact ia based
upon the results of observations made during our survey. The importance
of each impact 1* judged in term* of the effect of impaete on the
ecological integrity, the survival needs of the tiger, and aesthetic
values.
A review of land-use activities and population centres revealed five
major sources of human impacts;
-

Tourists and casual visitors;
People from desas (towns) located outside the Reserve boundaries;
People fro* deaaa located inalee the Reserve boundariam;
People from the plantation desas;
Plantation operations.

These can be related to kinds of impact and the severity of impact,
again in the form of awtricaa (figl * a and o).
The most serious threat to the ecological integrity of Mefu-Betiri and
the preservation of the tiger originates with the plantations, both
from plantation operations and from the large number of people required
to run them. They pollute, overharvest, disturb, and drastically alter
the habitat of the Reserve ecosystem.. They affect the river bottoms,
the downstream coastal areas and the forests. The only eco-unit where
damp hav* llttla dimae* Impact ia the rain format, yet becauaa of the
interdependence of all the eco-units, they pose a critical threat to
this area as well.
The second critical threat comma from the people living in settlements
that are within the Reserve boundaries and in the protection forests
to the north. The most critical settlement is Kebun Pantai between
the beach.and the Bandialit plantation (Fig. 3), As long as this daaa
coatimuaa Co mxlat, the Baudiaiil and Meru coaatal myatem will be
affected through exploitation of coastal and forest products, illegal
cutting of trees, and the disturbance created. Because of the low
density of people living in the north, their impact is less severe,
but it is important in both the transitional and rain forest areas.
The people coming from outside the Reserve most severely affect the
coastal zones through disturbance and harvesting of coastal and forest
products.
Finally, the impact of tooriata must beconaidared. aa ymt, thay arm
coming in small numbers, but the activities of the few who arc coming
#*# having an advarae effect, among other things, they disturb aea
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tmrtlna coming aabora to name and thay hava marred the laodacapa with
aigng tbay paint on building*, rock* and traaa
Thia dimtwrbanea
can easily be controlled.

SUkMUHT

All of tbia doom not paint o vary bright pictm* for tha ktwia of
tha Maru-Batlri Raaarva, but we do mot baliava the vlolatlona of tha
area ara irramediabla. Tha moat aaaautial point im that MamBat irl ia a fioa, but aaaaitiv* araa. graatly daaarviog to ba aat
aaida aa pact of tha National Symtam of Natural Araa*. Nowavar, to achiava
ita potential and to avoid irraveraibla dwaga through human iapact,
atromg action will hava to ba takan immadiataly. If thla la not dona
tha axtlnctioa of tha lalamd'a largaat pradator, the Javan tigar, ia
aaaured.
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MANAGEMENT OF MERN-BETIBI AS SOAKA HABCASATWA

LgQU. STATOS AND PECULATIONS
Meru-Betirl warn declared Suaka Margaaat*ia (Cam* Beaarma) in raaolution
No. *76/Kpta/Um/6/:*72, imaued by the Hiniater of Agrlcultura on
June 4 1972. The muperviaion of the Baaerve wmm dalogated to P.P.A.
By definition in Lb* Mature Protection Ordimamc* of 1941, Suaka
Margaaatwa are araaa where "tha fauna, flora or the beautiful acamary
are of such scientific and cultural or aesthetic value that the
protection of it ia dmalrable in the public interact" (96). Am
present rules and regulations! that guide the Management and administrate
of nature reserves in Indonesia all date from before independence and
are being reviaed. The new law will be in effect during the period
of the management plan. Accordingly, we will only deal with how former
rule* and regulation* are being met in a general nay under the diacuaaioi
of specific management programmea. In reviewing the old laws, however,
it ia apparent that other than preventing hunting and the illegal
cutting of traea (legally aanctioned logging ia permitted), little in
term* of protection could be accoemlimbad in arena declared Suaka
Margaaatwa (35, 97).

BOUNDARIES AND POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS
Meru-Betiri lies within the Jamber and the Banyuwangi subdistrlcts>
Imolmdad In the Baaerve are the foreat ptnenotion area* of Babrang
Trate Da, Karangtambak Ataa, Sukamade Ataa and Sukamada-Karangtambak.
The total area la 50,000 ha, according to the formal decree, but more
accurately maaaured by P.PJL. to be 49,464 ha. Not included im tha
Reserve are the small islets off the coast or a 500 m zone extending
into the #ea from th* low tide mark, am ia the came in the Ujung Kulon
Reserve.
Only mome of the waatnm boundary fro* Nanggalan to Corah Nongko haa
been marked. Some question was raised in reports about the exact
location of the westernmost boundary point. The actual boundary
marker la alightly to the weat of the boundary ahown on the official
map. Thnt boundary a* marked ia being recogniamd, but the foreat ham
bean cleared for teak plantatiooa over thia line juat to the north,.
About 65 ha has been lost.
There are no poaalbllitiaa
this is en area of teak and
is under.cultivation. The
meets the Kali Sanen,could
cultivation to include the

to extend the Eeaarve boundarlea further wnat
production forest, plantations of rubber or it
boundary in the northeast, up to where it
be extended slightly to the edge of the
band of teak production forests. This would
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provide an important buffer area to tha foraata of tha Rammrva. In the
north, th* bouadary can and sbonld be extended to include the foreac
area up to the Kali Sanaa * rhia area la preaently under tha control
of Parhutanl. The aaatern portion la claaaad a* production foroac,
but it has never been logged, probably because the rugged topography
makaa It unfaaaibla. Th* ramaindar of thla araa liaa In tha 6m.
Malangaari protection foruat. The boundary of the XLaaaraa could
aaally follow the Kali Sanan. thence up the Kail Kejungmacan to tha
boundary of the Malangaari Plantation. The area between the present
boundary on Karangtambok Ataa and the Malangaari Plantation could be
Included. There la no poaaibtllty to extend the boundarlea on tha aaat
in the Kali Karangtambak drainage because of plantation and agricultural
development. There are bantam* and ruaa in the Sukaraade-KarangtawbakSel forest and suue of this forest in the higher areas la still in good
condition. Much of the lower area has been turned into teak production
forest and inclusion in the Reserve does not see* advisable'.

MANAGEMENT PROGRAMMES

Current management programmea for the Reserve fall into seven categories:
staff recruitment and organization, construction of staff facilities,
procurement of equipment, establishment of a protection system, the
turtle conservation project, habitat management projects and future
planning and feasibility studies.
Staff Recruitment and Organisation
Overall management and planning for the Meru-Betiri Reserve has been
the responsibility of the Chief of East Java II, Section of P.P.A.
The area of Mcru-Betirl In the lember subdistrict la under
a Kepala Rayon, who also has responsibility for Nusa Borung. Serving
under him are the Kepala Resorts of Gucl-Betiri and Sabrang Trate and
their assistants. In the portion of the Reserve in the Banyuwangl
subdistrict, the Kepala Resorts of Karangtanbak, Sukamade and the turtle
project are directly under tha Section Chief. Thia la alao
true for all hunting guards.
The delegation of duties for the Kepala Rayon and Kepala Resorts is the
responsibility of the Section Chief. The mandors or assistants serve
at the direction of the field officers. There are no written job
descriptions on file. In general, the duties of the hunting guards
are to issue licences and control hunting in their districts. (Their
duties are not directly related to the management of Meru-Betiri, but
they are paid by W.W.F. funds, are considered part of the Reserve staff,
and are issued motorcycles provided by W.W.F.) The field officers are
responsible for the protection and management of the Reserve. Currently,
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most of the time of the Kepala Resorts and Kepala Rayon is taken In
the administration of the feeding ground projects. During the month
of August 1976, the time of the Kepala Resort for Sukamade was totally
involved In a dispute with the plantation regarding ownership of 10 ha
of coffee for which he served time in Jail.
Not including the Section Chief, the total staff of the Reserve •
numbers 23 (September 1,1976). Included are the Kepala Rayon, five
Kepala Resorts, nine hunting guards, six assistants and two office
mtaff. The malaria* of 11 mtaff ar* paid entirely by W.W.P. gfrmnt
funds. These people do not have permanent government appointments;
two mtaff member* racaiva their mmlary fro* P.P.A., aupplemwnted by
H.W.F. funds; two are only paid by P.P.A. The salary of the Kepala
Resort In charge of the turtle conservation project is paid with revenue
from the sale of turtle eggs. The assistants listed am harian usually
receive no salary. During the period of our survey (June-September
1976), no-one received any salary because of a delay in the.budget,
which usually starts each April. The only salary received was that
provided through the W.lf.F. grant.
No-one on the staff has attended University, but, in general, the level
of formal education of the mtaff im relatively high. What-ia ***(
noticeable, is that few staff members have ever received special training
from P.P.A. pertaining to the jobs they have been hired to perform.
Staff Accommodation
.In the four years since Meru-Betiri was declared a Reserve, mccommmodmtio
ha* bee* coomtructed mt meven mites (Fig. 3d. Table 9); mix are for
ataff only and the seventh im a guest house for visitors.
Th* mitem at dumber Sari, Curab Nongko, Clenmorm and Raja&waml are
suitable locations in terms of the management of the Reserve. The
Kmjegwaml *o**t houme la located juat behind the bmy. Vimitorm can
relax in the atmpmpbaro of a mmmll fimhin* village. In the protection
come, awlmmin* im mafm, the only aafa beach en the coast of the Remerva.
While the Clonmore mite im located 40 km from the Reaerv*, It im near
the main highway between Bsnyuwangi and Jember; in the future, it can
serve as an information cent re and check-point for people wishing to
Vinlt Mmm-Baciri. The poat mt Curah Nomgko la loomtad very near th*
boundary on the western access road. Somber Sari is situated above
the plantation in the west of the Sukamade drainage; it serves to guard
one of the most important tiger areas.
While Sanenrejo is a key point in establishing control over the northern
region of the Reserve, the new post Is located In the centre of the
town, which greatly raduccm it* potential effectiveqamm a* a checkpolnt. The new post at Kali Baru serves no useful function in the
management or protection of the Reserve, but we have included lb in
Table 9.
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The Kapala Reaorts of gukamade, Karaugtsstak and the turtle conservation
projack live in private dwellinga, although there are now facilities
available at Rajegwssi and Sumbar Sari. Tha Kapala R*yon for MeruBetlrl/gnaa Barung lives in a private dwelling in Ambulu with other
ataff of Beat Java II Section of P.P.*.
Equipment
Major itesm of equipment for the Reserve managasmnt and protection
programs* include;
- Fivm motorcy**** (100 cc): one ia sssfgmmd to dm Kapala Rayon,
two to Kapala Reaorta and two to hunting guards. All ara from tha
W.W.F. grant; a sixth motorcycle fro* W.h.F. ia unaccowntad for.
- Ona Molden pick-up:
(never observed}.

from W.W.F., aaaignad to tha Saotion Chiaf

- Bleyclna: maarly all ataff have bicycles signed out to th*s. hot vary fa
are now in their hands, having been stolen or otherwise lost.
- Firearma: all aanior ataff haw rlflaa (30.06) signed ontta^ thmn, but
«*=* the mvnaptinn of ona rlfl* kept by tha Kapala Rayon, all mm
raporcadly kapt in th* offica of tha Saction Chiaf. in our view
thia la a wise practice; firaarsm ara not needed in tha field!
- Beat Asmiahings: moat poata ara only partially fumishad; tha
atnff swat provide swat of thair own furniture.
- Fiald equipsmnti atnff members hava aossi of thair own flaid
equipment, bu% in general, fiald equipment ia far from adequate.
- Uniforms: the older atnff usually waar khaki ahlrta with tha old
F.P.A. emblem o* the shoulder; younger ataff usually dress in cycle
boot* and blue denim jackata with a W.W.F. emblam on the from*.
Read-wear 1* of tha highly individualistic nature, which is so
characteristic of East Java.
The Raaarw* ataff have been hsndicspped in the performance of thair
duties by the lack of adequate equipment.
Protection
Under the lawn and rulea presently regulating the use of Suaka
:
Margasawea, It 1# mnarly ijspoaaible to raatrict the movements of
people and the collaction of minor forest products. Hunting snd felling
** trmea * forbidden, but logging is permitted under permit (9%).
Within the mtnsmmt Reserve boundaries, wa noted only two newly-cut traas
and these ware immediately recorded and inwaatigatad by tha Kepala
Rayon Sarkan. Our only evidence of hunting in tha Reserve cornea from
tha plantation workers at Rukamade who report they somotimes catch mils!
awine and sell them to the plantation monager; we found one boa-trap
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in the Sukamade plantation. While the Reserve staff do make crips
into the Reserve at times, there is no regular patrol schedule.
Habitat Management Projectm
The habitat management projects are the single most controversial issue
in the current management programme for Meru-Betiri (18). A habitat
management project relates to an area of forest cleared and planted
with grass to create an area where ungulates can graze; thus, the local
term "feeding ground". The forest is cleared using the Tumpang Sari
system: people are engaged on a two-year contract to come in and clear
0.5 Co & ha of for*** each; they are allowed to lie* 1m the area.
After the cream and/or bamboo are cu% they «re left for a tima to dry
before burning. After burning, vegetables, tobacco, cassava and other
crops arc planted, in the first year, only harvestable crops are planted,
but in the second year, they are requested to plant grass with the crop.
After the second year, the people are expected to leave; if they do
not, their houses are to be burned. There are four feeding ground
projects within the Reserve boundaries totalling about 250 ha (Fig. 3b).
Approximately 200 people ax* living and working there at the present
time. (Mote: by 1*68 the arena cleared were doubled la mine.)
The creation of feeding grounds *a a wildlife management technique has
a long history in Java. Hoogerwerf (1) gives a long discussion and
Justification in his monograph,'Ujung Kulod', Administratively, they
are cooaidered apeoial projecta for which mpacial budget allocation*
are requested. Scientifically; they are conceived with the general
Id** of improving the habitat alcuation for individual grazing apeciea.
but this la not necessarily worked out in advance. For example, the
grass species to be planted have yet to be selected. The area at
aajegweal warn firat created am a feeding ground with hanteng in mind;
after it was cleared, it was decided that wouldnot work because of its
proximity Co human rmaldeoce. *ow there ore dlmcuemlona of pleating
fruit tree* for bird*, lb the meantime, the billaldea arm eroding away.
It im recognized that therm are no bancen* or ruaa in the luWmmdn
drainage and in dimcuaaioma, varloua euggeatiuua have bean put forth,
ranging from importing baateog calvem from the Baluran geaarve to turning
out horses there to graze as food for tigers.
A dlaeuamlou of whether or not the feeding grouodm are ill-conceived
mcrvem no useful funcclon; the areea have already been cleared. The
problem remaining la what to do about them, bow beet Co malvage eommthing from the situation, and especially how to assure that the
approximacaly 200 paopl* living there now move out whan expected.
We take up tbcae matter* in the management plan.
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Turtle Conservation Project
We have discussed the consequences of the present conservation
programme for turtles at Sukemada (Fig.7 ). The project im a joint
ventura between the Regency and P.P.A. Amide fro* Che P.P.A. mteff.
from the Regency there is one man under the direction of Mr. David
madikemumm, former manager of Bnkmmade Barn. It la unfair to may that
no progress has been made; controlling exploitation of the beach was
a difficult Job. The next step is to give the turtles total protection.
Currently,all the egg* are being taken by the protection staff. Thim
practice must be stopped immediately.
Future Planning
A feasibility study on the development of the Heru-Betiri Reserve for
the mecood five-year development plan, prepared by the foreatry faculty
at the loatltut Pertamian, Bogor (98) wma leaned la October 1*76. It
is our understanding that this study was prepared from existing reports;
the actual mite was never visited by the team. There are serious
omiaslono in the report, but many of their finding* mbould be meted.
The awthorm identify qualification* of peraoooel, expenditures,
attitudes of the people, and the ability to organize the development
programme as the principal limiting factors in the future management
of the Reserve. Institutional and socio-economic limiting factors
are recognized, but biological constraints to management have been
ignored. P.P.A. abonld be commanded for commimaiouing theme mtudiea
as a basis for directing future management of the Republic's Reserve
system; but it is imperative that the planning process be rational,
explicit, and repeatable, and based on an understanding of the natural
features and processes, the structure and function of the eco-system,
which the reserves are created to protect (99). If it Is not, the
valuea of these reserves will surely be eroded and finally lost.

BUDGET
in the years 1972-73, 1973-74 and 1974-75, approximately 9, 13 and 30
million Rupiahs respectively were appropriated for East Java Section
II of P.P.A. The budget ia allocated in a single sum for the entire
Section; it is not possible from records in Bogor to determine how
much money has actually been spent on the management of Mem-Betiri
alone. Apparently the single biggest expenditure ha* been far the
construction of staff facilities. Through WWF/tDCN Project!*,. 1015,
funds have been provided for the purchase of motorcycles, uniforms,
supplementary salaries for ten guards and the Section Chief, and other
expenses. An examination of the staff pay-base, staff organization
chart, and the section on equipment shows how these funds are disbursed
in relation to the management of the Reserve.
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SUMMABY

Meru-Betirl ia bewt by pmbl*. Which will have to be wlv.d if it i#
to reomin a viable aawrve and fulfil it. function a. a bo= &r the
la.t reuoinlu* J.vuu tig.,., acidering thi. i. . newly.cre.ted
EoMrve nod that the Rawrv. «*[f ha. to dual with »ny lon^o.tabli^ed
pattern, of l.nd u... * f*,i *., . ^^,1. .,*.,, hw bo.."-*
toward, developing many of tha meca...ry co.pon.nt. that ao into
In%^!/ ***"*" «*«•. ****... in oca am. i. ,.,. aidant than
in other,; m.ny of the major threat, haw not yet been addre.mad Th**r
identification and the .trace* to deal with the. will hTZtkr
focu. of the fir.t five-year .emegament plan.
^
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MERU-BETIRI AND THE FUTURE:

SYNTHESIS AMD NEEDS

In the preceding chapters, we have summarized pertinent Information on
the natural features and processes of the Meru-Betiri complex, the
survival needs of the javan tiger and other endangered flora and fauna,
th* impact of man, rational mlatlonabipa and th* present manmgmwont
programme. This background can be synthesized in seven propositions
which will form the basis of the management plan:

THE MtOMSITHMB

- Meru-Betiri is beautiful and valuable.

',

- Meru-Betiri la vulnerable.
- Uncontrolled exploitation and disruption are Inevitably destructive.
- Observation of conservation principles can avert destruction and
ensure enhancement.
- Protection and management can only be achieved through an ecosystem
approach.
- Survival of the Reserve is dependent on a clear formulation of
policy and on the people employed.
- The power of public opinion can decide the fate of Heru-Betlri and
the last Javan tigers.
SYNTHESIS AND NEEDS
Meru-Betiri is beautiful and valuable
Meru-Betiri is one of the finest natural areas in Java. Extending over
50,000 ha, from the sea to 1200 », It contains five inpjor vegetation
types. It is the home of the last Javan tigers and a number of
endangered and extinction-prone species.
Meru-Betiri has been singled out in the "Java Tourism Master Plan"and
the"Gulde to Java"as an outstanding area where a visitor can enjoy
solitude and tranquillity among great trees and along its rugged coast.
Agriculture and forestry operations have already exceeded land capabilit:
and violated the limitation of many sensitive sites. The welfare of the
people and the economy of the surrounding region are dependent upon
the watershed protection provided by the Reserve.
• •
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Heru-Beciri is a valuable essential part of the system of natural
areas that are being set aside in a National effort to preserve
Indonesia's rich natural diversity for the benefit of all the citizens
of the Republic.
Meru-Betlri is vulnerable
As an isolated region in the Southern Mountains, Meru-Betlri was
insulated from man's influence in the past by its precipitous and
dissected topography, conditions unsuitable for agriculture development.
Land capabilities have not changed, but nan's ability to violate the
limitations of sensitive sites has.
Today the Reserve is essentially an island circumscribed and disrupted
by cultivation and plantations. The physiographic position and
topographic cuggednesschat once served to inhibit development increases
its vulnerability and decreases its resilience to man's disruptive
influences. Steep slopes, poor soils, long recovery time for forests,
and the island-like nature of the Reserve all add to the already
recognized frailty of this tropical forest ecosystem.
Uncontrolled exploitation and disruption are Inevitably destructive
If no power of authority is granted to curb exploitation and disturbance
of the Meru-Betlri ecoayatem* it can he expect** that Che ecological
integrity of the Reserve will be destroyed, its unique character will
be lost and the extinction-prone species will disappear. Seemingly
minor and unimportant Influences can lead to irreversible changes;
the rate of change can be overwhelmingly rapid. The only chance in
preserving the last Javan tigers depends on immediate action.
Observation of conservation principles cam avert destruction and ensure
enhancement
The acceptance of conservation principles is mandatory if the environmental integrity of the Meru-Betlri Reserve is to be maintained. The
basic formula for ensuring that sound conservation principles are met
has been worked out over many years and is reflected in the international
definition for National Parks and Equivalent Reserves, approved
unanimoualy at the Eleventh General Aaeembly of the Intemacional
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources and the
Second World Conference on National Parks.
Protection and Management can only be achieved through an ecosystem
approach
The primary function of a reserve is to conserve the natural community;
this is dependent on recognizing the extent and wholeness of the Reserve
acoayacem. Bouadariaa muat be act to include cha aeaaonal and lifecycle naada of cbo flora and fauna. Careful &uidanca on the complex
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natural processes which sustain endangered and extinction-prone species
will be required. Threatening and disruptive influences to the
integrity or completena** of the ecoayatem must he eliminated.
Survival of the Reserve is dependent on a clear formulation of policy
and on the people employed
A clear formulation of goals and guidelines is required and must be
adhered to, if the expectation* of the koaervc are to be fulfilled.
Only with a clear formulation of policy, articmlatad ia a comprehanaive
management plan, will Reserve employees know what to strive.for and
what management action* ate required. The implementation of a aocceaafol management programme ia a complicated taak that require* the fiaaaae
and ingenuity that only a skilled and dedicated staff, can provide.

Ill

THE MANAGEMENT PLAN

PUBLIC AWARENESS AND THE PRESERVATION OP THE JAVA* TIGER

It is absolutely necessary to prevent any further killing of Javan
tlgeraif tbera ia to b* a ebamoa of preaerviag the rac* In the wild,
The new conaervation iaw and othur law* already enacted give protection
to the tiger in Indonesia and these must be rigidly enforced. However, when
a race has so few individuals, even the death of one tiger may make the
difference between survival or extinction. The most rigidly enforced
law cannot be expected to provide thia level of protection. The deaire
to protect this big cat must come from the people, themselves, from a
wide-apruad public awarenea* of ita value and plight. W* auggeat the
following three meaaurea aa acapa in developlog thia public awareneaa:
A* firat a cap would ba to inform the Preaidant of Indonaaia of the
currant atatua of cha tiger, and aak him Co declare the Javan cigar a
National Treasure and requeat the aupport of the people of the Republic
in the effort to aave the remaining individuala of thia race for future
generationa. The declaration ahould aak all people to cooperate fully
with the nature conservation authoritiaa (P.PJU) in thia Caak. It
ahould be widely published by nawspapcra, radio and televiaion. Poatera
could ba prepared and distributed througmout aoutheaatem Java. The
poator could picture the Preaidant, the Javam tiger and the declaration
in javau, fiahasa Indonesia and Kaduran.
Secondly, an Intensive education effort may be aimed at the primary
and eecondary achool lavmla. P.PJL. ahould prepare a conaervation
poater for wlde-apread diatributio^ ahowing the value, the plight and
the conservation need* of toe Javan tiger. A lecture on the aubjoot
ahould alao ba prepared and diatributad to achoola. A alida-illuatrated
lecture should be prepared for use by conservation groupa and P.P.A.
staff in public education work.
Thirdly, P.P.A. can work to increaae public awareneaa not only of the
Javan tiger, but alao of the value of conaarvation, by inatigating
interpretive programmaa aa part of the swnagement of Meru-Betiri. The
interpretive programme could begin with almple diaplaya and gradually
be increased to Include a variety of other interpretive activltlaa.
Such interpretive programmaa are an integral part of the management
for many national parka throughout the world.
AIMS OP MANAGEMENT
A management plan ia a device that direct* the deciaiom-making proceaa
in achieving articulated goala. Management ia the proceaa of converting
Information into action, and guidelinea are the atepa taken to achieve
the goala.
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STATEManoppuaposE
The goals of management for the Meru-Betiri Reserve are:
- To manage this natural area In a way that Its essential character
and value remain Intact - that the natural fauna, flora and scenic
features of the area are conserved for future generations.
- To promote and regulate appropriate use of the natural resources
of tha arma for aducatiaoal, aamtbatio, recraational and aciantlfic
purposes in such a wanner that the natural character of the area
will be preserved.

STXATECY FOR AITAnWEKT Of COALS
The main requirements for realizing the first goal are: to upgrade
the status of the Reserve; to extend boundaries to include all the
ranging araa of tha Java* tigar; to a 1 laminatm, raatrict and radiraot
extractive exploitation of the Reserve's natural resources; and to
acquire control of all inholdings, legal and illegal, and reconvert
these areas to a natural state.
Only a raviaion of tha lagal atatoa of tha Eaaarve from Suaka Margaaatwa
to Cagar Alam will give P.P.A. the legal authority needed to protect the
ecological integrity of the area and Its natural resources. This and
the extension of boundaries should be accomplished within the first
year of the plan.
The elimination of extractive exploitation from the Reserve can be
accomplished through a four-point plan:
1.

Embark on an upgrading programme to systematically phase out
exploitation from all areas of the Reserve within the period of
the plan;

2.

control tha movamanta of poop la in tha Eaaarva through tha ua* of
check-points and an active patrol system;

3.

Acquire control of the plantation enclaves and close down their
operations;

4.

Prevent any further expansion of cultivated areas, effect control
of all inholdlngs and nwve the people living there from the Reserve.

A Settlements Officer will need to be employed to analyse the extent
and land tenure of the people living within the Reserve and to determine
to
what compensation, if any, they are entitled. With the assistance
of othar concamad agancicm, P.P.A. will have to mova thmae paopla
from the Reserve, making every effort to ensure that they are provided
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with a new home and means of support. The two towns on the borders
of the Reserve should be examined by the Settlements Officer to
determine land tenure and to make a detailed plan for their control,
management and deposition, in keeping with the purposes of the Reserve.
Unless these measures are undertaken, there will be no chance of
preeerving the Javan tiger or maintaining the ecological integrity
of this area.
The second goal raises two principal problems; to ensure that no form
of use should conflict with conservation aims and to avoid conflict
between one form of use and another. This problem can be avoided by
careful planning and control of visitor direction and by designating
apaelal araaa to provide for different viaitor naedm. A recreation
area will be designated to eliminate praamurm fro* aenaitiw area* of
the Reserve. Arrangements should be made to ensure that visitor use
ia always well-dlatributed. The proviaion of good educetlon and
interpretation facllltiaa 1m vital if the geaerve la to be uaad
prnperly and its aim* are to be met. Although eome development im
clearly nacaaaary, it muat be remtrictad to aamential aarvicem. All
facilities that eta created should provide solely for uses that are
in strict accord with the geaerve"a goal*.

MaNAGEMgNT CUIDELiWES

The main guidelloaa for directing the amanagemanc of the Meru-getlri
Remerve ar*%
Conservation
- To pramarva the rain format, ooaatal amd other ecoayataaar 6und Im .
the geaerve in a* natural a state a* poamibla, mubjact only to auch
minimum interference aa may be nacaaaary for the perpatuatlou of
endangered and extinction-prone species;
- To have aa a management priority the survival of the Javan tiger;
- To amdarta&a a programme to acquire control of all imholdinga,
legal and illegal, im order to praaarve the ecological Integrity
of all the ecoayacema in the Remerve;
- %o undertake a programme to eliminate all extractive exploitable*
of the Reserve;
- To undertake apacial meaaurea for the conaarvation of marine turtlea
and the endangered parasitic plants, Rafflesta and galanophora.
Including the use of artificial means if necessary;

IM

- To miotroduoe apecian know to have, or likely tn have, occurmd
in the paat, mnhjnct to prior atudina to invaatlgate the feaaibillty
of much reintroduction* mod to guard againat pomaible harmful
ecological consequences;
- To prevent the Introduecinm of exotic apeclea, either animn: or
plant.
Research
- To aatabliah a monitoring aorvinn to k#np mmUmuoua ckack on the
chengea taking plane im tbn vegetation and animal mmbera and diatrlbution within the Reaerve;
- To oonduct ecological atudiaa of individual apecina and conmunltiaa
in order to further an undaratandlng of life proceaaa, and relationahipa;
- IB wpply accurate information to the interpretive divi,iom, an that
the vlaiting public can loam about the intaractiona of plant, and
animala in natural arena.
Visitor Oae
- lb ancnuraga limited vial to, nan for the primary pun*** of nnjovmant
of nature, aubjact to the overriding goal of praaerving the ecological
integrity of tha Reaerva;
^ (willff wildlife viewing and fhotography amd other rnnrnntinnn:
acti*itiea.auch aa hiking and camping, aubjact to conaervation goal,
M» the aafaty of the vimitora;
- To diacouraga rncreational and other nntivitlna likely to cauae
nnvlmnmantnl .diaturbanca or uhlch would otherwiae wt be in keeping
with the functiona and purpoae of the Remnrve.
Education and Interpretation
- To explain the hiatory, purpoae and valun of An mnanrvn and the
aignlficanne of ita unique flora and faun, to vial tore in the context
of Indoneala a overall conaervation programme;
- To help viaitora to aea the maximum pomeibla diveraity of flora and
frnuna «d help thea, to underatand what they nrn anniug in am ecologies
- % provide apacial facilltiea for vlaita by atudenta and other
organized educational groups;
- To provide axtenaion activltia. to encourage an underatandimg of the
valu. and function^ nf the Re.erva to people living nearby and to
anllat their cooperation.
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Public Relations
- To Integrate the existence of a viable nature reserve into the lives
of the local people most directly affected through education and
demonstration of conservation principles that will enhance their
lives, through employment when possible, by integrating the Reserve
in the regional management plan, by establishing an advisory committee
of local official*, and by cooperating with regional official* in planning
rural development projecta chat protect tbe valua* of the Reaerve
and enhance the lives of people living in surrounding areas.
Estate Management
- To keep building construction and other developments within the
Reserve boundaries to the minimum necessary for management purposes
and aa unobtroaive aa poaalble;
- To limit the roads in the Reserve only to those needed for plantation
access and to prevent construction of airstrips or commercial
davelopmenta of any kind, except at tba Najegweai development mica;
- To close all foot trails,except those needed for control purposes,and
to prevent the construction of any new trails, except when it may
be necessary to fulfil the functions of the Reserve.

INTERNATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Ta* Maru-Bctlri Reaerve baa been Included in the United Nationa Liac
of National Parks and Equivalent Reserves, but only on a tentative
baala (94). Imcloaiom In cba lint ia baaed on internationally accepted
criteria; newly-created parka and reaervea that fall to meat theae
atandarda, auch aa Meru-Botlrl, may ba tentatively Included, provided
a coora* of action to rectify daficienciea ia bain* actively puraued
and there are grounds for assuming that this will be achieved within
a reaaonable period of time. Thia management programme la baaad on
tbeaa international atandarda. If all proviaioua arc carried out, tbe
Keaerv* will meat tbe requirement* for inclusion in tba United Nationa
Liac during tbe period of tba plam.

PERIOD OP TUE PLAN
Tbia plan baa been prepared for a period of five yaara witb implementation
act for 1977. *o beep tba Implementation data flexible, tbe aequunee
of operations is listed by number of years and not actual dates.
Tba plan provldaa a raallatic atatement of condltioua, n«ada, goala
and preacriptiona for the time when it waa written (November 1)76),
but it will have to be reviewed and modified as more Information
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becomes available. No substantial revisions of the plan are likely
to be required during the first five-year period, but wore detailed
proposals in certain areas will have to be formulated. The purpose
of the reaord-kaaping ayata* and raaaarch and monitoring programmes
for tha Kaaarva la to provida tha doaumeatad information baaa naadad to
to review and modify the plan for subsequent five-year periods.
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MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTIONS

LEGAL STATUS AMD BOUNDARIES

Maru-Baciri should l**adiacely be declared Cagar 11** with an extension
of boundaries to includa:
1. The present Eaaarva art* with the axcaptlon of Che long-aacabliahad
settlement area known mm Wonowiri;
2. All adjacent off-shore islets;
3

An area of the sea extending 500* beyond the low tide line of the
mainland and off-shore islets;

4. The area of protection and production forests north of the present
Reaarvc boundary and aouch of the Kali Sane* mod Kali Kalungmacan
to the boundary of the tlalangsari estate.
The total area of Che geaarva will be approximately 56,200 ha, mot
including the area of sea. The approximate boundaries of Cagar Ala*
Heru-Betiri are shown in Figure 9.
All boundaries not affected by the above extensions should be immediately
aummyed and marked. Once aacabllabed by decrua, all the remaining
boundaries must be marked, using permanent numbered posts interconnected
by a cue lima 2* wid*. All access roads, foot trail* and landing plaeea
along tba coaat ahould ba clearly posted with durable algna noting that
the area Is Cagar Ala* and prohibiting unauthorized landing or entry.
MOTECTION AMD LAW ENFORCEMENT
The principal teak of the procaccloa ataff during tba period of chia
plan will be Co effectuate a guard system that provides the Javan
tiger with maximum security and to systematically eliminate disturbance
and exploitation of forest products chat threaten the ecological
integrity of the Rwsarve. Tba protection program** la under the direct
supervision of the Reserve Manager and should include establishing a
no-hunting aono around the Reaarvc, control of accaaa polncm to the
Eaaarva, aomtrol of *ova*enca of people withl* the Rcmarve, and a
programme to phaae out all exploitation of foreac products.
If the provislooa of tba plan are carrlad out, the area will hava bean
upgraded wichin five yaara to fulfil (ha legal requirements of Cagar
Ala* and also meet the International reqolramanta for Inclualoo in cba
United Nations List of National Parks and Equivalent Reserves.
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No-Hunting Zone
By declaration of the President or Minister, no hunting of any kind
should be allowed in any area up to a distance of 20 km from the
boundaries of the Meru-Betiri Reserve. No hunting Is to be allowed
in any of the adjacent production or protection forest blocks, regardlese of their extant. tasllm the Reserve boundariea should be extended
to Include the present known range of the tiger, this measure is
neceeeary to prevent the killing of any tiger that may occasionally
range outside. The no-hunting zone should be well-posted with durable
well-designed signs stating this regulation. The signs must he tended
and maintained. This is an essential feature in the no-hunting zone,
am the condition of the signs will, to a large extent, express the
attitude of the P.P.A. ataff on this, matter.
As required by the new conservation law, the no-hunting areas should be
indicated on all hunting permits Issued in East Java. The no hunting
zones should also be indicated on signs posted in all P.P.A. guard
poets in Best Java. The none* ahould be patrolled regularly by the
Reserve's protection staff in cooperation with the hunting guards of
the staff of the Beat Java Section Chief. Of coursa, anyone In
violation of the regulation must be prosecuted to the full extent of
the law.
Access Points
Access to the Reserve
only with the permits
points to the Reserve
economy and effective

must be allowed only at designated point* and
stated in the regulations. The number of entry
must be kept to a minimum, In the Interest of
control. .

Two road barriers will have to be erected, one- on the Dandiallt access
road ac Corah Moogko and the other on the Sukamade road at the boundary
near Rajcgwesl. There should also be control points on the foot trails
at Wanggalen, Kail Sanaa and Malangaarl (Fig. *). All other access
trails should be closed and allowed to fall into disrepair.
Each barrier should be manned by two uniformed guards. AccoumodaMoit
for the guards should be located in the immediate vicinity of the
barrier to facilitate continued vigilance. The guards will need to
Isaue entry permit* and collect admission fees and distribute loformstlor
brochures.
Check-points within the Reserve
Check-points, each manned by two uniformed barrier guards, should be
established at Somber Sari, Sukamade Eaatt Sukamade Beach end the edge
of the Bandialit plantation on the trail to Meru Bay (Fig. 9). This
la to control the movements of poraonm within the Reserve, a* outlined
in the upgrading programme which follows.
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figure 9

management Prescription*:
Through careful planning and manage****, 1* l* possible
Co maintain the ucologicel integrity of the Meru-Betiri
Roaerve and provide for tha acological neada of the last
remaining Java* tigers. Tha moat urgent action* needed
arc:
- To extend the boundaries of the Reserve to include the
northern area where tlgera aometimaa renge, the offahora ialeca, and a 500 m zone extending from the
mhore into the aca;
- T* acquire control of tha Lower valley area* that were
formerly the meat important cigar hablcaca and manage
these arena as feeding grounds for banteng and ruaa;
- To expand the guard force and improve ita efficacy*
-To upgrade the legal atatua of the Reeerve from Buaka
Margaaatwa (game reserve) to Cagar Ala* (nature reaerve),
making it poaaible to control the number and activity
of people coming into the area;
-To instigate an education programme to develop public
awarencaa and sympathy for the tiger'* plight.
The recommendation for P.PJL. to acquire control of the
plantation enclaves and turn them into wildlife habitat
management arena ia baaed on a careful amalyaia of tha
tiger'* emlogifsl need* and the danger plantation oparatlona
and the atcivitiaa of the 4000 people who live there po#m
to the tigar'a aurvival and the ecological integrity of
this fine Reserve.
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Patrol System
Tha Menager, in coaaultation with tha Reaort Chiofa, will develop a
achedule for patrolling each admiolatrative mono and along tha coaat
Tha raquirementa will depend upon tha current level of utiliaatiem of
tha area, and the upgrading programme of phaalug out exploitation and
removing aettlememta.
In general, each patrol route ahould he covered at laaat once every five
day*; the coaat ahould be patrolled at regular intervale. A auggeaced
ayatam of patrol route, la ahown in Figure 9 - only one trail will
mmmd to be opened for thla purpoae from Meru gay Co Fetmiaan gay,
the other craila and roada are already in axiatemc*. All other twila
in the Reearve ahould he domed; no other tralla ahould ha opened.
It will he noted that no tralla are recommended up the meim formal**
the Kali Sukamade. Aa the route follow, the atreem bed, it will not
be poaelble to petrol thia erne during the wet aeaaon. It ahould
however, be petrolled regularly during the dry aeaaon.
Cuardiag t he Sukamade and Damai heachaa will be the wapooaibllity of
three guarda. Tbay will aleo guide vialtora in thla area and aaaiat
the Raaident Rcdoglat lo maintaining accurate reeorda of the meeting
and hatching aucceaa of aea turtlea (aee maaaarch and Viaitor Uaa
aection,).
Upgrading Program**

It may not be poaaihle or mveo dadrahlm, from a mmWlm mlatioo, pome
of view, to abruptly halt all the collection of minor fomat and coaatal
product, from the Reaarv* * but within the fiwe-yaer period of thla
Pleu. ell collection ahould come to an amd ao that tha Reearve compllea
with the legal raqulramaota of Cagar Almn. To accompllah thi«, a
,yatamatlc phaee-out programme will be initiated. The monad auftmAf
timed aeqwanca of control are ahown in Figure 9. Briefly, theaa wm*
Tear 1 - Meru and Upper Sukamade, the critical tlgar area,, A*
Sukamade end Darnel beach areaa
Tear * - Oumnng Rika area, including all tha weatam coaat
Year 3 - Gunung Betlri North
Year 4 - All border area*
Tear 5 - All the plantation and aottlomeat arena within the
Reaarve bounderiaa
Aa each aree la domed, no entry will be allowed that ia not permitted
within the rulea and regulation, that govern the u,e of the Reaarve.
In area, not yet upgraded, tha collection of minor fdreat producta
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will be permitted, but only within the months of July and August each
year. No permit will be required, but access will be allowed only at
recognized points of entry. During other months, movements in these
areas will be subject to the normal rules and regulations governing
entry into the Reserve.
This is a simple and logical system for phasing out exploitation and
upgrading the status of the Reserve. Control in'each area can be
effected with check-points and an activo patrol system. We can foresee two main problem areas. The first is the movement of people on
the Kail Sanaa trail in the north, and the second Is the movement:
of people to and from plantations by the plantation access roads.
In regard to the plantation people, this will be brought under control
when P.P.A. acquires the plantations and terminates their operations.
This is anticipated by the fourth year of the plan. The movements of
people on the Kail Sanen trail need not be stopped, but the collection
of forest products must be controlled. No permit for local people to
use the trail should be required,but they should be allowed to camp
only at designated sites in the Reserve. This will have to be-enforced
through an effective patrol system. The job of patrolling will be
much simplified when all cultivation activities are terminated In
Gunung Detlri North, scheduled for the third year of the plan (see
below). It is recognized that patrol duty in this area Will be the
most difficult in the Reserve, but it must be effectively carried
oat.
The Resort Chief should be selected with care, keeping In mind that
the job will require skill in public relations, field living and leadership. The Resort Chief who performs well in this job will be an
excellent candidate as the Manager for another major Reserve In the
future.
Removal of Settlements and Inholdinga
There are three types of inholdinga now in the Reserve; the scattered
cultivated areas north of Gunung Betiri, the illegal settlements of
Kebun Psntai and Sumbersalak Darungan in the Bandialit drainage, and
the plantations of Bandialit and Sukamade Baru. The fishing village,
Rajegwesi, is inside the Reserve, but within the administrative!development site. Its
position will be decided in future plans,depending
upon the development of visitor use in the area. It la recommended
that the town of Uonowlrl be excluded from the Reserve boundaries when
the new boundaries arc created under the Cagar Alam decree (see earlier
All scattered agriculture is programmed to be removed from the Reserve
by the third year of the plan; the Illegal settlements in the Bandialit
drainage will be removed by the fifth year.
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The removal of the people involved will be under a detailed plan
prepared by a Settlements Officer. Initially, the principal nasd will
be to determine the extent of illegal settlements. One of the Officer's
principal duties will be to assure thee every effort is made not to
deprive these people of their means of livelihood, but to resettle
them in other areas where their standard of living can be improved
over their current situation. Very careful selection of the nan to
occupy the post of Settlements Officer is essential to ensure that
the plan is successful and carried out with a minimum of disruption
In the lives of the people involved .
The succession of control of plantations and the closing down of plantation operations should be placed in the hands of a special team from
the office of the Director of P.P.A. It should consist of a lawyer and
an engineer familiar with plantation operations. They will work In
conjunction with the P.P.A. stsff in Heru-Beilr*. the Section Chief of
East Java and the senior staff of P.P.A.'s central office. Again the
principal task will be to carry out the goal with a minimum of disruption in the lives of the people involved. The P.P.A. team should
make a concerted effort to find places for the effected people in
transmigration programmes or on other plantations. This will be a
demanding task. The responsible tea* must he of the Upbear. eenpetsnoe
and integrity. The plantations should be completely depopulated by
the fifth year of the plan and all coffee trees should be cut down to
assure they arc taken out of production. All buildings, except the
headquarter complexes,should be removed. All road a. except those
needed as access to P.P.A. posts, should be closed.
It is envisaged that the plantation headquarter complexes will be
converted into field stations jointly managed by L.I.P.I, and P.P.A.
Provisions for their conversion and operation should be the subject
of the second five-year plan. During the third year of the present
plan, a committee appointed by L.I.P.I, and P.P.A. will prepare a
plan for the future development and operation of-the field, station
complex.
Fire Control
Fires, probably mostly man-caused, sometime occur in the Reserve,
especially In the west. We would expect that s* the movement of people
ia restricted in these regions of the Reserve and all camp fires are
restricted to designated camp sites,the danger of fire will be
greatly reduced. Reserve visitors should be warned of the danger of
(1** from discarded elgsrette ends and genersl carelessness. Bo caa*
fires should be permitted in the Reserve other than at authorized
cashing ait** or with a special permit. The Raaerw Manager must keep
the problem of fire control under review throughout the period of
the plan. If the Manager considers that a fire hazard has developed
(* some a*ma of the Reserve, then he must prepare s local fire plan
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to cover arrangements for staff and vehicles to be on duty during
critical periods, for assistance in fire-fighting from local towns,
and for the location of fire-fighting equipment at specific points.
A* owmra&l mtrmtegy should ha devised for fire-fighting is, particular
localities with regard to topography, position of roads and trails,
and areas with high fire risk. It is unlikely that purchase of firefighting equipment wilt be required during the plan period,but emergency
funding might be required if such a situation develops.
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

All animals in the Reserve are completely protected by Indonesian.law
and the rules and regulations of the Meru-Bttiri Reserve. For the
purpose of conserving the Javan tiger, a wildlife management programme
consisting of two parts should be undertaken:
Habitat Management
During the period of this plan,no further clearing or manipulation
of the vegetation for the purpose of habitat improvement should be
undertaken, but the feeding grounds located at Nenggelan, Pringtall
and Sukamade West should be maintained as feeding grounds for large
ungulates. All people should be moved o'tt of the areas planted with
a mixture of grass seed of a type suitable as food for banteng and
ruaa. The species planted will depend upon availability, but the species
selected should be perennial and in accordance with the food preferences
of ***** ungulate* listed in the monograph by Hoogerwarf (1).
The areas of teak forest lying within the Reserve boundaries should
not be cut, thinned or otherwise manipulated. These provide an
excellent buffer to the natural forests in the Reserve.
The area of the Reserve that has been cleared in tbe Kali Karangtambak
drainage outsid* the daeignatad administrative area at Rajegwasl should
be replanted with rapidly growl** tree species. As inhabitants are
moved from settlement areas,all houses should be destroyed and the
cleared area* planted with the same mixture of grass aaed used for tbe
feeding ground*.
Immediately upon acquiring control of the plantation areas, all build****, maid* from the haad^uartem complex**, should b* dismantled, burned
or otherwise removed. All ooffm* trmas should be cut down, but rubber
and shade trees left standing. All roads,except those needed for
direct access to administrative sites, should be closed.
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Reintroductions
No control of any wildlife species should be required within the fiveyear plan i but to improve the food supply situation for the tiger,
limited introductions of rusa and banteng should be made in the
Sukammda drain***,.and rum* In the Hanggalan and Kali Smnan area* of
the Reserve.
The most suitable animals for reIntroductions are wild stock from
nearby areas, not stock from zoos or fro* vastly different habitats,
auch as Daluran or the Ijang highlands. For the purpose of reintroduction into the Meru-Betiri Reserve, it appears that all the necessary animals can be obtained in the Pulau lerah area to .the west of
gajagwemi. Th* arm* ia raadily mocamalbla aad tha animal* thare ar*
accustomed to coming into cultivation to fead. These animals should
be live-trapped; no attempt should be made to capture them.using
immobilizing techniques. The methods for trapping these animals have
been well worked out, and advice and assistance should be available
from the staff at any number of zoos. Me would suggest a goal of
20 banteng and 20 rusa, with a sex ratio for each species of about
one male to four females, for the Sukamade area. About 20 rusa with
the same max ratio should be introduced in both Nanggelan and the
Kali Sanen.
Sale-licks should be established at all feeding grounds. At Sukamade,
the salt should be located at the far end, away from the plantation
boundary.
Mitigation of Animal Damage
Animals sometimes cause certain damage to crops and livestock in the
plantation enclaves and adjacent areas, and there has been some discussion about instigating a programme of mitigation of such damage by
P.P.A.
to relieve the hardship on people who have suffered loscea.
In our opinion,this is not advisable at this time. First; it should
be recognized that the losses of large animals art relatively small
am compared to thoaa to inmacta and mmall mammal*, although cha former
a** fr*qm*atly mom* cam&mpicuou*. Aim* ***** i* tha problam of dmtarmlaiug what animal dammga should b* couaidered for compmuaatlon
mud who would a**aa* tha amount involvmd. Who would ******* tha
programme and ensure that proper control is exercised?
In much * program** for axamplm, would P.P.A. pay for financial lorn***
incurred when plantation operations are interrupted when a tiger is
thought to be in an area and workers refuse to enter that area before
daylight, aa raqufrad when capping rubbmr craaa? Una* P.P.A. pay far
dmmmg* causmd to **rd*oa by plgm, msmtjac and monkey*? who dataralnam
whether or not these animals roamed out of the Reserve or just lived
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in the immediate vicinity outside the Reserve? Certainly, such a consideration would need to be a part of any mitigation formula. If
P.PJk. ahould decide to mitigate tiger dapradation, who im to decide,
for example, whether a goat waa killed by a tiger or a leopard? A
number of goata are killed each year in the plantation enclaves by
large predator*, hoc it la not poaaibla, even for tha moat competent
observer, to always tell which large cat la responsible.
Such decisions would have to be made when developing a mitigation programme, and wa do not see how it would bo possible to exercise the
control naaded to anaure it fulfilled ita desired function.
It la also true that people who have lived for generations in the
vicinity of wildlife have developed sophisticated techniques for
minimizing animal damage. They know how to ieduce damage in their
fields and they know very well" that if they exercise care in the
husbandry of their livestock, losses will be reduced. If a goat is
left tied out to feed in * plantation area at night, It is obviously
inviting trouble from leopards. In a number of instances, we heard
that a chicken was killed in the night by a tiger; upon careful investigation, we found that a chicken left to roost out at the forest
edge was taken by a civet. These kinds of losses can easily be avoided.
If need be, the protection and management staff and the Interpretation
Officer can point out how this can be done. The. knowledge is already
available; most of such losses are a matter of carelessness.
There is a more Important matter that must be given consideration,
particularly as it affects the tiger. In the late 1950s, a tiger was
killed at Bandialit Plantation for no more reason than damaging some
rubber collection cups. In another Instance, a tiger was shot there for
killing a number of goats. As late aa 1971, a tiger was killed at
Sukaraade Plantation for reportedly killing some goats and injuring, one
man. Tha tiger waa ahoc beeauae it waa feared if would become a maoeater.
When a large carnivore injures or kills someone, such an
Incident is clearly on a different order of magnitude in the minds of
local citizens than when it damages a few rubber, collection cups, in
the peak, however, the anppomed offanding animal in both cases wa*
killed.
If that precedent la followed today, it will with certainty mean the
end of the Javan tiger. The whole thrust of this management programme
ia to alleviate potential cooflicf'a of thla aort and ram tore the ecological Integrity of tha geaerve with all poaaibla apeed ; hwt If, for
whatever reaaon. a cigar gata itaalf iobo trouble amldat tha 5000 or
ao people who preaemtly come inco the ar*a by Imjurlmg or killing some
oaa, action on the part of P.P.A. will have to be taken.
In such an
instance, we suggest that an area extending 2 km on all
sides of the provocation be closed immediately.
Any people living
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within this area should be immediately moved out; all livestock should
be moved out. If any compensation is required, the Settlements Officer •
should see that the proper claims are filed. If plantation operations
need to be closed down, so be It. P.P.A. will have to determine what,
if any, compensation it possible in such a case, but this loss will
certainly have to be based on net, not gross, income from any production
lost, and, at least in the case of tha Sukamade Plantation, expenditure
has exceeded income for the past few years.
The duration of the closure will depend on the circumstances and the
relation of the area to the upgrading programs*. If such a closure
is-necessary, It would only seem logical that it be permanent. In keeping with the management goals of the Reserve.
There is really no alternative to this guideline. If P.P.A... kills a
cigar or allows, one to ba kill**, it will mean tha and of t6a Javan
tiger. If the P.P.A. staff does not take immediate precautions by
moving tha paople out of tha araa and closing it. they will not have
acted in a responsible manner. This guideline will be difficult to
carry out, but it is absolutely essential. A special contingency
fund for such an emergency should be created and controlled by the
Directorate, Central Office.
RESEARCH
Scientific research in the Meru-Betlri area has been confined to shortterm surveys and collecting of botanical specimens. In the future,
two types of research programmes will need to be undertaken. The first
consists of management-oriented research and inventories,and monitoring
studies to be undertaken by the Reserve staff. The second will comprise- more detailed studies to be undertaken on selected subjects by
universities, visiting scientists and government officials. Many
studies, will involve cooperation of the Reserve staff and outside
personnel. In order to ensure continuity in the collection of data
and coordination between studimm, m flal* station should ha astabllshed
for library and other necessary facilities with m Resident geologist
Director. This field station should be closely associated with the
concarnad agencies of L.I.P.I. sod interested universities. As the
management programme for the Baaerva proceeds. It will become clear
where more detailed studies are required to provide data needed for
planning and management, but at: present, the following investigations
arm needed and should commence soon.
Detailed Studies
-

Vegetation Ecology

1 raaearcb programme on the vegetation ecology of Merm-g*cirl la of Lba
utmost importance in planning for tha future management of the Reserve.
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This investigation should be under the active field direction.of a
Ph.D.-level vegetation ecologist. For the purpose of training, his
research team should be biology graduates, who will use. portions of
the research as part of the requirements for their advanced degrees.
All Reserve staff should be closely Involved and assist in the programme
to familiarize them with the identification of the flora of the area.
The research objectives will be formulated by the Principal Investigator
1* consultation with mod approved by P.P.A. In general, the research
goals are:
1. To provide a basic inventory of vegetation types occurring within the
amaarva, chair axtcnt and location (thl* will require aerial photographs of the region);
' '
.
2. To develop a predictive understanding of successions! patterns and
the Impact of the main disturbance factors;
3. To provide an Inventory of the flora of the Reserve, to assess the
potential of various vegetation types as habitat for endangered and
extinction-prone specie*.
:
Project design should be at the discretion of the; Principal Investigator;
the text, "Vegetation Bcology"(33), should serve as the guiding reference.
This is, obviously,a-long-term investigation, but preliminary results
on all the points listed should be compiled and summarized by the third
year of this plan for the purpose of preparing the second five-year
plan. Details of the budget must await the preparation of the study plan
but is la envisaged that the research programme will be a cost-sharing
programme with other institutions. P.P.A.'s contribution should not
exceed half the total or one million Rp/year. The first six months
of work for the preparation of the study plan should be funded by P.P.A.
-

The Ecology and Behaviour of the Large Carnivores and.their Prey

The primary function of the Reserve is to provide suitable habitat
and protection for the Javan tiger, and it is clear from our discussion above that the basic information needed to ensure its survival
is not yet available. However, no studies that threaten or in any
way disturb the tiger population should be permitted. This precludes
the use of modern field techniques,such as capture/marking/recapture
and the use of radio telemetry. Research on the tiger must be confined to mtndy by Indirect swan* with th* principal objactlva of
axmltorlng distribution in tha Rasorva and aaso**lng ** reproduction
1* occurring. Caraful record; of Crack*, sign anjl/or sighting* saiat
be maintained. Each year a survey should be carried out, duplicating
am cloaaly a* possible the 1976 aurvay, mo some indication of populatlon trends can be obtained.
Both wild dog and leopard are species listed In the IUCN Red Data
Book and are in need of detailed Investigation. To provide the
data needed to ensure their conservation, a research project utilizing
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modern field techniques will be required. Experience baa shown Chi*
Co be the only weans by which requisite data can be collected. A oneto two-year projecC should be undertaken by a Ph.D.-level ecologlst
with field experience in the study of large manual* in Asian habitats.
The study must include a consideration of their prey. Again one of
the primary purposes of the programme will be to provide training for
two Indonesian students who will later be able to carry out similar
studies in other areas. Preparing the research plan is the responsibility of the Principal Investigator in consultation with IUCN's Survival
Service Commission, Che staff of the Reserve and P.P.A., Central
Office. All costs for Indonesian couoterparta will be borne by P.P.A.;
all other funds should be from outside source*.
-

Other Detailed Research

No other detailed research with direct financial support from P.P.A.
is envisaged in the five year plan, but research in the Reserve
should he encouraged. Proposals for studies must be submitted to
P.P.A. to coordinate all ongoing research with the Reserve management
programme. The Reserve staff should be prepared to provide all reasonable assistance and facilities in the execution of these investigations.
Basic Study programme
-

Climatologies! Studies

Under the supervision of the Resident Ecologiat, climate data, including precipitation, relative humidity and maximum-minimum temperatures will he collected In the standard manner at Pondok Macan,
Bandialit, Nanggelan, Malangaari, Sukamade and Rajegweai.
-

Inventory and Management of Rafflesla

A careful search tor and mapping of the location* nf Baffin*ia and
Balanophora should be undertaken by the Reserve staff under the
direction of the Resident geologist. Scientists at Leiden should
be asked to prepare a detailed plan to ensure survival of these
species and recoioaeud methods of proper display to visitor*.
-

Inventory and Monitoring

List* of all vertebrate animals, with locality and habitat where
thoy occur, ahould be completed. Although local advice may be sought,
no apeclaa ahould bo entered into tha racord unleaa it baa bean mean
by a competent observer. Collection of some species will be required,
but only as pare of a carefully worked out propoaal, not on a haphaaar*
basis. Any collection can only be done by permit and should be done
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in cooperation with the concerned agencies of L.I.P.I.
Inventories should be made of features of the Reserve which may be of
special management, scientific or recreational interest. This would
include the mapping of caves, locating of areas of geological or scenic
importance and the mapping of the nesting area of colonial nesting
species.
The monitoring studies done under this programme will involve estimation of the abundance and distribution of large mammals and
**tlnotiom-pro*e apaciea. Regular count* of bantang should begin
immediately- estimation of primate abundance should follow the procedures outlined by Wilson and Wilson (1001, procedures for other
species are outlined in the publications of Eisenberg and Thorington
(44) and tha Wildlife Society (10I)»
Of special importance in the Reserve is the influence of droughts on
the distribution of animals. A detailed study plan for investigating
this should be prepared and implemented by the Resident geologist.
The general inventory and monitoring programmes are part of the
regular duties of the Management and Protection staff, coordinated
through the Resident geologist.
-

Sea Turtles

One of the principal tasks of the Resident geologist will be to monitor
the turtle nesting beaches in the Reserve. Three full-time assistants
are required for this effortj they will also act as Protection Guards
and assist visitors in viewing the turtles in ways that will minimize
disturbance. Accurate records must, be maintained on the number and
species coming to the beach, the number nesting, and nesting success.
After control of exploitation of all the beaches In the Reserve la
secure, a programme for reestablishing nesting populations should be
instigated with the sdvice and assistance of an outside expert. This
should be stsrted in the third year of the plan. All costs for the
expert will have to be from outside'sources, but the project costs,
themselves,should be borne by P.P.A.
-

Reintroduction Programme

This has been discussed In detail under Wildlife Management. The preparation of the plan and all preliminary arrangements will°be the res- •
pnaalbiliBy of tha Hanagement and Protection staff. Of course, with
an operation such as this, all personnel will be involved at one point
or another.
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The possibility of re introducing crocodiles into the Sukamade drainage
should be investigated and a detailed plan prepared, This would be
carried out In tha second flve-yaar plan for the Reserve (aea 102).
Coordination of Research
All research and related programmes will be coordinated through the
Ask-Blraetorata of Planning. P.P.A., and be directed in tha fiald by
tba Raaidant gcologiat. The Raaidant gcologiat la reaponaible-for
collecting and summarizing all scientific data gathered by the staff
and for preparing tha raporta for tha purpoaea of planning and imtarpretation. lie la responsible for publishing results for use by the
aolamtiflo community at largo. It 1* of tha uqnoat importance that tha
raaaarch program** and tha aciantific and managamant raporta praparad by tha Realdant gcologiat meat tha atandarda of L.I.P.I. and
the international scientific community,
y&
EDUCATION AMD INTggPggTATlON
Juat as "management" means more than Juat hiring ataff and building
accommodation, "interpretation" meama more than jnat building vlaitnr
centres. It should be defined, not by its techniques, but by its
goals. Defined, interpretation is the art of explaining the place of
man la thla environment, to incraaaa public awaranaaa of tha importanca
of thla Wlatlonahip, and to awaken a dmaira to rrnitribug, ** amwimnaental conservation. The role of the Interpretive Officer is to make
faca-to-faca contacta with gaaarve vialtora and to develop and execute
a programs* to explain the Reserve's values (103). In doing this, he
will have to aalact tha boat madia for praaantation. A viaitor centra
ia not anticipated aa a neceaaary devalopmant within tha pariod of thia
plan. Preaentationa wii: neeeaaarlly amploy aigna. wayaida axhibita,
graphica and photography, andio-viaoal programaaa for local achoola
and seating places, guidad coura. brochuraa and other publicationa
and nawapapar artlclaa. Thamaa would include tba survival naada of
tha Javan tiger, tba lift cycles of aaa turtles and of gafflaaia
the cbcrocter of Heru-Betlrl aa revealed through the relationship
between rocka, aoila. planta, animala and men, tba relationship of
man and hia environment, the value of Meru-gatirl aa a Mature gaaerve,
and how it la a part of Indonaaia'a afforta to preserve ita natural
diversity.
Tha development of an interpretive programme la tha rcaponaibllity of
the Interpretive Officer, and in the beginning tba programme should
Include;
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Visual displays, using photographs and drawings of, for example, die
survival need* of the Javan cigar or tb* life hiatory of the *aa
turtles and the Rafflesia. to be erected in the guest house, headquarters, and mm signs placed at appropriate places in the Reserve.
Public extension programmes given at regular intervals in local schools
and meeting places, employing slides and films on conservation subjects.
For this, projectors and a generator will be required.
Guided tour programmes for visitors wishing to see any of the feeding
ground area* and the turtle beach. Two Engll*h-*peaklng guides should
be provided. Theme guide* mu*t bo familiar with the area *ad itm wildllfe. Consideration should be given to employing on a temporary basis
university students with backgrounds in biology. They will be under
the supervision of the Interpretive Officer.
Large attractively designed notices providing the name of the Reserve,
llmtiag the regulation* governing it* uae aad a l*rge-*uale map of the
area,showing the principal points and areas of interest. These should
be erected at the entrance of the two motor roods into the Reserve, at
the headquarters complex and at the Clanmore poet. The Officer should
also see that the route from the Glenmore post to the Reserve is well
marked.
An information brochure in the form of a fold-out leaflet with a map of
the Reserve on one aide, showing boundaries, main topographical features,
feeding grounds,
guard posts, trails and roads, and other points of
Interest. On the other side should be a printed text giving a brief
description of the park, a note on some of the more conspicuous forms
of wildlife, a mummery of the gamerva regulation*, and other information
of importance and interest. These leaflets should be printed separately
1m ladomealan and Eqgliakmnd dl*trlbutad free with the entrance permit.
Simple inexpensive leaflets, one for each nature trail and wilderness
trail, giving essential information on routes, with maps and features
of special interest, should be prepared. This should also include the
rule* of trail u*e, much a* do not diacard litter, do not leave the
trail, etc.
In thm beginning, the primary ra*pon*lbility of the fntmrpretation
Offiaar will bm to de*ign and execute the programme for increa*lng
pwMic aware**** of the plight and value of the Javan tiger, outlined
in the firmt chapter of thia plan. *m mm*mt al*o prepare a detailed
plan for the overall interpretive and education programme. TmatmO
Manual for Planning Interpretive Programme* In National Parka" will b*
moat uaeful (104).
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VISITOR BSE

The principal function of the Heru-Betiri Reserve is to protect the
natural ecosystems end their floral end fennel elament*, principally
tbe endangered and extinct ion-prone species. It is possible to allow
certain non-extractive uses of the area in keeping with sound
conservation principles. A look at certain beach developments in
Bali will vividly demonstrate what can happen without careful planning
for tourism fro* the beginning, mod If provimionm arm one mad* to
control number*, movement* *ad mctlvltimm of vimitor* in a manner
that is compatible with the functions of the Reserve.
In the "Sevan Touri** Mseter Pled? the Mmrw-gmtlrl gmmmrvm f* a recognized
element in the development of the tourism potential in East Java (92).
It ia al*o included 1* the newlOfflclel Guide to Java". With it* close
proximity to tbe tourlem oenfroe of Sell, it can be entic**a%#Lthat
tourimm demand* cm the geaerve will increeme. If the trend*"** noted
during our survey continue, this Increase will be rapid.
Type of Use and Accommodation
The Officiel Guide to Java (93) picture* the comae ofMmru-gatirl a*
e* outstanding example of en mrma of molltodm. peace end tranquillity,
and that i* tbe only type of visitor use which should
be encouraged or permitted. Cere should be tekmn to providm the vimltor
with m quality naperiencm mnd introduction to the wildlife end former*
of Java. Recreation,such as motorcycling and surfing,should be best
left to tbe raaort* on gall. Swimming at tbe hmmch in gajagweel i*
practical; the remainder of tbe comet i* too rough and dangaroua.
Thar* mlremdy i* e P.P.A. guemt houme at gmjegwmmi with four bad* |a
two room*. Tondcra ,hould be invited for a concmmmloo to develop
almple losmeu-typo accommodation (food mnd lodging) for no more thmn
20 vi»itorm in the Rmjmgweml development and mdminlmtratlva mlta. Thm
construction of thm lommmn should be in keeping with thm mtmomphmrm of
* quiet flahing villmgm. P.p.A. must make stringent requlremamt,
concerning building deelgn and mmcorimls, method* of opmrmtlon and
***!""* numbers of both vialtora and staff.
Therm ahould ha a clomm liaiaoa with tour opmrmtor* in mall, Yogymkmrtm
mnd Jmkartm to inform chmm About thm gemmrva, pcrtlewlmrly on what
visitor, cam do, how long it taken, whet it eomta. Reserve reguletlou.,
at*, maputablm tour operators should b* encouraged to vleit the
meaarvc themselves. eo that dba, .*. better mble to brief their
cuatomora.
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Visitor Direction and Activities
Visitors should be encouraged to use only established trails in the
Reserve. That preclude* uee of the upper Sukaaade drainage, which *a
to ba managed aa a atrlctly protected area. Vlaitor dlruction can be
achieved through regulations and placement of facilities*
- Nature Trails
Nature tralla are a technique used in viaitor direction. They
eaaentlally aelf-guided walka through acenic araaa to a itea of
imtarr*,t. They muat be clearly marked eo that the viaitor can
hia own way without danger of getting loat. In the beginning,

are
unusual
find
three

such trails are recommended:
1.

Rajegvesi to Damai beach to view the rugged coast end Raffleaia.

2.

Smkamada Beach - th* road peat the field atation mhould ba cloaed
and allowed to fall into disrepair; only a foot trail should be
maintained.

3.

When banteog and rusa have been successfully re Introduced to the
feeding ground, im lukamade Wuat, * tower for viewing can he
constructed. The trail should be located in such a way that the to we
can ba entered and left without diaturbauca to the anlmala in the
cleared area.

At Wkasamd* bmaah, ma*a «a#t b# gakaa to amaure vialtora do not diatwrb
any of the turtle nests or research work in progress. Visiting the
beach mt ml#*t go view seating aee turtles can only he permitted when
accompanied by a guaad/guida to enaure that turtlaa are not diaturbed
while nesting.
~ wilderness Trails
The majority of viaitora will be content to visit the turtle nesting
beach, the feeding grouuda and the Raffleaia at Damai gay. However,
a 5a* w»l ha intareatad in viewing other araaa of the Reaarvu.
Viaitora ahould only be allowed to travel on eatabliahed trails
accompanied by Reacrve Awrma. Suggeated routes would be from gandiallt
to Maru gey, from Nanggelan to Sakar Plaang, and along the patrol path
im »*. Retiri North. There ahould be a charge for use of patrol
aha:t#ra. Cavoing should be permitted only at designated aItea.
- Coastal Tours
Depending on the demand, the concaaaionaira may wish to aatabllsh tuura
of the coaat by boat. Thla la a non-diaruptlve amana of viaitlng the
Reacrve and it ahould be encouraged. The boat ahould stay well back
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from the shore; landing along the coast should be only in unusual
circumstances with the permission of the Reserve Manager, In line with
normal regulations.
Future Trends and Problem Areas
The Interpretation Officer is responsible for keeping records of
visitor use and in making predictions of future use trends. Each
visitor should be required to supply relevant information in making
application for his permit. Records will have to be compiled as to
intensity of use of different areas and the number of guard days
involved in assisting Reserve visitors. The Officer will have to
analyse special problems resulting from visitor use. It is from these
records that special management action can be taken to alleviate
problems, and ensure that visitor use complies with the management
policy of the Reserve.

PUBLIC kKL&TIOWS
The establishment and upgrading of Heru-Betiri follows sound principles
of conservation. Application of these conservation principles can lead
to an enhancement of the lives of all citizens of the Republic, both
directly and indirectly. It should be recognized, however,
that in the process of upgrading the Reserve and taking the precaution
needed to protect the last Javan tigers, there Hill be an Inevitable
conflict of interest with some people who are currently using the
area. Every effort should be made by P.P.A. to maintain good relations
with these people and assist in finding alternatives to present uses.
Effort must be made to ensure that the lives of the people moved from
the Reserve are actually improved. In addition, the following four
steps should be undertaken as part of a comprehensive public relations
programme;
1.

Conduct extension activities to explain the purposes oL^the^Reserve
and the survival needs of the Javan tiger, and to introduce-general
conservation thinking into the local communities, especially through
the use of films and slide talks (see earlier)•

2.

Involve local people in the management of tha Reserve whenever
suitably qualified individuals are available.

3.

Establish a liaison committee,including the Manager of the Reserve,
mil local Kapmla Daaa, aanior polica officar* and local mwmagar*
of Perhutanl, to deal with matters of law enforcement or conflict
of interest between local people and the Reserve.
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4.

Integrate the Meru-getiri plan into the regional development
programme. Aim includes cooperating with regional official* in
planning rural development projects that protect values of the
**«crve **« enhance the livaa of people living in anrrounding
areas.

The P.P.A. ataff mmwt ramaamer at all timea that they have fixed
responsibilities under law and that their management goals and time
achadwlaa are aat through the work/operation* pi,„, but it la alao
their reapoualbllity to help to integrate the exiatence of a viablt
nature raearea into the live, of the local people. It ia recommended
that P.P.A. cooperate with lembaga EkologI Univeraltaa Padjadjaran,
Bandung In smMaaloplng ita axtenaion programme.
ADMINISTRATION
Implementing the management plan for Meru-Batlrl la * complicated tank.
The programme cannot auccaed, nor the Reacrve or the Javan tiger mmrvive, if extreme care ie not given to the aelection, development,and
training *f g** ataff. The admihiatratlva prescriptiona adapted her*
follow the raccmmandationa of Dr. Kanton Millet (105), which are baaed
on long experience and have been aucceaaful in national parka and
equivalent reserves in many parts of the world.
Authority
Overall responsibility for the Reserve should remain within the
Directorate of Nature Conaervation. The P.P.A. Section Chief abould
remain reaponaiWa for overall aupervialon and planning, but aubjeet
to cloaer monitoring by the Directorate, than haa been the caae iu the
peat. The Manager in charge of the Reserve should enjoy a higher
atatma than that of Kepala Rayon, "a ia the leader of the team that
proteeta the gaaerve and iutroducea it to the public. He ia reaponaible
for integrating, coordinating and etimulating hie ataff to Implement
the work/operations plan.
Staff Organisation and Duties
m&fbw outlining the ataff organlxation and dot lam. It ia important
to conaider the functiona that amat be performed to implement the
management plan. Summarixed, theaa ar*#
Daciaion^akiux: Direct and guide the neceaaary atepa to achieve the
objectivea of the gaaerm*.
Protection:

Protect the Reaerve reaourcea and Reaerve vlaltora.
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Management; Implement the necessary management prescriptions,
particularly those related to the survival of endangered and extinctionprona apeclaa.
Developing facilities;

Design and construct Reserve facilities.

Interpretation and public relation*: Interpret Reserve resources to
visitors and project the image of tba programme to people outaide the
Reserve.
Maintenance;

Maintain installations within the Reserve.

Administration:

Administer the Reserve programmes.

Research; Seek to understand the natural features and processes of
the Reserve and to understand the people who visit the Reserve.
Settlements?

Analyze land tenure and guide the acquisition of land.

Planning; Plan the management, development operations, organization,
and control aspecta of the Reserve program**, including the integration of all the above The organization of the staff will be centred . around the functions
performed, in certain instances, the functions will be shared by more
than one person, but this should be avoided as uuch as possible so
Chat there ara clear divlaiona of dutiaa and raapoaaibilitlam.

The Manager;
He is ultimately in charge of the Reserve and directly responsible
for protection and management, administration and future planning,
although the planning function ia shared with the Section Chief.
He ia responsible for planning and developing facilities, in this
task aaaiatad by an architect aod Civil Engineer fro* the Diractorata,
Central Office. He will also be assisted in the plantation
acquisition programme by a special tea* from the Directorate*
but his principal responsibility is to direct and guide the
necessary steps to achieve the goals and objectives of the Reserve.
Decisions must be made concerning the activities to be carried
out, the Individuals to whom they must be assigned, the budget to
be allowed, and control of the various activities in terms of
overall policy standards.
His staff will be organized in five Divisions;
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1.
2.
3.
4*
S.

Management and Protection
Interpretation and Public Relations
Settlements
Research
Administration

All staff are to be given permanent government appointments.
The specific programmes for each "Hviaion have been outlined
above.
1. Management and Protection Division;
The Management and Protection staff are responsible for the
protection of the Reserve resources and Reserve visitors.
Th*y are reaponaible for the implementation of the special
management programmes and for the proper function and upkeep
of buildinga, grounds, roada, trail* and other installations
and facilities. This Division assists the Research Division
in monitoring programme* and also in meeting visitors,
Introducing them to the Reserve, and guiding them to enjoy
their activities in way* compatible with Reserve policy. Thay
all spend a great deal of their time in the interior of the
Reserve where they are the law enforcement officora.
This Divielom will be divided into flva administrative area*,
each headed by a Kapala Resort: Guci, Bandialit, Sukamade.
Ga. Bmtlri Utara and Karangtambak (Fig. 9), Under the Kapala
Raaorta, Protection Officora will ba assigned where it la
anticipated that control will ba moat difficult. Depending]
on location, the Barrier Guards will be directly under the
Kapala Raaort or the Protection Officer. Depending again om the
raqulramaata of apaciflc area*, Guard* will be aaalgned to
oversee apeclflc project* and control activities *uch a* the
feeding ground or are**,
auch a* Pondok Maesn in Co. Betlri
Utara. The Protection staff arm *1*6 reapoaaibla for patrolling
the no-hunting zone around the Reserve.
The Management and Protection Division will be organized aa
follow* (*&* Table 10):
Guci*

Repala Raaort will ba houaad at Curah Memgko. A Protection
Officer will be a**lgned to and housed at Nanggalan, "=d under
hi* will be the four Barrier Guard* at Nanggelan. The Protectio:
Officer la rc*ponalbla for the feeding ground ct Nanggelan.
A Protectio* Officer will bo housed at Saoenrajo and under him
will be Che Barrier Cuarda at Kali Banen.
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TABLE

10

DAfTAg 10
PROTECTIOH AND MANAGEMENT STAFF - MERU-BETIRI
OMGAWISASI PgRLINDUNGAW DAW PBWGELOLAAN KEWU-BBTIBI
Jaba tan/Posit ion
Hanager

Pos

Oranq2/No. of Staff

Baj#gwaal

Kepaia Resort/Area Chief
Guci
Baodialit
Aikamadm
Gn. Batiri Utara
Kmll Karaogtambak

Curab Wongko
Kebun Pantal
Sumbar Sari
Halangsaci
Bajagwaal

Pegawai Perlindunqan/Protection Officer
Gucl
Baodialit
Sukamada
Co. Batiri Utara
Kali Aaraog Tambak

Hanggelan
Sananrejo
Bandialit Timur
Sukamade Timor
Malangmari
Saroagao
Glenmore
18

Peniaga Batas/Barrier Guatda
Gucl

Baodialit
Go Bakki
Sukamade
Karangtaabak

Curma Moogko
Hanggelan 1
Manggelan 2
Kali Saoen
Bandialit Tiauc
Malaogaari
Suaber Sari
Sukaaade Timur
Rajegwesi

Penjaga/Guards
Baodialit
Sukamada
Oh. maLirl, Utara

Kabun Pantai
Bandialit Timur
Bumbar Saci
Pondok Macao

Penjaga Pantai/Beach Guards
Rokmrnada

Pantai Sukawade

Snulish Motes
2ast = Timur
4orth = Utara
kaob * Pantai
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Bandlallt:
Kepala Resort will be housed at Kebun Pantsi. Under him will
be one Guard *#*o ia raapomaihle (or tha feeding ground. Dm
will he aasmated by one Protection Officer to ha housed at
Bandialit Beat
Thay will have the Oata Guard, and one Guard
to aaalat la patrolling the Haru-Permiaan route.
Sukamade?
Kapala Baaort will live at Sumbar Sari. Ha will ba aasistad
by one Guard for control of the feeding ground.' Directly under him
will ha the Barrier Guarda at Sumbar Sari. One Protection
Officer will ba honaad at Sukamada Bast and under him will h*
the Barrier Guarda for this check-point.
Protection of the Sukamada Beach will be effected by thra* guarda,
who will eventually be under the direction of the Baaidant
Ecologlat. Before the Beologiat ia employed, theaa Guarda
will coma directly under the Kapala Baaort, Suksmada.
Go. Betiri Utara:
Kepala Resort will live in new facilities near Malangearl.
He will be assisted by one Protection Officer for patrolling
and one Guard 1A0 will ba atationad at Pondok Macau. Dlmctly
under the Kapala Baaort will ba the two Barrier Guarda on *&a
Halangaari-Kali ganan Trail.
Karangtarebak:
Kapala Baaort will ba housed In the haadquartc* complex at
Bajegwaal. Ba will ba directly reaponaibla for the Barrier
Guarda at the Bajegwcai-Sukaawda check-point. Be will ba
—iated by one Protection Officer to ba houaad at Sarangan
and another houaad at Glanmora. Iha Protection Officer at
Glenmore 1, reaponaibla for providing infotmation to viaitora
and for patrolling the no-hunting rone around the northeast
boundary of the Reserve.
Patrol of the ahora will ba conducted by boat. Aamlgnmant
will be on a rotating baaia among all the Protection staff
and scheduled by the Manager.
2. Imtazpratation mod public Balationa Division:
Tha Interpretive Officer emd him mtaff .ra responsible for tha
educational aapacta of the Beaarve progress*. They interpret
the values and tha featuraa of the Baserve and preaent them
to viaitora in a language and manner which can be understood
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and appreciated at all levels. This Division is alao responsible
for drafting and Issuing information to the general public,
primarily outside the Reserve, on the overall Reserve programme.
It prepares material for publication, and aids in the design
of speeches and materials which project the Reserve programme
to the media and public. The Interpretive Officer will be
assisted from time to time by a specialist from the Directorate.
The Officer will be housed at Rajegwesl.
3. Settlements Division:
' The Settlements Officer and his assistant are responsible for
the study and analysis of land use within and around the Reserve
boundaries. Initially, the principal needs will be to determine
the land tenure and extent and number of people living in the
Reserve, and to develop a plan for moving them to other areas.
It is not envisaged that this Division will be necessary after
the period of this plan. The Settlements Officer will be housed
mt Sanearajo.
4. Research Division:
The Resident geologist is responsible for the Investigations
related to management problems and the Reserve interpretation
programme. Ue atudiea the natural resources found in the
Reserve and advises en management in relation to the adequate
treatment of the Reserve's natural values, lie spends a great
deal of time In the field, analysing resource problems,
consulting other members of the staff and adviaing the Manager
on aspects related to overall resource management, lie is
responsible for coordinating all research activities in the
Reserve. He will be housed in the field station to be
constructed near Sukamade Beach.
5. Administration and Service Division:
This Division will be under the direct supervision of the
Manager. Its function la to provide basic services in the
operations of the Reserve. The staff required includes an
accountant, boat crew (two} driver/mechanic, clerk/typist,
guest house manager, and maintenance crew for the headquarters
area (two). Accommodation for this staff should be
provided in the headquarters complex at Rajegwesl.
Training
The biggest limiting factor In the implementation of this plan will
be the abort*** of cr*im*d *t*ff. In c**mm of foxmal *dwe*tiom, ch*
pr*s*nt *taff r*nk* quit* high and this ia c*rc*i*ly of b*n*fic go
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the future of the Reserve}
but the Implementation of the plan over
the next five year* will require a training programme to develop the
special skill* that are required. The training programme muat ba
instituted through cha Central Office of the Directorate. Am noted
previously, the Reserve staff has been divided into categories based
on the level of training required to perform each job. The advanced
level requires advanced formal education or equivalent wealth of
experience; medium laval raquiroa ecme formal education and technical
preparation; and the basic level requires little or no previous
training. The skills required to successfully perform each function
can be divided into general skills required by all personnel and
specific skills required to perform specific functions (105). The
training of all staff from the medium level upward will have to be
provided through special courses given by the Central Office. Planning
for this is in progress. Training basic level personnel will be the
responsibility of the senior staff of the Reserve. ••
An important training method for advanced and middle level personnel
will be for them to visit other working reserves and parks. An
exchange of ideas with peers can help create a real P.P.A. cadre*
Such exchanges will be Important in evaluating performance and
stimulating suggestions for improvements.
Budgeting for training will have to be provided through the Central
Office of the Directorate as psrt of its overall training programme.
Funds in the Reserve budget will provide for the training.of basic
level personnel.
. .
Reports and Records
Regular monthly and annual reports should be submitted by the Manager
to the Section Chief and the Director of P.P.A. These reports should
include a general account of management activities and problems In
the Reserve with special reference to matters of law enforcement,
and relations with visitors and local people. Reports should also
include observations on flora and fauna, notes on any unusual
occurrence*, monthly record* of visitor numbem and meteorological
data. It should also Include a summary of revenue and expenditures.
It is important for the Manager to accurately ease** how his
programme relates to the work/operation plan. If he.is having
difficulty following guideline* or implementing specific programmes,
he should identify the reason so that steps can be taken by the
Central Offla* to m#ai*t hi*, the Manager can only earpect mesimtanca
if ha can correctly analyaetlie eituallon in terms of! problem araaa and
needs.
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The &«more Chiefs and the Heads of Divisions must assist the Manager
in hia reporting duties. They must also atrive to accurately assess
problems and needs in complying with the work/operations plan. In
addition to the documentation already discussed under individual
programmes, each Division Head and Kepala Resort should submit brief
written monthly reports on their particular field to the Manager.
Written patrol reports should be prepared by any field staff returning
from patrol, including the Itinerary of the route followed, and all
observations of special interest.

ESTATE MANAGEMENT
Construction of New Facilities
Buildings and Other Structures:
The existing staff facilities which can be used in future management
of the Reserve are:
Curah Hongko, 30 *
2
Sanenrejo, 30 m
2
Clenuore, 40 m
2
Sumber Sari, 40 m
2
Rajegweai, 30 m

2

Rajegwesl Guest House (4 beds, 3 rooms)
Sukamada Beach

(shelter)

The administrative facilities and staff accommodation which will
need to be constructed during the period of this plan include:
Location and Facility

Construction Schedule
(Year of Plan)

Rajegwesl
Manager1a quarters: 1
Headquarters office; 1
Staff quarters, A.L.: 2
Staff quarter*, ML.: *
Staff quarters, B.L.i ?
Boat jetty: 1
Check post: 1
Garage/mechanic quarters: 1
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1-2
1-2
1-2
UK
1-%
1-2
1-2
3-4

Sukamade East
Staff quarters, M.L.: I
Staff quarters, B.L.: 2
Check post: 1

1-2
1-2
1-2

Sukaroade Beach
Field
Staff
Staff
Check

station: 1
quarters, A.L.: 1
quarters, B.L.: 3
post; &

1-2

1~2
j_2

1-2

Sukamade, Sumber Sari
Staff quarters, B.L.: 3
Check post: 1

3-4
1-2

HangRelan
Staff quarters., M.L.: 1
Staff quarters, B.L.j 4
Check post* 2
Watch-tower
Boat Jetty

1-2
1-2
1-2
3-4
3-4

Curah Nongko
Staff quarters, B.L.j 2
Check post: 1

l_2

3-4

Kali Sanen
Staff quarters, B.L.: 2
Check poatr 1

3-4
1-2

Bandiallt. Pantal Kebun
Staff quarters, A.L.
Staff quarters, B.L.: 1

1-2
3-4

Bandielit East
Staff quarters, M.L.: 1
Staff quarters, B.L.; 3
Check post

1-2
1-2
1-2

Sarongan
Stmff qaartmr*, M.L.; 1

3_4
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Malangsari
Staff
Staff
Staff
Check

quarters, A.L.: 1
quarter*, M.t.: 1
quartara, B.L.: 2
post

1-4
3-4
3-4

3-4

Shelters
Sekar Pisang; 1
Sumber Cedahj 1
T. Man** 1
T. Permisan: 1
Upper Kali Sanaa* I
Pondok Macao; 1

3-4
1-2
1-2
1-2
3-4
3-4

Administrative Sites;
For the purpose of administration, areas within the Reserve boundaries
will be designated as administrative sites and will be posted as such.
Construction and development will take place only within these areas.
Size will depend upon the development needs, but should not exceed
the following;
Curah Nongko, \ ha
Maoggalao, 1 ha
Nanggelan, Barrier, (2),-1/8 ha
Bandlalit, Kebun Pantai, 1 ha
Bandielit East, % ha
Kail Sanaa. % ha
Sukamade, Sumber Sari, I ha
Sukamade East, 1 ha
Sukamade Beach, 1 ha
Malangsari, 1 ha
Pondok Macao, % ha
The general location of these sites la shown in Fig. 9.
Administrative
sites should be located so am to fulfil their main administrative
function.but should never be placed so »a to disrupt the natural
Integrity of th# a**a. For aaaapla, barriara and guard srrnmmnimtfnn
should ha placed at cha Roaarva boundary or wbara cha natural topography
dictates; the field station at Sukamade should be located near the
edge of the plantation, not on the beach. Itself. Cultivation of
vegetables for food at administrative sites should only be allowed
where a source is not readily available nearby, such as Pondok Macan.
The Rajegwesi area is to be designated as a recreation/administration
site, which will include the entire area behind the beach up to about
SO m in elevation. In this area, »* in all the Reserve, vehicle
travel will only be allowed on designated roads. The beach at Rajegwesi
will be closed to all motor vehicles and bicycles.
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The design and selection of locations of facilities should bo done by
an Architect and Civil Engineer from the u-iiti;.] ( iric, working with
th* Manager and him *taff. Sup*rvi*ion of conntructlon can b* carried
oat by th* Baaarra ataff.
Trails and Roads:
Upkaap of trail* and construction of to* addltloqnl trail* needed for
p*tr*l psjrp**** and vimltor uaa will be the responsibility of the
Protnatiom and M*nag*m*nt ataff Two new trail* will need to be
eoostructad in th* first years of th* plsn. Raj*gw*sl-Damal Bsy
(appro*. 4 km) *md M*ru-p*rmia*m B*y (appro*! 5 km). Toe trail should
&* oarafully constroetod so that middl*-*gad *nd old*r tourist* can
ask* th* trip. Th* trail that pr***ntly a*i*t* *long psrt of tbi*
m«t* 1* not adaquata. Th* Raffia** *ita at Damsl Bay should b*
prot*ct*d so that viaitor* cannot climb o**t th* rock fac* wh*ra th*
liana* ar* growing. Th* othar natnra trail* to ha constructed include
on* from th* po*t at Somber Sari to th* watch-tow* r o**rlooking th*
f**ding ground, and on* from the Manggalan post to th* Nanggelan watch
tosmr. The** will b* conmtrwct*d in th* s*cond y@*r of th* plan; **«h
will be about 2 km long.
A***** road* into th* R***rve *r* prassntly *wint*in*d by the plantation*
amd will continue to b* until production thar* ******. In th* fifth
yaar of th* plan, whan control of th*s* anclavt* i* c*dad to P.P.A.,
p%ori*iona will haw* to b* mad* for thair wpkatp; this will hav* to :
be Included in * special supplementary budget.
Support for th* upk**p of the haadquartum complex at Rajagwaal will
haw* to b* providad o* an annual baais.
Communications:
T*lophon* coamunication hatwaau *)1 major po*t* 1* necessary for th*
*ffiel*nt oparation of th* msn#g*m*nt plan and will require th*
inatallation of *om* n*w linns. Thi* will b* **». practl**! th*n radio
ooaaaamication b*c*u*« of repair problams with radio* and the st*ep
topography, which will lntarf*r* with direct radio contact betwa*m
th* w**t*m and ***t*rn *dg*a of tha gasar**
Cmsp Ground* *nd Sb*lt*r Sit**;
Th* n*w *h.lt*r* to am oonmtructad h.w haam llst.d *ho*. amd thair
ganaral location i* shown in Flgur* ,. Cmmp grounds *r* locatad n*ar
aah at*lt*r and also at Kali Oardung whara it joina Kali Sanen
Th*w *lt** should b* no l*tg*r th*n k h. and ahould b* pomt*4. Mo
furth*r davmlopment of th«*. ,it*« 1* *nvimaged during th* period
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of this plan. Mo other construction of any kind should ba allowed.
The shelters are primarily for patrol purposes, but they can be
utilized by visitor* with a permit on payment of the prescribed fee.
Visitor use, however, should never take precedence over their primary
patrol function.
Temporary Housing
Where facilities have not yet been provided, a current practice among
the staff of Heru-Betlri ia to take accommodation with other staff
members, even if thla means living many kilometers from their area of
responsibility. This practice has been necessitated by lack of funds,
but it clearly has detracted from the present management programme.
It ia important that ataff members live in, or very near, the area
where they must work. In the next few years, until all accommodation has
beenconetrueted, thla will create some inconvenience. Where ataff
facilities have not yet been completed, an allowance for housing should
be provided. A staff member should be required to live as close to
hie work area aa possible.
Transport and Equipment
- Vehicles and Boats;
Five motorcycles, purchased by W.W.F+ are currently aaslgned to
personnel directly or indirectly involved with the management of the
Reserve. A pick-up truck, purchased for the Reserve by W.W.F.. is
reported to be in the hands of the Section Chief.
The Manager should have a four-wheel drive vehicle. All advanced level
personnel will need good transport, and each should be provided with
a motorcycle and safety helmet. Among the Protection Officera, those
posted at Nanggelan, Sanenrejo and Clenmore should have motocycles.
All other Protection Officers, uards and other ataff ahould be Issued
bicycles.
A 10 w boat, constructed of wood and equipped with an adequate
Inboard engine,will be required to patrol the coast.
- Firearms;

We do not believe that it Is necessary to arm the Management and
Protection staff, but all these men ahould have training in the use
of firearms, and arms should be maintained at the Section Chief's
Office, aa ia now reportedly being done. His inventory shows 32 rifles;
no further purchases of firearms will be required.
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- Supplies and Uniforms:
The Manager should be provided with an imprest account for the purchase
mupplima,much mm petrol, etc. mad minor itemm of equipment. Major
equipment should be identified by the Manager in consultation with
the Section Chief. Emphasis will be placed on providing equipment to
enable patrol activity under difficult field condition. It ia the
reaponmibility of the Mmnmgmr to aee that him ataff mre mdeajwmtely
equipped for thia task.
Provlmion of quality wall-fitted unlformm of m atandard dealgo la
Ifortamt. AH mtaff mhould be provided initially with two metm and.
thereafter, be given a clothing allowance for maintenance.
Bach post will have to be provided with beds, tables, chairs and other
furnimhingm. The allowance for themm will be in accordance with mtan&
P.P.A. policy.
On Design
Roada, trails, signs, building* - the facilities needed in the
management programme - are not femturcm unrelated to the natural
setting of the Reserve. They can mar and detract if their design
and location are too contrasting end visually unrelated to the
characteristics of the landscape. Rather, auch developments should
hormov naturally emtebllmhed form, line, colour end texture so that
their vimual characteristics are compatible with the natural surroundir
With proper planning, facilities can subtly integrate into the landempe add ettrect little attention to themaelvem (Fig. 10* 106, 107).
Demign conmidermtlcnm ere important in other aapaolm of Rmmerve
management. The mteff mhoold hove dimtlnctive uniform*, but onem thmt
ere compatible with the job and setting. We muggemt a dimtlnctive
emblem for the Remerve, for vehlclem, uniform* and mignm. It mhould
depict the character of the Remerve and the mimmlon of the management
programs*?. Uniform* end emtlemm help bind the mtmff together mm m
team end facilitate easy recognition.
Signm mhould clemrly import necemmmry Information,hut do no In m way
that im in keeping with good public relation princlplem and with the
umturml murtoundingm. The undermtmnding, fmeling, intent and
determination of the mteff ere expremmmd by the demign, wording,
placement and upkeep of mignm.
To dmte, not enpugh cere hmm been exercimmd in the demign mod plmcemmat of facllitiea; many that have been built nnfortunmtely mar and
dianmpt the nmturel mettlng. The notable exception la the mhalter
built of bamboo at Sukemade Beech. Thia i, e criticel,atage in
planning.
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Figure 10

On Design;
The design, location and upkeep of buildings, roads,
trails and signs present an image of the staff, their
understanding and determination in their mission of
preserving the natural integrity of the Reserve, If
facilities disrupt the natural harmony of the area
and are unrelated to the natural setting, that Image
will be projected to visitors and local residents. However,
if accommodation subtly integrates with the surroundings
and if structures and signs are carefully designed and
maintained, an image of care, intent and determination
by the staff will be projected for all to see,
Javan architecture is rich in harmonious form and its
traditionally used materials, such as atone, wood and
bamboo,blend with the natural surroundings.
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In the period of this plan,momc of the facilities needed for years
to come will ha constructed. At this stage,it is relatively easy
to prevent a detraction and deterioration of the visual qualities of
the landscape. Design is a Job for specialists and a competent team
should be employed by P.P.A. to assist in planning for buildings
constructed in all reserves and parks, and to develop specifications
for any constructions by concessionaires to be allowed.
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REGULATIONS MR MERU-HETIRI RESERVE

1.

Authority and Short Title
Thaw Ragulationa are iaaumd under the Authority of the Article
of the Protection and Conaervation f f Ma cur ml Reaourcea Act,
1*7_, and may bm cited ma the Meru-Batiri Reaarve Regulations.

2.

Definition*
*- ASS —w» the Protection and Conaetvation. of Natural Reaourcoa
Act, 1*7 .
b. Director m*ana the Director of Nature Conaervation.
c. Remerve mmana the Mern-Ratiri Reserve, am defined In Mlnlatarial
Decree No.
of 197 .
d. Manager mman, the aanior officer of the Directorate of Mature
Conaervation in charge of tha Reaerve.
All other definition* ahall he aa defined in the preamble to
the Act.

3.

Designation of special Sitea
In accordance with the work/operatioua plan,the Director, In
writing, will dealare certain areaa in the Reserve to be adwinlmtratlve altea, admdnlmtratlva/recreatlon aitea (Rajegweal area only)
and wildlife habitat management altea (plantation eoclavea and
exiatlng feeding gronnda at Nanggelan, Prlngtall and the Weat
Pork of tha Kali Bukammda only).
*hm remainder of tha Reaarve will be managed aa a atrlct Nature
Reaerve and will be referred to aa the Sanctuary Araa.
The DiMctor, in writing and in accordance with the work/aparatlone
pla*, will declare certain roada aa acceaa roada and certain wmllm
aa nature traila and patrol tralla. All other roada and tralle in
the Reserve will be closed.

4.

Entry into Reserve
a. Ho peraon ahall enter the Raaarve unleaa in posseaaiom of a
valid entry permit authorizing him, to do ao.
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b. Entry poradta may ha leaned eithar ac the P.P.A. office,
Banyuwangl or at the Reserve headquarters or designated checkpoint* on payment of the feea prescribed In Schedule I and
subject to the conditions specified in these Regulations.
c. This shall not apply to any employees of the Reserve, to any
government official on duty, to any person or group of persons
granted free entry to the Reserve by the Director in writing,
nor to any persons travailing the access road to the plantation
enclaves.
d. The Director or Manager may make exception to the entry permit
requirement for specific designated areas during July and
August of each year in accordance with the work/operations
plan.
e. The Director or Manager may grant free use of the Kali Sana*
trail to local people who must use this route for travelling
between markets and their homes.•
5.

Entry at Own Risk
Persons enter the Reserve at their own risk and the government
shall bear no liability to pay compensation for injury, loss
of life,
damage or loss of property suffered within the Reserve.

6.

Action* Prohibited.within the Reserve
Mo person shall perform any of the following actions within the Resorvo, except with the written permiaaion of the Director, and
when such action la considered necessary in the interest of
management:
s. Construct any building or other structure of any kind;
b. Clear, occupy or cultivate any land;
c. Introduce or allow any domestic animal to enter the Reserve,
except in the case of an animal travelling along a recognized
right-of-way through the Reserve;
d. Land any aircraft, including a helicopter, ia the Reserve or
fly any aircraft over it ac an altitude lower than 1000 m;
e. Bring any vessel of more than 20 m In length within the seaward boundaries of the Baser** (i.e. within 500 m of low
water mark).
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f. Construct any road qr trail;
g. Cue, burn or otherwise damage or remove any tree, plant or
other vegetation, whether daad or all**;
m. memove any rock, aand, mod or other sdaeral aubstanca or
damage or remove any coral shell or other marina growth;
*. &"**** in any scleotiffc researob work or mineral exploration.
7.

*o parmon shall perform any of tha following action* within theReeerve
bowudarles without tha permission of tha Man,gar or tha Director.
a. Bring any boat within tha seaward boundariaa of tha Raaoraa;
b. gnter tha Sanctuary Aram of tha Reserve unless accompanied
by a Guard/Guide;
a. Ckmp at any placa other than an authorised camping ground;
d. Make a fire at any placa other than an muthorimad camping
ground;
a. latrodmoa or oac any radio, tapa-recordar, muaical instrument,
or voice amplifier;
f. Introduce or use scuba-diving equipment;
g. Enter or move within the Reserve between the hour; of 6.00 p.*.
and 6.00 a.m., except for movement on authorised camping
ground* or within developed areas.

8.

Prohibited Articles
No person other than an employee of the Reserve acting in the
course of hi* doty ahall poaaeas or carry any of the following
art&olem within the Reserve without the written permission of the
Director: a. Weapons or awnunltion.Including apaer-guns;
b. Explosives or explosive devices;
c. Traps, nets or poison;
d. Trophy

or dry or fresh meat of any snimsl.

M5

9.

Hunting and Disturbance Prohibited
No person shall hunt, kill, capture or disturb any animal or
disturb the nest or disrupt the nesting activity of any bird or
reptile, except under the provisions of a scientific collecting
permit issuad by Che Director for ch* purpoaa of ganulna scientific
research.

10. Fishing Prohibited
Fishing or setting of nets or fish traps within the Reserve is
prohibited.
11. Coumercial photography
Ho person may make any film for commercial purposes or take any
photographs intended for commercial use unless in possession of
a photographic permit issued by the Director.
12. Advertisements Prohibited
No person shall display any posters, placards
material of any kind.

or advertising

13. Rubbish Disposal
No person shall dispose of any litter or rubbish other than In
a receptacle provided for the purpose or by burying it.
14. Defacing of Buildings and Other Surfaces
No person shall damage or deface either with paint, carving or
by other means any building, historical monument, boundary
marker, tree, rock or other surface whatsoever.
15. Closure of Reserve
The Director may authorize the closure of the Reserve or of any
part thereof where he considers It necessary In the interest of
Management.
16. Refusal of Admission and Eviction
a. The Manager may refuse permission for any person or persons
to enter the Reserve where he considers that their entry may
result in a disturbance or infringement of these Regulations;
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b. What* may paraon or peraona are cawalng a diaturbanee or otherwiae misbehaving, he may require them to leave the Reserve or,
should they refuse to do so, have them forcibly evicted,
17. Powers or Arreat and Seizure
a. An authorised officer may arrest any person whom he suspects
of having committed an offence against the Protection and
Conservation of Natural Resources Act of these Regulations,
and where ha has reason to believe that if he is not arrested,
he will abscond.
Any person so arrested shall be handed over to the Police
without delay and charged with the offence or cautioned
and released;
b. An authorised Officer may seize any domestic animal found in
the Reserve or any article or substance, the possession or uae
of which is prohibited under these Regulations; It shall be
handmd over to tha Pollea without delay and a charge brought
against the person or persons concerned.
18. Penalties
Amy permoo convicted of an offence under theme, Ragulationa ahall
be liable to a fine of up to Bp.
or three yeara impriaonraent, or both, in accordance with the provisions of the Act.
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